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EDITORIAL

Narrowing the gap between ICD/DSM and RDoC constructs:
possible steps and caveats
One century ago K. Jaspers, discussing the status of research
on the neural correlates of mental disorders, stated that “we
only know the end links in the chain of causation from soma
to psyche and vice versa, and from both these terminal points
we endeavour to advance”1.
There has certainly been some progress from Jaspers’ time.
We know today some more links in that chain of causation, on
one side and on the other. But the gap does remain and we –
clinicians and psychopathologists on one side and neuroscientists on the other – do have to advance from our respective terminal points in order to narrow it.
Indeed, the recent debate following the publication of the
DSM-5 and the launch of the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC)
project has made it clear that we have today on the one hand a
problem with several ICD/DSM constructs, in that they are too
distant from the level of inquiry of neurosciences, and on the
other a problem with at least part of RDoC constructs, in that
they are somewhat distant from the level of “the actual clinical
phenomena that bring patients to the clinic”2. This gap seems
to be particularly sensible in the area of psychoses: according
to B. Cuthbert, “one hears informal comments at conferences
that psychosis is a ‘black box’ in RDoC”2.
How can we, clinicians and psychopathologists, from our
side of the chain of causation Jaspers was referring to, contribute to narrow this gap?
Actually, after an initial phase in which the RDoC project
was presented (or perceived) as being in competition with current diagnostic systems, a dialogue has started between the US
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) and both the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the American Psychiatric Association (APA) (see also Sanislow3 in this issue of the
journal). Particularly productive in this respect have been the
WHO/NIMH meeting held in Madrid in February 2014 entitled
“Future directions in research diagnostic criteria for mental
and behavioural disorders” and the APA/NIMH symposium
that took place in Atlanta in May 2016 entitled “DSM-5 and
RDoC: moving towards a common agenda for understanding
mental disorders”.
Having been the chairperson in the Madrid meeting and
the discussant in the Atlanta symposium, I would like to share
here with the readers of World Psychiatry: a) a list of the possible steps, emerging from those meetings, that we clinicians
and psychopathologists can implement in order to contribute
to narrow the gap between ICD/DSM and RDoC constructs,
and b) a list of caveats that we will have to take into account,
because not all of the assumptions which are at the basis of
the RDoC project can be fully endorsed by us at the current
state of development of our discipline.
A first possible step that we clinicians and psychopathologists can implement in order to narrow the above-mentioned
gap is a redefinition and dissection of some complex symptoms
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and signs. Indeed, while the characterization of psychiatric syndromes has been repeatedly refined in the past four decades,
that of psychiatric symptoms and signs has remained more or
less the same, with the result that several symptoms, especially
composite and heterogeneous ones (e.g., delusions, hallucinations, anhedonia), are characterized in the DSM-5 glossary in a
way that is somewhat outdated and too far from the level of
neuroscientific inquiry.
A second possible step is the identification of experiential
intermediate phenotypes which can be added to those, mostly
behavioural, that are included in the RDoC framework. Primary psychotic experiences – of which aberrant salience, in part
corresponding to Jaspers’ delusional atmosphere, represents a
good example – may indeed be a more reasonable and meaningful target for neuroscientific inquiry than, say, delusional
ideas. Of course, these primary psychotic experiences will
have to be characterized in a way that is clear and reliable, and
a good example of how this can be done is given by the instrument called Examination of Anomalous Self-Experience (EASE)4,
developed by J. Parnas and some other European psychopathologists.
A third possible step is a refinement of currently identified
dimensions of mental disorder and the delineation of crosswalks between some of those dimensions and some RDoC
constructs. This is the aim of the effort that P. Wang and D.
Clarke are conducting within the APA5, which has been
described at the above-mentioned Atlanta symposium.
A fourth possible step is a more precise and detailed characterization of broader dimensional groupings or spectra,
such as internalizing and externalizing, but also neuroticism.
The research conducted by R. Krueger and his group on these
spectra and their neurobiological correlates, also illustrated at
the Atlanta symposium, and their recent effort to explore possible interrelationships between those spectra and some RDoC
constructs6, represent a good example of how this strategy can
be productively pursued.
A fifth possible step is the refinement of recent attempts to
delineate several stages in the development of some mental
disorders, again particularly in the area of psychoses7. Some
of those stages, especially early ones, may be closer to the level of
neuroscientific inquiry than the full-blown syndromes described
in the ICD and DSM.
A sixth possible step is an in-depth exploration of the
dynamics within networks of symptoms. Recent research in
this area, in fact, has suggested that reciprocal interactions
may exist between the symptoms of a mental disorder, so that
an adverse event may trigger one or more specific symptoms,
which may in turn activate other symptoms, that may then
modulate the expression of the former8. These dynamics can
be relevant to neuroscientific inquiry.
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This is, of course, a very tentative list, that will need to be
extensively refined and to which further elements can be added.
Let’s come now to the conceptual caveats, all emerging
from the recent rich literature in the field of philosophy of psychiatry. Incidentally, according to T. Kuhn9, the “recourse to
philosophy and to debate over fundamentals” is one of the
symptoms of the “transition from normal to extraordinary science” which characterizes paradigm shifts within a given discipline. There is no doubt that this symptom is quite evident
in the current phase of development of our discipline.
The first caveat is that there are several different levels of
observation and explanation of abnormal mental phenomena,
and there is no a priori reason why one of these levels should
be regarded as more fundamental than the others10. Of course,
all abnormal experiences and behaviours are likely to be
implemented through neural circuits, but this does not mean
that the level of neural circuits will necessarily be the most
useful and efficient at which to observe and explain those
experiences and behaviours. What is the most useful and efficient level will depend upon the purpose for which the observation and explanation is required. If our purpose is to
develop new psychotropic drugs, the level of neural circuits is
likely to be the most efficient, but if our purpose is to develop
new psychotherapies or psychosocial interventions, other levels of observation and explanation may be more useful and
efficient.
A second, related but more radical, caveat is that, although
all abnormal mental phenomena are likely to be implemented
through neural circuits, this does not mean that those circuits
will have to be necessarily themselves “faulty”, and in need to
be “fixed”. Some forms of mental dysfunction may involve maladaptive operating rules acquired by learning11, which may be
subtended by a reconfiguration of neural activity that is not in
itself “dysfunctional”, although different from ordinary patterns. In other terms, the level of the dysfunction may be higher
than that of neural circuits, and intervening on those circuits
may not be an adequate way to act on that dysfunction.
The third caveat was already voiced by K. Jaspers one century ago: “the method of living mosaic – i.e., the idea that disease
entities are mosaic-like structures composed from a variety of
individual and identical pieces – turns psychopathological
investigation and diagnosis into something mechanical and
petrifies discovery”1. In other terms, whether it is really possible
to decompose currently identified mental disorders into
“pieces” (variables or dimensions), which recur exactly with the
same characteristics and presumably with the same neurobiological correlates in all those disorders, remains to be proved. A
given symptom may instead have a different meaning and different underlying pathogenetic processes depending on the
overall psychopathological context within which it emerges.
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A fourth caveat is that, while the problematic issue of testretest and inter-rater reliability of psychopathological measures has been repeatedly emphasized in the past few years,
the possibly even more problematic issue of test-retest and
inter-laboratory reliability of neurobiological measures in psychiatry has not been equally emphasized. This is a problem to
be taken into account, if the aim is to develop measures to be
used in ordinary clinical practice.
On the basis of all this, what tentative conclusions can
be drawn, concerning both clinical practice and progress of
knowledge?
As to clinical practice, it will be empirical evidence to show
whether, or to which extent, the characterization of individual
patients in terms of behavioural and neurobiological variables
can augment (or, as originally proposed in the RDoC project,
even replace) our current psychopathological characterization
in the pursuit of what remains our main objective, i.e., the efficient prediction of outcomes, in particular response to treatments. One thing are promises and statements; another thing
are facts and data. What we badly need today is the latter: an
empirical evidence which is solid, convincing, widely replicated and clinically relevant. The history of biological psychiatry
has not started yesterday. We have seen so many biological
findings which have been just forgotten after some years, without being either confirmed or disproved, and which have never
been even considered for application in ordinary practice.
As to progress of knowledge, clinicians and psychopathologists on one side and neuroscientists on the other are still
“exploring from opposite directions”, as Jaspers was pointing
out, a continent which is largely unknown1. Neither team can
state that its effort is a priori more fundamental, worthwhile
or scientific than the other, or claim present or future complete control over the territory. The best service we can do to
our profession and our patients is to work actively to advance
from our respective terminal points in the chain of causation,
in a spirit of collaboration and mutual respect.
Mario Maj
Department of Psychiatry, University of Naples SUN, Naples, Italy
1.
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3.
4.
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6.
7.
8.
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

Traditional marijuana, high-potency cannabis and synthetic
cannabinoids: increasing risk for psychosis
Robin M. Murray, Harriet Quigley, Diego Quattrone, Amir Englund, Marta Di Forti
Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience, King’s College, De Crespigny Park, London, SE5 8AF, UK

Epidemiological evidence demonstrates that cannabis use is associated with an increased risk of psychotic outcomes, and confirms a doseresponse relationship between the level of use and the risk of later psychosis. High-potency cannabis and synthetic cannabinoids carry the
greatest risk. Experimental administration of tetrahydrocannabinol, the active ingredient of cannabis, induces transient psychosis in normal
subjects, but this effect can be ameliorated by co-administration of cannabidiol. This latter is a constituent of traditional hashish, but is largely
absent from modern high-potency forms of cannabis. Argument continues over the extent to which genetic predisposition is correlated to, or
interacts with, cannabis use, and what proportion of psychosis could be prevented by minimizing heavy use. As yet, there is not convincing
evidence that cannabis use increases risk of other psychiatric disorders, but there are no such doubts concerning its detrimental effect on cognitive function. All of the negative aspects are magnified if use starts in early adolescence. Irrespective of whether use of cannabis is decriminalized or legalized, the evidence that it is a component cause of psychosis is now sufficient for public health messages outlining the risk,
especially of regular use of high-potency cannabis and synthetic cannabinoids.
Key words: Cannabis, psychosis, marijuana, synthetic cannabinoids, cognitive function, brain structure, genetic predisposition, early
adolescence
(World Psychiatry 2016;15:195–204)

The use of cannabis has been illegal in most countries since
the 1930s, but this has not deterred use1. Currently, cannabis
is used by around 180 million people globally2. The tensions
produced by this unsatisfactory situation have resulted in
much attention being paid to the legal status of cannabis.
Possession of the drug in small quantities has been decriminalized officially in countries such as Portugal and the Netherlands, and unofficially in many more. In 2013, Uruguay became the first nation to legalize the sale, cultivation and
distribution of cannabis3. Four US states have also legalized
recreational use, and another twenty-five US states as well as
Canada permit so-called “medicinal marijuana”. While Uruguay has strict rules concerning access, laws vary state by state
in the US, with policy being increasingly driven by entrepreneurs in search of profit, and law makers in search of taxes.
Given the above, it seems likely that consumption of cannabis will increase rather than decrease. This makes it imperative
to understand the possible adverse consequences of use, even
if they only affect a minority of users. In this paper we start by
reviewing cannabinoids and the endocannabinoid system. We
then focus on cannabis use and risk of psychiatric disorder,
particularly psychosis, before touching on the effects on cognition and brain structure.

CANNABINOIDS AND THE ENDOCANNABINOID
SYSTEM
Cannabis contains over one hundred cannabinoids4, the
most important of which are tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and
cannabidiol (CBD). These are produced in tiny crystal formations around the flowering tops. Recreational cannabis has
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been traditionally available as herb (marijuana, grass, weed) or
resin (hashish, hash). In some countries such as the US it is
smoked by itself, while in much of Europe it is smoked with
tobacco. When smoked or inhaled, effects come on after a few
minutes and last 2-3 hours; if eaten it can take 2 hours for the
effects to be felt and they can last up to 8 hours.
Cannabinoids exert their effects primarily by interacting
with the endocannabinoid system, which comprises endogenous ligands, their receptors, and the enzymes that synthesize
and degrade them5.
There are two specific receptors: cannabinoid receptor
type-1 (CB1) and cannabinoid receptor type-2 (CB2). The CB1
receptor is widespread throughout the brain, with high concentrations in the neocortex, basal ganglia and hippocampus6.
CB1 receptors are located pre-synaptically on the terminals of
GABAergic and glutamatergic neurons, where they act homeostatically to counteract the over- or under-activity of these systems by modulating pre-synaptic neurotransmitter release7.
The CB2 receptor, initially thought to be confined to immune
cells and peripheral tissues8, has recently also been found in
the cerebellum and brain stem.
The best known endogenous cannabinoid receptor ligands
are N-arachidonoylethanolamide (anandamide, AEA) and 2arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG). These are biosynthesized postsynaptically in an activity-dependent manner before being
cleared by a reuptake mechanism and enzymatic hydrolysis.
THC is responsible for the euphoria and feelings of
increased sociability and insightfulness, “the high” that users
enjoy. It is a partial agonist at the CB1 receptor9. As the endocannabinoid system normally operates “on-demand” in an
activity-dependent manner10, exogenous THC appears to
overwhelm the endogenous system11-15, with resulting lower
levels, for example, of AEA16.
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Administering THC to healthy volunteers impairs learning,
attention and memory in a dose-response manner17-22. Such
impairment is likely why drivers, under the influence of cannabis, are at double risk of traffic accidents23. Experimental
studies have also shown that a sufficiently high dose of intravenous THC can induce short-lived psychotic symptoms,
including paranoia and hallucinations19,24,25. It also increases
paranoid thoughts in a virtual reality setting26.
CBD lacks significant affinity for the CB1 receptor27,28, but
it is able to displace THC at low nanomolar concentrations29.
It may act antagonistically against CB1 agonists via a nonorthosteric binding site30. It appears to block or ameliorate
many of the effects of THC. For example, the co-administration
of CBD significantly reduces THC-induced tachycardia31, the
anxiogenic effects of THC32, and the detrimental effects of THC
on perception33,34 and memory35.

THE CHANGING NATURE OF RECREATIONAL
CANNABINOIDS
The proportion of THC in the commonly used herbal cannabis (marijuana) and resin (hashish) was 3% or less in the
1960s, but subsequently it began to rise. Growers cross-bred
plants to increase potency. Then, they found that preventing
pollination increased THC, as in this situation the female plant
converts its energy into producing more cannabinoids rather
than seeds36. This type of cannabis is referred to as sinsemilla,
which means “without seed” in Spanish, but is sometimes colloquially termed “skunk”, because of its strong smell. Plants
bred to produce a high concentration of THC cannot simultaneously produce a lot of CBD, so the product contains only
traces of the latter37.
By the early years of the 21th century, the average proportion
of THC had risen to 16 and 20% in England and Holland
respectively, and sinsemilla had taken over much of the traditional market from resin37,38. Similarly, Australia saw a shift
towards high-potency cannabis, with mean THC around 15%39,
while in the US potency reached an average of 12% by 201440.
In the US states where recreational cannabis or “medicinal
marijuana” have been legalized, an increasingly wide variety
of products are becoming available, including oils and
“edibles” such as biscuits, chocolates and cakes. Novel ways of
extracting THC from the plant have produced resin oil with up
to 80% THC content, while other innovations delivering high
THC concentrations include “vaping” and “wax dabbing”.
J.W. Huffman spent over 25 years seeking to synthetize cannabinoids for therapeutic use41. However, in the late 2000s,
some of his compounds started to be used as “legal highs”,
often termed “Spice”. Subsequently, the use of such synthetic
cannabinoids increased dramatically, often taken sprayed on
herbal mixtures. While THC is a partial agonist with weak
affinity for the CB1 receptor, synthetic cannabinoids are full
agonists and generally have higher affinity. Not surprisingly,
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they pose a greater health risk compared to plant cannabis42-44.
A survey of 80,000 drug users showed that those who used synthetic cannabinoids were thirty times more likely to end up in
an emergency unit than users of traditional cannabis45. Acute
physical reactions include nausea and vomiting, breathlessness, hypertension, tachycardia, chest pain, and occasionally
acute renal failure.
Over 200 synthetic cannabinoids have been reported available on the Internet46. As each has a slightly different molecular structure, they can have unpredictable side effects. Furthermore, they cannot be detected by routine drug tests,
making them particularly attractive to those in prison and in
the army.

PSYCHOSIS
Concern that use of cannabis might induce psychosis is not
new. For example, in 1896, the Scottish psychiatrist T. Clouston
visited the Cairo asylum and noted that 40 out of 253 people in
the hospital had insanity attributed to the use of hashish47.
However, by the 1960s, this view was commonly ridiculed as
“reefer madness”, with the implication that it was those who
believed that cannabis could induce psychosis who were mad,
rather than those who consumed the drug.
In the first prospective study to explore whether cannabis
asson et al48 traced
played a causal role in psychosis, Andre
45,750 young men who had been asked about their drug use
when they were conscripted into the Swedish army. Those
who had used cannabis more than fifty times were six times
more likely to develop schizophrenia over the next fifteen
years than those who had never used it. Surprisingly, the findings were mostly ignored. Even The Lancet, which had pubasson et al’s paper in 1987, carried an editorial in
lished Andre
1995 stating the prevailing view that “the smoking of cannabis,
even long term, is not harmful to health”49.
However, there has now been a raft of longitudinal prospective studies50,51. Nine out of twelve found that cannabis use
was associated with a significantly increased risk of psychotic
symptoms or psychotic illness; the remaining three showed a
trend in the same direction52-64 (Table 1). Marconi et al65 performed a meta-analysis and showed that the more extensive
the cannabis use the greater the risk for psychosis in all of the
studies included. There was an odds ratio of almost four for
risk of psychosis-related outcomes among the heaviest users
compared to the non-users.
Is use of higher potency types of cannabis more risky than
traditional forms? Di Forti et al66 examined 410 patients with
their first episode of psychotic disorder and 390 healthy controls. People using high-potency cannabis on a daily basis
were five times more likely than non-users to suffer from a
psychotic disorder. Use of hashish was not related to an
increased risk of psychosis, possibly due to its lower THC content combined with the presence of CBD66-68.
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Table 1 Longitudinal studies concerning the role of cannabis as a risk factor for psychosis
Study

Country

Tien & Anthony52
Zammit et al

53

Design

No. participants

Follow-up (years)
1

US

Population based

4,494

Sweden

Conscript cohort

50,053

Manrique-Garcia et al54
van Os et al55

OR (95% CI) (adjusted risk)
2.4 (1.2-7.1)

27

3.1 (1.7-5.5)

35

1.8 (1.3-2.3)

The Netherlands

Population based

4,045

3

2.8 (1.2-6.5)

Weiser et al

Israel

Population based

9,724

4-15

2.0 (1.3-3.1)

Fergusson et al57

New Zealand

Birth cohort

1,265

3

1.8 (1.2-2.6)

New Zealand

Birth cohort

1,034

15

4.5 (1.1-18.2)

The Netherlands

Population based

1,580

14

2.8 (1.79-4.43)
1.7 (1.1-1.5)

56

Arseneault et al

58

Ferdinand et al59
60

Germany

Population based

2,437

4

Wiles et al61

UK

Population based

8,580

1.5

€ ssler et al62
Ro

Switzerland

Community survey

591

30

1.8 (0.96-3.2)

Gage et al63

UK

Birth cohort

1,756

2

1.1 (0.76-1.65)

Rognli et al64

Sweden

Cohort of discharged prisoners

6,217

5

2.6 (1.40-5.0)

Henquet et al

Similarly, in a Dutch survey of 2,000 cannabis users, those
who preferred cannabis with the highest CBD content had
experienced fewer psychotic-like experiences69. Morgan and
Curran70, who tested hair for cannabinoids, showed that users
with both detectable THC and CBD had fewer psychotic symptoms than those with only THC. Finally, in an experimental
study of 48 healthy volunteers, treatment with oral CBD before
administration of intravenous THC significantly reduced the
occurrence of psychotic symptoms35.
Reports have begun to emerge of cases of psychosis following the use of types of cannabis with much higher THC content, for example “wax dabs”71. Psychiatric symptoms are also
increasingly being reported consequent upon use of synthetic
cannabinoids72. Papanti et al73 carried out a systematic review
and reported that agitation, anxiety, paranoia and psychosis
can result; these reactions are sometimes referred to as
“spiceophrenia”. Mounting evidence suggests that more chronic psychotic disorders can occur in persistent users of synthetic
cannabinoids74.
The existence of a cannabis psychosis distinct from schizophrenia is dubious. It is true that sudden high consumption
can induce a state of acute intoxication which usually rapidly
resolves. This is not uncommon with consumption of edibles,
where it is more difficult to titrate one’s ingestion than with
smoked cannabis. Use of plant or synthetic cannabinoids for a
relatively short time may induce an acute psychosis from
which people recover over a period of days or weeks. But the
longer use continues, the more the clinical picture merges into
that of schizophrenia-like psychosis54,64.
Nevertheless, there are differences between people with a
cannabis-associated psychosis and non-using psychotic patients.
Cannabis-using patients tend to have a significantly earlier
onset than psychosis patients who never used cannabis75. One
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1.5 (0.55-3.94)

study showed a dose-response association, with daily users of
high-potency cannabis experiencing their first episode of psychosis, on average, 6 years younger than never users68.
Cannabis-using psychotic patients also tend to have higher IQ
and better neurocognition than non-using psychotic patients76,77.
They also have higher premorbid IQ and better premorbid
social function78 and are less likely to show neurological soft
signs79. The likely explanation is that many non-drug-using
schizophrenic patients have some neurodevelopmental impairment and consequent poor premorbid cognition and social
function. In contrast, those who have used cannabis are often
initially clever and sociable; introduced to cannabis by their
friends, they are sufficiently socially adept to be able to conceal
their habit from their parents.

CRITICISMS OF THE CAUSAL HYPOTHESIS
Most European and Australasian experts are now convinced
that cannabis is one of a number of contributory causes of
schizophrenia. However, three sceptical articles have recently
appeared from North America80-82. We will now review the
main criticisms.
One suggestion has been that those who use cannabis may
be psychologically more vulnerable than those who do not.
However, the Dunedin study from New Zealand controlled for
psychotic symptoms at age 11, and still found a link between
cannabis use and later psychotic symptoms58.
Might some people be taking cannabis in an attempt to
self-medicate symptoms of psychosis or its precursors? There
is little evidence for this. A second New Zealand study, this
time from Christchurch, showed that once minor psychotic
symptoms developed, people tended to smoke less83. Further-
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more, when psychotic patients are asked why they use cannabis, they report the same hedonic reasons as the rest of the
population, i.e., for enjoyment84. Indeed, even though many
know that they will develop paranoid ideas, the immediate
“high” outweighs this.
A common suggestion has been that those cannabis users
who go psychotic have also been using other drugs. However,
a number of studies have addressed this question and not
found the effect sufficient to negate the impact of cannabis58,
even when use of tobacco was accounted for66,67.
Another argument states that cannabis use became more
common in the latter part of the 20th century without an obvious change in the incidence of schizophrenia. In fact, there is
little reliable information on temporal trends in the incidence
of schizophrenia, so it is difficult to know whether this is true
or not. To our knowledge, the only competent study spanning
several decades and using the same research criteria for
schizophrenia reported that the incidence doubled between
1965 and 1999, and that the proportion of schizophrenic
patients using cannabis increased disproportionally compared
with other psychiatric patients85.

GENETIC PREDISPOSITION OR GENE X
ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION?
A popular explanation for the association between cannabis
use and psychosis is shared genetic vulnerability80,81,86. Cannabis-using psychotic patients not uncommonly have other relative(s) who are psychotic87. However, often the other psychotic
member(s) of the family are also using cannabis.
One can now examine the relationship between predisposition to psychosis, as measured by the polygenic risk score for
schizophrenia, and cannabis use. Power et al88 examined the
effect of the polygenic risk score on cannabis use in a large
sample of Australians. The score was responsible for only a
very small proportion of cannabis consumption. In a similar
manner, Gage et al89 suggested that those who used highpotency cannabis might be especially genetically predisposed
to psychosis. However, Di Forti et al90, who examined the polygenic risk score for schizophrenia in users of low- and highpotency cannabis, found no evidence to support this view.
A more likely possibility is that some individuals are more
vulnerable to the psychotogenic effects of cannabis than
others. No published study has yet examined a possible interaction between the polygenic risk score for schizophrenia and
cannabis use in causing psychosis. However, schizophrenia
patients with large, rare deletions are less likely to have comorbid cannabis abuse over their lifetime than those without such
copy number variants91. This provides support for a threshold
model of risk, with those carrying a copy number variant
needing fewer adverse environmental exposures to become
frankly psychotic.
Other work has examined candidate genes involved in the
dopamine system. Caspi et al92 suggested that variation in the
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catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene might moderate
lability to cannabis-induced psychosis, but attempted replications have been inconsistent. Most recently, an experimental
study93 found no effect of this COMT polymorphism on THCinduced psychotic symptoms, but those with the val/val genotype had a greater decrement in working memory.
Two case-control studies have reported that a variant of
AKT1 increases risk of psychotic illness among cannabis users,
and a third has shown that those who carry this variant show a
greater psychotogenic response to smoked cannabis94-96. Another report indicates that a variant in the D2 receptor gene
may also increase psychosis risk, and that the risk is even
greater in carriers of both this variant and the above-mentioned AKT1 polymorphism97.

WHAT IS THE MECHANISM OF ACTION?
Bianconi et al84 showed that cannabis-using psychotic patients appeared to be more sensitive to both the positive and
negative effects of the drug. Similar findings have been reported
from individuals at high clinical risk of developing psychosis98.
D’Souza et al24 showed that people with schizophrenia had a
stronger reaction to the psychotogenic and cognitive effects of
intravenous THC compared to healthy controls.
In animal studies, administration of THC reliably leads to
increased dopamine release, but human studies have been
more equivocal. One positron emission tomography (PET)
study reported an increase in striatal dopamine release, but
another found no significant effect. A re-analysis combining
data from the two studies reported a small but significant
increase in THC-induced dopamine release99.
Several PET studies have shown that cannabis users, like other
drug abusers, have a low capacity to synthetize and release striatal dopamine. However, Volkow et al100 reported that, unlike
other drug abusers, cannabis users show no alteration in striatal
D2/D3 receptors. Furthermore, following an amphetamine challenge, psychotic patients who use cannabis, despite the absence
of marked elevation in dopamine release, present a greater exacerbation of their symptoms compared to patients who never
used it. These findings might be explained by cannabis use
inducing post-synaptic dopamine supersensitivity101, as was
found by Ginovart et al102 in their study of animals given chronic
THC. This hypothesis is strengthened by the genetic evidence,
reviewed above, that variation in post-synaptic genes may predispose to cannabis-associated psychosis.

OUTCOME AND TREATMENT
A recent meta-analysis showed that psychotic patients who
continued cannabis use had higher relapse rates, longer hospital admissions, and more severe positive symptoms than either
former users who discontinued cannabis or never-users103.
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Unfortunately, persuading cannabis users to stop is not
easy. A variety of therapies, especially cognitive behavior therapy and motivational interviewing, have been tried, but so far
without great success. Given tokens for cannabis-free urine
tests is currently under trial. The only pharmacological treatment that has had any success is clozapine: a double-blind trial showed it to have a useful effect in diminishing craving for
cannabis104.

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
There is a high prevalence of attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) in adults seeking treatment for cannabis use
disorders127. Prospective studies show that cannabis use increases risk of adult ADHD128, while childhood hyperactivity/
impulsivity predicts early substance use129.
It remains controversial whether medicinal use of cannabis
reduces the use of stimulant medication. A small placebo controlled trial on adults with ADHD is underway130.

OTHER PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS

Summary
Cannabis dependence
Withdrawal symptoms are usually relatively minor, because
cannabis remains in the body for several weeks. However, anxiety and craving, irritability, insomnia, appetite disturbance,
dysphoria and depression can develop.
Almost 10% of users will become dependent105,106, and
some claim that the rate goes as high as 17% if use starts in
adolescence107. Certainly, cannabis dependence is an increasingly common cause of help seeking in Australia, UK, continental Europe and North America23,108. An Internet survey109
reported that high-potency cannabis use was associated with
an especially increased likelihood of dependence.

Depression and anxiety disorders
Cross-sectional studies report a high prevalence of depression and anxiety disorders in cannabis users110-113, but the
direction of effect remains unclear112,114-116.
The Swedish conscript cohort showed no evidence of increased risk of depression in cannabis users117, and systematic
reviews have provided only weak evidence that cannabis use
increases the risk of affective outcomes118,119. However, one
such review concluded that cannabis use was associated with
a modestly increased risk for depression, with heavy use
accounting for a slightly stronger risk120.
On the other hand, a prospective study of a large US cohort
found that cannabis use was associated with increased odds of
alcohol, nicotine and other drug use, but not of mood or anxiety disorders121.

Post-traumatic stress disorder
People with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) are especially likely to use cannabis122-124, but again the nature of this
relationship is uncertain. Some studies show that traumatic
experiences and subsequent PTSD increase the risk of drug
abuse125,126.
Cannabis has become popular among US military veterans
suffering from PTSD, and several US states have approved its
medicinal use for such symptoms. However, as yet there is no
evidence concerning the safety or efficacy of this practice.
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The evidence that cannabis use increases the risk of depression, anxiety disorders, PTSD or ADHD is much less convincing than that for psychosis. Indeed, it remains possible, but
not proven, that cannabis may be helpful for people with
PTSD and ADHD.

EFFECTS ON BRAIN AND COGNITION
There are many reports that cannabis use can alter brain
structure. However, many of the studies are small, the control
groups are inadequate, and most have not fully controlled for
the effects of alcohol consumption (heavy cannabis users also
tend to be heavy alcohol users)131.
Two recent large studies found no main effect of cannabis
on brain structure132,133. However, the former study132 stands
out in that the investigators found an interaction with the
polygenic risk score for schizophrenia, such that individuals
with a high (but not low) polygenic risk score who used cannabis did show decreased cortical thickness. Thus, people with a
vulnerability to schizophrenia may also be more vulnerable to
the adverse effects of cannabis on the brain.
Potency has not generally been taken into consideration in
imaging studies. However, Yucel et al134 found that those using
high-potency cannabis showed hippocampal volume decrements, while those who had used preparations containing
CBD did not. Similarly, in another study, cannabis users with
hair samples higher in CBD were found to show less decrement in the volume of the right hippocampus than users with
less CBD135. A further magnetic resonance imaging study
found that use of high-potency cannabis was associated with
disturbed white matter connections in the corpus callosum,
an effect which was absent in hashish users136.
Cannabis users perform worse on executive function, attention, verbal ability and memory tasks than non-users137,138.
Follow-up of the Dunedin cohort showed a decline in IQ
scores of six points between ages 13 and 38 among those who
had been repeatedly diagnosed with cannabis use disorder139.
However, other shorter studies have failed to replicate this
finding140,141. Recently, in a study following up 5,115 young
men and women for 25 years, past exposure to marijuana was
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associated with worse verbal memory, but did not appear to
affect executive function or processing speed142.
As recently summarized by Hall and Lynskey143, “case-control
studies have generally found poorer verbal learning, memory,
and attention in those who regularly use marijuana than in controls; the size of these differences usually has been related to the
duration and frequency of marijuana use”. Some studies suggest
that cognition can recover fully when use stops144, while others
indicate that only partial recovery is possible142.
Once again, CBD may ameliorate the negative impact of
THC. A naturalistic study with 134 users found that participants using cannabis higher in CBD displayed no cognitive
impairment145. The same group explored memory functioning
in 120 users: participants whose hair tested positive for CBD
and THC displayed significantly better performance than
those with only THC146.

ARE ADOLESCENTS ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE?
Some brain imaging studies have found greater brain changes in those who started heavy cannabis use in adolescence as
opposed to adult life, including decreased volume in several cortical and subcortical regions, together with evidence of white
matter disruption and abnormal brain activation responses to
cognitive tasks138. These reports await confirmation.
Pope et al147 found that the initiation of cannabis use before
age 17 was associated with lower verbal IQ scores in long-term
heavy cannabis users. There was also greater IQ decline in those
Dunedin cohort members who started use in adolescence148,
but social decline was not so associated with age of onset149.
Silins et al150 reviewed 2,500 young people in Australasia and
found that daily cannabis use before age 17 was associated with
“clear reductions” in the likelihood of completing high school
and obtaining a university degree. Similarly, a 1-year follow-up
of 1,155 adolescents found that weekly cannabis use was related
to poorer performance in maths and English tests151.
In the original report from the Dunedin cohort concerning
psychosis, those who started to use cannabis at age 18 or later
showed only a small, non-significant increase in the risk of
schizophrenia-like psychosis by age 26, but the risk increased
fourfold among those starting at age 15 or earlier58.
A possible explanation for the above reports is that the
brain is still developing in those who start cannabis in their
teens. Exposing the juvenile brain to the drug might permanently impair the endocannabinoid system, and impact
adversely on brain and neurotransmitter function138.

THERAPEUTIC USE OF CANNABIS
AND ITS COMPONENTS
The problems associated with the recreational use of cannabis should not blind us to the possibility that some of its
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constituents may have useful therapeutic effects, as for example with opiates.
A German clinical trial152 found that CBD had antipsychotic
actions equivalent to a standard antipsychotic, amisulpride, in
patients with schizophrenia. Furthermore, in a study of psychotic patients only partially responding to antipsychotics, the
addition of CBD rather than placebo led to a significant improvement in the score on a psychosis scale153.
Cannabinoid receptors modulate pain perception, so not
surprisingly there are reports of therapeutic use of exogenous
cannabinoids in human pain. A beneficial effect of smoked
THC on the pain of HIV-associated neuropathy has been
reported154, and inhaled cannabis was found to provide shortterm relief from chronic neuropathic pain, with a numberneeded-to-treat of 5.6155.
Several cannabinoid drugs are already available. For example, THC has long been used as an antiemetic. THC or a combination product of THC and CBD, marketed in some countries as an oromucosal spray (nabiximols), can be a useful
option for pain or painful spasms in patients with multiple
sclerosis156,157. CBD may be effective in the treatment of some
patients with epilepsy158-161, but the data are insufficient to
provide definitive evidence162.

CONCLUSIONS
As there is no good animal model of psychosis, it is difficult
to conclusively prove any environmental cause. Thus, it is
unclear what changes an exogenous cannabinoid would need
to induce in an animal in order to provide definitive proof that
cannabis can cause psychosis. Given the lack of an equivalent
of painting tobacco tar on mice to demonstrate its carcinogenicity, is it sensible to wait for absolute proof that exogenous
cannabinoids are a component cause of psychosis?
Gage et al163, who exhaustively scrutinized the epidemiological literature for possible confounding, bias, misclassification,
reverse causation and other explanations for the association,
concluded that “epidemiologic studies provide strong enough
evidence to warrant a public health message that cannabis use
can increase the risk of psychotic disorders”.
Of course, it is important not to overstate our knowledge in
any public health campaign. For example, there is still uncertainty over the extent to which cannabis use can induce psychosis in the absence of genetic vulnerability. There remains
argument over the proportion of psychosis that could be prevented if nobody used cannabis; estimates range from 8 to
24%66. The effects of cannabis on the brain also remain to be
clarified. Moreover, we need to take care that public education
does not get confused with the highly charged debate for and
against decriminalization or legalization164.
On the other hand, changes in legislation in several countries provide “natural” experiments concerning the effects of
population exposure to cannabis. Will legalization result in an
increase in consumption? Early reports are contradictory165,166.
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Will liberalization of laws lead to use of more potent forms of
cannabis, or will it popularize safer varieties? Will educational
campaigns focusing on the risks of regular use of highpotency cannabis or synthetic cannabinoids be effective? Will
diminution of legal constraints on adult use result in greater
use by those in their early teens who seem most susceptible
to adverse effects? Will the mental health and addiction services be able to cope? It is important that researchers take the
opportunity to monitor changes in the legal status of cannabis
use and their effects on mental health.
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In the World Health Organization’s forthcoming eleventh revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems
(ICD-11), substantial changes have been proposed to the ICD-10 classification of mental and behavioural disorders related to sexuality and gender identity. These concern the following ICD-10 disorder groupings: F52 Sexual dysfunctions, not caused by organic disorder or disease; F64 Gender identity disorders; F65 Disorders of sexual preference; and F66 Psychological and behavioural disorders associated with sexual development
and orientation. Changes have been proposed based on advances in research and clinical practice, and major shifts in social attitudes and in relevant policies, laws, and human rights standards. This paper describes the main recommended changes, the rationale and evidence considered,
and important differences from the DSM-5. An integrated classification of sexual dysfunctions has been proposed for a new chapter on Conditions Related to Sexual Health, overcoming the mind/body separation that is inherent in ICD-10. Gender identity disorders in ICD-10 have been
reconceptualized as Gender incongruence, and also proposed to be moved to the new chapter on sexual health. The proposed classification of
Paraphilic disorders distinguishes between conditions that are relevant to public health and clinical psychopathology and those that merely
reflect private behaviour. ICD-10 categories related to sexual orientation have been recommended for deletion from the ICD-11.
Key words: International Classification of Diseases, ICD-11, sexual health, sexual dysfunctions, transgender, gender dysphoria, gender
incongruence, paraphilic disorders, sexual orientation, DSM-5
(World Psychiatry 2016;15:205–221)

The World Health Organization (WHO) is in the process of
developing the eleventh revision of the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD-11). The
ICD-11 is expected to be approved by the World Health Assembly in May 2018. The ICD-10 was approved in 1990, making
the current period between revisions the longest in the history
of the ICD.
In 2007, the WHO Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse appointed the International Advisory Group for
the Revision of ICD-10 Mental and Behavioural Disorders, to
provide policy guidance and consultation throughout the
development of the ICD-11 classification of mental and behavioural disorders1. As the revision process advanced, a series of
Working Groups in different disorder content areas were also
appointed to review available evidence and develop recommendations regarding needed revisions in specific diagnostic
groupings2.
From early in the revision process, it was clear that there
were a series of complex and potentially controversial issues
associated with the ICD-10 categories related to sexuality and
gender identity, including the following disorder groupings:
F52 Sexual dysfunctions, not caused by organic disorder or
disease; F64 Gender identity disorders; F65 Disorders of sexual
preference; and F66 Psychological and behavioural disorders
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associated with sexual development and orientation. During
the more than 25 years since the approval of ICD-10, there
have been substantial advances in research relevant to these
categories, as well as major changes in social attitudes and in
relevant policies, laws, and human rights standards.
Due to the complexity of this context and the need to take a
broad perspective in order to develop scientifically and clinically sound recommendations that would facilitate access to
health services, the WHO Departments of Mental Health and
Substance Abuse and of Reproductive Health and Research
have worked together to propose revisions in these areas. The
two WHO departments appointed a joint Working Group on
Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health to assist in the development of specific recommendations.
The first task of the Working Group was to review available
scientific evidence as well as relevant information on health
policies and health professionals’ experience with the ICD-10
diagnostic categories identified above. These issues were
examined within various settings, including primary care and
specialist health care settings, as well as social service and
forensic contexts. Also considered were human rights issues
pertinent to diagnostic classification in each of the areas under
the Working Group’s purview. The Working Group was also
asked to review what were then proposals for the American
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Psychiatric Association’s DSM-53, and to consider the clinical
utility of those proposals and their suitability for global implementation in various settings. Finally, the Working Group was
asked to prepare specific proposals, including the placement
and organization of categories, and to draft diagnostic guidelines for the ICD-11 recommended diagnostic categories, in
line with the overall ICD revision requirements2.
The following sections describe the main recommended
changes for the above-mentioned four areas in the ICD-11 as
compared to ICD-10. The ICD-10 Clinical Descriptions and
Diagnostic Guidelines for Mental and Behavioural Disorders4,
the version intended for use by specialist mental health professionals, is used as the frame of reference for this comparison.
The rationale for changes, the evidence considered, and specific comments on differences from DSM-5 are also provided.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO F52 SEXUAL
DYSFUNCTIONS, NOT CAUSED BY ORGANIC
DISORDER OR DISEASE
The ICD-10 classification of Sexual dysfunctions (F52) is
based on a Cartesian separation of “organic” and “non-organic”
conditions. Sexual dysfunctions considered “non-organic” are
classified in the ICD-10 chapter on Mental and Behavioural Disorders, and most “organic” sexual dysfunctions are classified in
the chapter on Diseases of the Genitourinary System. However,
substantial evidence has accumulated since ICD-10’s publication indicating that the origin and maintenance of sexual dysfunctions frequently involves the interaction of physical and
psychological factors5. The ICD-10 classification of sexual dysfunctions is therefore not consistent with current, more integrative clinical approaches in sexual health6-9.
The Working Group on Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health
has proposed an integrated classification of sexual dysfunctions for ICD-11 (see Table 1) that is more closely informed by
current evidence and best practices, to be included in a new
ICD-11 chapter on Conditions Related to Sexual Health10. The
proposed integrated classification encompasses the sexual
dysfunctions listed in the ICD-10 chapter on Mental and
Behavioural Disorders and many of those currently found in
the chapter on Diseases of the Genitourinary System11.
In the proposed diagnostic guidelines for ICD-11, sexual
response is described as a complex interaction of psychological, interpersonal, social, cultural, physiological and genderinfluenced processes. Any of these factors may contribute to
the development of sexual dysfunctions8, which are described
as syndromes that comprise the various ways in which people
may have difficulty experiencing personally satisfying, noncoercive sexual activities.
The proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines organize Sexual
dysfunctions into four main groups: Sexual desire and arousal
dysfunctions; Orgasmic dysfunctions; Ejaculatory dysfunctions; and Other specified sexual dysfunctions. In addition, a
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separate grouping of Sexual pain disorders has been proposed.
Where possible, categories in the proposed classification of sexual dysfunctions apply to both men and women, emphasizing
commonalities in sexual response12,13 (e.g., Hypoactive sexual
desire dysfunction, Orgasmic dysfunction), without ignoring
established sex differences in the nature of these experiences14.
Men and women exhibit similar central nervous system pathways of activation and deactivation and similar neurotransmitter activity related to sexual desire. Dynamic alterations of
sexual response are similarly modulated and reinforced by
behaviour, experience and neuroplasticity. Separate sexual dysfunctions categories for men and women are provided where
sex differences are related to distinct clinical presentations
(e.g., Female sexual arousal dysfunction in women as compared to Erectile dysfunction in men).
The proposed guidelines indicate that, in order to be considered a sexual dysfunction, the problem or difficulty should
generally: a) have been persistent or recurrent over a period of
at least several months; b) occur frequently, although it may
fluctuate in severity; and c) be associated with clinically significant distress. However, in cases where there is an immediate
acute cause of the sexual dysfunction (e.g., a radical prostatectomy or injury to the spinal cord in the case of Erectile dysfunction; breast cancer and its treatment in Female sexual
arousal dysfunction), it may be appropriate to assign the diagnosis even though the duration requirement has not been met,
in order to initiate treatment.
The proposed diagnostic guidelines make clear that there is
no normative standard for sexual activity. “Satisfactory” sexual
functioning is defined as being satisfying to the individual, i.e.
the person is able to participate in sexual activity and in a sexual relationship as desired. If the individual is satisfied with
his/her pattern of sexual experience and activity, even if it is
different from what may be satisfying to other people or what
is considered normative in a given culture or subculture, a sexual dysfunction should not be diagnosed. Unrealistic expectations on the part of a partner, a discrepancy in sexual desire
between partners, or inadequate sexual stimulation are not
valid bases for a diagnosis of sexual dysfunction.
The proposed ICD-11 classification uses a system of harmonized qualifiers that may be applied across categories to identify
the important clinical characteristics of the sexual dysfunctions.
A temporal qualifier indicates whether the sexual dysfunction is
lifelong, i.e. the person has always experienced the dysfunction
from the time of initiation of relevant sexual activity, or acquired, i.e. the onset of the sexual dysfunction has followed a
period of time during which the person did not experience it. A
situational qualifier is used to indicate whether the dysfunction
is generalized, i.e. the desired response is absent or diminished
in all circumstances, including masturbation, or situational, i.e.
the desired response is absent or diminished in some circumstances but not in others (e.g., with some partners or in
response to some stimuli).
An innovative feature of the proposed ICD-11 classification
of Sexual dysfunctions and Sexual pain disorders, and an
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Table 1 Classification of Sexual dysfunctions in ICD-11 (proposed), ICD-10 and DSM-5
Proposed ICD-11
Chapter: Conditions Related
to Sexual Health
Grouping: Sexual
dysfunctions

ICD-10
Chapter: Mental and Behavioural Disorders
Grouping: Behavioural syndromes associated with
physiological disturbances
and physical factors
Subgrouping: Sexual
dysfunction, not caused by
organic disorder or disease

DSM-5

Comments

Grouping: Sexual
dysfunctions

 In ICD-11, Sexual dysfunctions have been
included in a new chapter called Conditions Related to Sexual Health.
 ICD-11 Sexual dysfunctions proposals represent an integrated classification, including
conditions listed in Mental and Behavioural
Disorders chapter in ICD-10 and many of
those currently found in Diseases of the
Genitourinary System.
 In ICD-11, there are four main groupings of
sexual dysfunctions: Sexual desire and
arousal dysfunctions; Orgasmic dysfunctions; Ejaculatory dysfunctions; and Other
specified sexual dysfunctions. There is
another separate grouping of Sexual pain
disorders.
 DSM-5 classification of Sexual dysfunctions excludes those caused by a nonsexual
medical disorder, by the effects of a substance or medication, or by a medical condition. ICD-11 classification allows for a
diagnosis of Sexual dysfunction when it
represents an independent focus of treatment; contributory factors may be coded
using etiological qualifiers.

Chapter: Diseases of the
Genitourinary System
Grouping: Diseases of male
genital organs
Subgrouping: Other disorders
of penis
Grouping: Noninflammatory
disorders of female genital
tract
Subgrouping: Pain and other
conditions associated with
female genital organs and
menstrual cycle

Category: Hypoactive sexual
desire dysfunction

Category: Lack or loss of
sexual desire

Category: Female sexual interest/arousal disorder;
Male hypoactive sexual desire
disorder

 In ICD-11, Hypoactive sexual desire dysfunction can be applied to both men and
women; In DSM-5, Female sexual interest/
arousal disorder is separated from Male
hypoactive sexual desire disorder.

Category: Recommended for
deletion

Category: Sexual aversion

Category: Not included

 In ICD-11, the ICD-10 category Sexual
aversion would be classified under Sexual
pain-penetration disorder or under Specific
phobia, depending on specific nature of
symptoms.
 In DSM-5, that category would similarly be
classified as Genital-pelvic pain/penetration disorder or under Specific phobia.

Category: Female sexual
arousal dysfunction

Category: Failure of genital
response; Lack of sexual
enjoyment

Category: Female sexual interest/arousal disorder

 In ICD-11, separate categories are provided
for men and women to replace ICD-10 Failure of genital response, because of anatomical and physiological differences that
underlie distinct clinical presentations.
 In ICD-11, the psychological component of
arousal involved in ICD-10 Lack of sexual
enjoyment is also subsumed in women
under Female sexual arousal dysfunction.

Category: Erectile dysfunction

Category: Failure of genital
response; Impotence of
organic origin

Category: Erectile disorder

 In ICD-11, separate categories are provided
for men and women to replace ICD-10 Failure of genital response, because of anatomical and physiological differences that
underlie distinct clinical presentations.
 ICD-11 includes “organic” Erectile
dysfunctions.

Category: Orgasmic
dysfunction

Category: Orgasmic
dysfunction

Category: Female orgasmic
disorder

 In ICD-11, Orgasmic dysfunction can be
applied to both men and women.
 In ICD-11, there is a distinction between
subjective experience of orgasm in men and
ejaculation.
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Table 1 Classification of Sexual dysfunctions in ICD-11 (proposed), ICD-10 and DSM-5 (continued)
Proposed ICD-11

ICD-10

DSM-5

Comments

Category: Early ejaculation

Category: Premature
ejaculation

Category: Premature (early)
ejaculation

 Terminology in ICD-11 changed from Premature ejaculation to Early ejaculation.

Category: Delayed ejaculation

Category: Orgasmic
dysfunction

Category: Delayed ejaculation

 DSM-5 does not distinguish between subjective experience of orgasm and ejaculation in men.

Category: Other specified sexual dysfunction

Category: Other sexual dysfunction, not caused by organic disorder or disease; Other
specified disorders of penis;
Other specified conditions
associated with female genital
organs and menstrual cycle

Category: Other specified sexual dysfunction

 DSM-5 classification of Sexual dysfunctions excludes those caused by a nonsexual
medical disorder, by the effects of a substance or medication, or by a medical condition. ICD-11 classification allows for a
diagnosis of Sexual dysfunction when it
represents an independent focus of treatment; contributory factors may be coded
using etiological qualifiers.

Category: Unspecified sexual
dysfunction

Category: Unspecified sexual
dysfunction, not caused by
organic disorder or disease;
Disorder of penis, unspecified; Unspecified condition
associated with female genital
organs and menstrual cycle

Category: Unspecified sexual
dysfunction

 DSM-5 classification of Sexual dysfunctions excludes those caused by a nonsexual
medical disorder, by the effects of a substance or medication, or by a medical condition. ICD-11 classification allows for a
diagnosis of Sexual dysfunction when it
represents an independent focus of treatment; contributory factors may be coded
using etiological qualifiers.

Category: Sexual painpenetration disorder
(in separate grouping of Sexual pain disorders)

Category: Nonorganic vaginismus; Vaginismus (organic)

Category: Genito-pelvic pain/
penetration disorder

 In ICD-11, Sexual pain penetration disorder includes Vaginismus and excludes Dyspareunia and Vulvodynia, which are
classified in the Genitourinary chapter.
 In DSM-5, Genito-pelvic pain/penetration
disorder groups includes Dyspareunia and
Vulvodynia if it occurs during penetration
attempts or vaginal intercourse.

important one for a system that does not attempt to divide
“organic” and “non-organic” dysfunctions, is a system of etiological qualifiers that may be applied to these categories.
These qualifiers are not mutually exclusive, and as many may
be applied as are considered to be relevant and contributory
in a particular case. Proposed qualifiers include the following:
 Associated with disorder or disease classified elsewhere, injury or
surgical treatment (e.g., diabetes mellitus, depressive disorders,
hypothyroidism, multiple sclerosis, female genital mutilation,
radical prostatectomy)15-19;
 Associated with a medication or substance (e.g., selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors, histamine-2 receptor antagonists, alcohol, opiates, amphetamines)20,21;
 Associated with lack of knowledge (e.g., about the individual’s own body, sexual functioning, and sexual response)22;
 Associated with psychological or behavioural factors (e.g.,
negative attitudes toward sexual activity, adverse past sexual
experiences, poor sleep hygiene, overwork)23,24;
 Associated with relationship factors (e.g., relationship conflict, lack of romantic attachment)25,26;
 Associated with cultural factors (e.g., culturally-based inhibitions about the expression of sexual pleasure, the belief that
loss of semen can lead to weakness, disease or death)27,28.
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Other changes that have been proposed include the elimination of the ICD-10 category F52.7 Excessive sexual drive
from the classification of Sexual dysfunctions. The ICD-10 category F52.0 Loss or lack of sexual desire is more specifically categorized in ICD-11 as Hypoactive sexual desire dysfunction in
women and men, Female sexual arousal dysfunction in women, or Erectile dysfunction in men. The ICD-10 category F52.10
Sexual aversion is classified in ICD-11 under Sexual painpenetration disorder or under the grouping of Anxiety and fearrelated disorders if it is used to describe a phobic response. The
ICD-10 category F52.11 Lack of sexual enjoyment, which the
ICD-10 indicates is more common in women, is captured primarily in the ICD-11 under Female sexual arousal dysfunction.
Other possible reasons for lack of sexual enjoyment, including
hypohedonic orgasm and painful orgasm29, would be classified
under Other specified sexual dysfunctions. The ICD-10 category F52.2 Failure of genital response is separated into two categories: Female sexual arousal dysfunction in women, and
Erectile dysfunction in men.

Comparison with DSM-5
The proposed classification of sexual dysfunctions in ICD11 is different from the DSM-5 in its attempt to integrate
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dysfunctions that may have a range of etiological or contributory dimensions. The DSM-5 acknowledges that an array of
factors may be relevant to etiology and treatment and may
contribute to sexual dysfunctions; these include partner, relationship, individual vulnerability, cultural, religious, and medical factors. At the same time, the DSM-5 indicates that, if a
sexual dysfunction is caused by a nonsexual medical disorder,
the effects of a substance or medication, or a medical condition, a diagnosis of Sexual dysfunction would not be assigned.
This is logical given the DSM-5’s purpose as a classification of
mental and behavioural disorders (even though it differs from
the approach that DSM-5 has taken to Sleep-wake disorders
and Neurocognitive disorders). Because ICD-11 is a classification of all health conditions, it provides the possibility for
greater integration. The proposed ICD-11 classification allows
for assigning a Sexual dysfunction diagnosis in situations in
which this is an independent focus of treatment, regardless of
presumed etiology. The presence of a variety of contributory
factors may be recorded using the etiological qualifiers.
The DSM-5 has combined dysfunctions of sexual desire and
sexual arousal in women in the category Female sexual interest/arousal disorder30, which has proved to be quite controversial31-35. In contrast, the proposed ICD-11 category Hypoactive
sexual desire dysfunction can be applied to both men and
women, while Female sexual arousal dysfunction is classified
separately. The separation of desire and arousal in women into
distinct dysfunctions is supported by several lines of evidence,
including genetic evidence from twin studies36, studies of specific single nucleotide polymorphisms and the use of serotonergic antidepressant medications37,38, and neuroimaging
studies39. There is also evidence that Hypoactive desire disorder in women and men respond to similar treatments40, and
that these are different from treatments that are effective for
Female sexual arousal disorder41-43. Although there is significant comorbidity between desire and arousal dysfunction, the
overlap of these conditions does not mean that they are one
and the same; research suggests that management should be
targeted toward their distinct features44.
The proposed classification of sexual pain in ICD-11 provides the possibility of identifying specific types of pain syndromes without excluding those in which another medical
condition is considered to be contributory. The DSM-5 category
Genito-pelvic pain/penetration disorder includes vaginismus,
dyspareunia and vulvodynia not completely attributable to
other medical conditions. A similar category of Sexual painpenetration disorder has been proposed for ICD-11, but it does
not include dyspareunia and vulvodynia, which have been
retained as separate categories in the ICD-11 genitourinary
chapter. These syndromes are characterized by different etiologies, occur in different populations, and have distinct treatment
approaches45-47.
Finally, the DSM-IV-TR category Male orgasmic disorder
has been replaced in DSM-5 by Delayed ejaculation. This decision seems to have been largely based on a Medline search
that indicated infrequent usage of terminology including or-
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gasm as opposed to terminology specifying ejaculation for
male disorders48. Another rationale for DSM-5 to modify the
term was the small number of cases of male orgasmic disorder
seen in clinical practice49. However, this was not only a modification of terminology but rather the lumping of two separate
phenomena into a single category. The proposed ICD-11 classification of Sexual dysfunctions emphasizes the subjective
experience of orgasm and separates it from the ejaculatory
phenomenon, consistent with available research50.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO F64 GENDER IDENTITY
DISORDERS
Over the past several years, a range of civil society organizations as well as the governments of several Member States and
the European Union Parliament have urged the WHO to remove
categories related to transgender identity from its classification
of mental disorders in the ICD-1151-53.
One impetus for this advocacy has been an objection to the
stigmatization that accompanies the designation of any condition as a mental disorder in many cultures and countries. The
WHO Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse is
committed to a variety of efforts to reduce the stigmatization
of mental disorders54. However, the stigmatization of mental
disorders per se would not be considered a sufficient reason to
eliminate or move a mental disorder category. The conditions
listed in the ICD Mental and Behavioural Disorders chapter
are intended to assist in the identification of people who need
mental health services and in the selection of appropriate
treatments1, in fulfillment of WHO’s public health objectives.
Nevertheless, there is substantial evidence that the current
nexus of stigmatization of transgender people and of mental
disorders has contributed to a doubly burdensome situation for
this population, which raises legitimate questions about the
extent to which the conceptualization of transgender identity as
a mental disorder supports WHO’s constitutional objective of
“the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of
health”55. Stigma associated with the intersection of transgender status and mental disorders appears to have contributed to
precarious legal status, human rights violations, and barriers to
appropriate health care in this population56-58.
The WHO’s 2015 report on Sexual health, human rights,
and the law58 indicates that, in spite of recent progress, there
are still very few non-discriminatory, appropriate health services available and accessible to transgender people. Health
professionals often do not have the necessary competence to
provide services to this population, due to a lack of appropriate professional training and relevant health system standards59-61. Limited access to accurate information and appropriate health services can contribute to a variety of negative
behavioural and mental health outcomes among transgender
people, including increased HIV-related risk behaviour, anxiety,
depression, substance abuse, and suicide62-65. Additionally,
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Table 2 Classification of conditions related to gender identity in ICD-11 (proposed), ICD-10 and DSM-5
Proposed ICD-11

ICD-10

DSM-5

Comments71,72

Chapter: Conditions
Related to Sexual Health
Grouping: Gender
incongruence

Chapter: Mental and
Behavioural Disorders
Grouping: Disorders of
adult personality and
behaviour
Subgrouping: Gender
identity disorders

Grouping: Gender
dysphoria

 ICD-11 does not classify Gender incongruence as a
mental and behavioural disorder; Gender dysphoria is listed as a mental disorder in DSM-5.
 ICD-11’s primary focus is experience of incongruence between experienced gender and assigned
sex; DSM-5 emphasizes distress related to gender
identity through name of category and criteria.

Category: Gender incongruence
of adolescence and adulthood

Category: Transsexualism

Category: Gender dysphoria in
adolescents and adults

 ICD-11 contains four broad essential features and
two are required for diagnosis; DSM-5 contains six
criteria and two are required for diagnosis.
 In ICD-11, distress and functional impairment are
described as common associated features, particularly in disapproving social environments, but are
not required; DSM-5 requires clinically significant
distress or impairment for diagnosis.
 ICD-11 requires a duration of several months;
DSM-5 requires six months.

Recommended for deletion

Category: Dual-role
transvestism

Not included

 Recommended for deletion from ICD-11 due to
lack of public health or clinical relevance
(not in DSM-5).

Category: Gender incongruence
of childhood

Category: Gender identity
disorder of childhood

Category: Gender dysphoria
in children

 ICD-11 contains three essential features, all of
which are required for diagnosis; DSM-5 contains
eight diagnostic criteria, six of which must be present.
 In ICD-11, distress and functional impairment are
described as common associated features, particularly in disapproving social environments, but are
not required; DSM-5 requires clinically significant
distress or impairment for diagnosis.
 ICD-11 requires a duration of two years, suggesting
that the diagnosis cannot be made before approximately age 5; DSM-5 requires six months and does
not set a lower age limit.

Recommended for deletion

Category: Other gender
identity disorders

Category: Other specified
gender dysphoria

 Recommended for deletion in ICD-11 to prevent
misuse for clinical presentations involving only
gender variance.

Recommended for deletion

Category: Gender identity
disorder, unspecified

Category: Unspecified
gender dysphoria

 Recommended for deletion in ICD-11 to prevent
misuse for clinical presentations involving only
gender variance.

many transgender people self-administer hormones of dubious
quality obtained through illicit markets or online without medical supervision66,67, with potentially serious health consequences68-70. For example, in a recent study of 250 transgender
people in Mexico City, nearly three-quarters of participants had
used hormones, and nearly half of these had begun using them
without medical supervision71.
In spite of WHO’s concerted advocacy for mental health
parity54, a primary mental disorder diagnosis can exacerbate
problems for transgender people in accessing health services,
particularly those that are not considered to be mental health
services. Even in countries that recognize the need for
transgender-related health services and where professionals
with relevant expertise are relatively available, private and
public insurers often specifically exclude coverage for these
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services58. Classification as a mental disorder has also contributed to the perception that transgender people must be treated
by psychiatric specialists, further restricting access to services
that could reasonably be provided at other levels of care.
In most countries, the provision of health services requires
the diagnosis of a health condition that is specifically related
to those services. If no diagnosis were available to identify
transgender people who were seeking related health services,
these services would likely become even less available than
they are now72,73. Thus, the Working Group on Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health has recommended retaining gender
incongruence diagnoses in the ICD-11 to preserve access to
health services, but moving these categories out of the ICD-11
chapter on Mental and Behavioural Disorders (see Table 2).
After consideration of a variety of placement options72, these
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categories have been provisionally included in the proposed
new ICD-11 chapter on Conditions Related to Sexual Health.
The Working Group has recommended reconceptualizing
the ICD-10 category F64.0 Transsexualism as Gender incongruence of adolescence and adulthood72 and the ICD-10 category
F64.2 Gender identity disorder of childhood as Gender incongruence of childhood73. The proposed diagnostic requirements
for Gender incongruence of adolescence and adulthood include
the continuous presence for at least several months of at least
two of the following features: a) a strong dislike or discomfort
with primary or secondary sex characteristics due to their
incongruity with the experienced gender; b) a strong desire to
be rid of some or all of one’s primary or secondary sex characteristics (or, in adolescence, anticipated secondary sex characteristics); c) a strong desire to have the primary or secondary
characteristics of the experienced gender; and d) a strong desire
to be treated (to live and be accepted as) a person of the experienced gender. As in the ICD-10, the diagnosis of Gender incongruence of adolescence and adulthood cannot be assigned
before the onset of puberty. The duration requirement is reduced from two years in ICD-10 to several months in ICD-11.
The ICD-11 abandons ICD-10 terms such as “opposite sex”
and “anatomic sex” in defining the condition, using more contemporary and less binary terms such as “experienced gender”
and “assigned sex”. Unlike ICD-10, the proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines do not implicitly presume that all individuals
seek or desire full transition services to the “opposite” gender.
The proposed guidelines also explicitly pay attention to the
anticipated development of secondary sex characteristics in
young adolescents who have not yet reached the last physical
stages of puberty, an issue that is not addressed in ICD-10.
The proposed ICD-11 diagnostic requirements for Gender
incongruence of childhood are considerably stricter than those
of ICD-10, in order to avoid as much as possible the diagnosis
of children who are merely gender variant. All three of the following essential features must be present: a) a strong desire to
be, or an insistence that the child is, of a different gender; b) a
strong dislike of the child’s own sexual anatomy or anticipated
secondary sex characteristics, or a strong desire to have the
sexual anatomy or anticipated secondary sex characteristics of
the desired gender; and c) make believe or fantasy play, toys,
games, or activities and playmates that are typical of the experienced gender rather than the assigned sex. The third essential feature is not meaningful without the other two being
present; in their absence it is merely a description of gender
variant behaviour. These characteristics must have been present for at least two years in a prepubertal child, effectively
meaning that the diagnosis cannot be assigned prior to the
age of approximately 5 years. The ICD-10 does not mention a
specific duration requirement or a minimum age at which it is
appropriate to assign the diagnosis.
The proposed diagnostic guidelines for both Gender incongruence of adolescence and adulthood and Gender incongruence
of childhood indicate explicitly that gender variant behaviour
and preferences alone are not sufficient for making a diagnosis;
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some form of experienced anatomic incongruence is also necessary. Importantly, the diagnostic guidelines for both categories
indicate that gender incongruence may be associated with clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or
other important areas of functioning, particularly in disapproving
social environments and where protective laws and policies are
absent, but that neither distress nor functional impairment is a
diagnostic requirement.
The area of transgender health is characterized by calls for
change in health system responses58,74,75, by rapid change in
social attitudes in some countries, and by controversy. As a
part of this work, the Working Group on Sexual Disorders and
Sexual Health received proposals and opinions from a wide
range of civil societies, professional organizations, and other
interested parties72,73. The most controversial issue has been
the question of whether the childhood diagnostic category
should be retained73. The main argument advanced against
retaining the category is that stigmatization associated with
being diagnosed with any health condition 2 not just a mental
disorder diagnosis 2 is potentially harmful to children who
will in any case not be receiving medical interventions before
puberty76. A more substantive critique is that, if it is the case
that the problems of extremely gender-variant children arise
primarily from hostile social reactions and victimization,
assigning a diagnosis to the child amounts to blaming the victim77. This latter concern suggests a need for further research
as well as a broader social conversation. The Working Group
has recommended retaining the category based on the rationale that it will preserve access to treatment for this vulnerable
and already stigmatized group. Treatment most often consists
of specialized supportive mental health services as well as
family and social (e.g., school) interventions73, while treatments aimed at suppressing gender-variant behaviours in children are increasingly viewed as unethical.
The diagnosis also serves to alert health professionals that a
transgender identity in childhood often does not develop
seamlessly into an adult transgender identity. Available
research instead indicates that the majority of children diagnosed with DSM-IV Gender identity disorder of childhood,
which was not as strict in its requirements as those proposed
for ICD-11, grow up to be cisgender (non-transgender) adults
with a homosexual orientation78-80. In spite of the claims of
some clinicians to be able to distinguish between children
whose transgender identity is likely to persist into adolescence
and adulthood and those likely to be gay or lesbian, there is
considerable overlap between these groups in all predictors
examined80, and no valid method of making a prediction at an
individual level has been published in the scientific literature.
Therefore, while medical interventions are not currently recommended for prepubertal gender incongruent children, psychosocial interventions need to be undertaken with caution
and based on considerable expertise so as not to limit later
choices59,81,82. The inclusion of the category in the ICD-11 is
intended to provide better opportunities for much-needed
education of health professionals, the development of stand-
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ards and pathways of care to help guide clinicians and family
members, including adequate informed consent procedures,
and future research efforts.
Finally, the ICD-10 category F64.1 Dual-role transvestism 2
occasionally dressing in clothing typical of another gender in
order to “enjoy the temporary experience of membership of the
opposite sex, but without any desire for a more permanent sex
change”4 or accompanying sexual arousal 2 has been recommended for deletion from the ICD-11, due to its lack of public
health or clinical relevance.

Comparison with DSM-5
The most important difference between the proposals for
ICD-11 and the DSM-5 is that the latter has retained the categories related to gender identity as a part of its classification of mental disorders. Both childhood and adult forms of Gender identity
disorder in DSM-IV have been renamed in DSM-5 as Gender
dysphoria, defined by “marked incongruence between one’s
experienced/expressed gender and assigned gender of at least 6
months’ duration” and “clinically significant distress or impairment in social, school, or other important areas of functioning”3.
Both the name of the DSM-5 condition 2 dysphoria 2 and the
diagnostic criteria, therefore, emphasize distress and dysfunction
as integral aspects of the condition. They are also the central
rationale for classifying these conditions as mental disorders;
without distress or dysfunction, gender dysphoria would not fulfill the requirements of DSM-5’s own definition of a mental
disorder.
In contrast, the proposal for ICD-11 is to include child and
adult Gender incongruence categories in another chapter that
explicitly integrates medical and psychological perspectives,
Conditions Related to Sexual Health. The proposed ICD-11
diagnostic guidelines indicate that distress and dysfunction,
although not necessary for a diagnosis of Gender incongruence, may occur in disapproving social environments and that
individuals with gender incongruence are at increased risk for
psychological distress, psychiatric symptoms, social isolation,
school drop-out, loss of employment, homelessness, disrupted
interpersonal relationships, physical injuries, social rejection,
stigmatization, victimization, and violence. At the same time,
particularly in countries with progressive laws and policies,
young transgender people living in supportive environments
still seek health services, even in the absence of distress or
impairment. The ICD-11 approach provides for this.
A challenge to DSM-5 conceptualization of Gender dysphoria is, therefore, the question of whether distress and dysfunction related to the social consequences of gender variance (e.g.,
stigmatization, violence) can be distinguished from distress
related to transgender identity itself83,84. A recent study of 250
transgender adults receiving services at the only publicly
funded clinic in Mexico City providing comprehensive services
for transgender people71 found that distress and dysfunction
associated with emerging transgender identity were very
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common, but not universal. However, more than three-quarters
of participants reported having experienced social rejection and
nearly two-thirds had experienced violence related to their gender identity during childhood or adolescence. Distress and dysfunction were more strongly predicted by experiences of social
rejection and violence than by features related to gender incongruence. These data provide further support for ICD-11’s conceptualization and the removal of gender incongruence from
the classification of mental disorders.
Finally, there are several technical differences between the
proposals for ICD-11 and DSM-5 in relation to these categories. The most substantive is that the DSM-5 diagnosis of Gender dysphoria of childhood requires a duration of only six
months, in contrast to two years in the ICD-11 proposal, and
does not specify a lower age limit at which the diagnosis can
be applied.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO F65 DISORDERS
OF SEXUAL PREFERENCE
From WHO’s perspective, there is an important distinction
between conditions that are relevant to public health and indicate the need for health services versus those that are simply
descriptions of private behaviour without appreciable public
health impact and for which treatment is neither indicated nor
sought. This distinction is based on the ICD’s central function
as a global public health tool that provides the framework for
international public health surveillance and health reporting.
It is also related to the increasing use of the ICD over the past
several decades by WHO Member States to structure clinical
care and define eligibility for subsidized health services1. The
regulation of private behaviour without health consequences
to the individual or to others may be considered in different
societies to be a matter for criminal law, religious proscription,
or public morality, but is not a legitimate focus of public
health or of health classification.
This requirement is particularly pertinent to the classification of atypical sexual preferences commonly referred to as
paraphilias. The Working Group on Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health noted that the diagnostic guidelines provided for
ICD-10’s classification of Disorders of sexual preference often
merely describe the sexual behaviour involved. For example,
the ICD-10 diagnostic guidelines define F65.1 Fetishistic transvestism as “the wearing of clothes of the opposite sex principally to obtain sexual excitement”4, without requiring any sort
of distress or dysfunction and without reference to the public
health or clinical relevance of this behaviour. This is at odds
with ICD-10’s general guidance for what constitutes a mental
disorder and contradicts ICD-10’s own statement that “social
deviance or conflict alone, without personal dysfunction,
should not be included in mental disorder”4. According to this
principle, specific patterns of sexual arousal that are merely
relatively unusual85,86, but are not associated with distress,
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dysfunction or harm to the individual or to others87,88, are not
mental disorders. Labeling them as such does not contribute
meaningfully to public health surveillance or to the design of
health services, and may create harm to individuals so labeled89. Thus, a major consideration for the recommended
revisions for ICD-11 in this area was whether an atypical sexual arousal pattern represented a condition of public health significance and clinical importance.
The Working Group recommended that Disorders of sexual
preference be renamed as Paraphilic disorders to reflect the terminology used in the current scientific literature and in clinical
practice90. The Group proposed that the paraphilic disorders
included in ICD-11 consist primarily of patterns of atypical sexual arousal that focus on non-consenting others, as these conditions could be considered to have public health implications
(see Table 3). The core proposed diagnostic requirements for a
Paraphilic disorder in ICD-11 are: a) a sustained, focused and
intense pattern of sexual arousal – as manifested by persistent
sexual thoughts, fantasies, urges, or behaviours – that involves
others whose age or status renders them unwilling or unable to
consent (e.g., pre-pubertal children, an unsuspecting individual
being viewed through a window, an animal); and b) that the
individual has acted on these thoughts, fantasies or urges or is
markedly distressed by them. There is no requirement in the
proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines that the relevant arousal
pattern be exclusive or preferential.
This conceptualization has resulted in the recommendation
to retain three ICD-10 categories in this section, each labeled
specifically as a disorder rather than simply naming or describing
the behaviour involved. These include Exhibitionistic disorder, Voyeuristic disorder, and Pedophilic disorder. In addition,
two new named categories have been proposed: Coercive sexual sadism disorder and Frotteuristic disorder.
Coercive sexual sadism disorder is defined by a sustained,
focused and intense pattern of sexual arousal that involves the
infliction of physical or psychological suffering on a nonconsenting person. This arousal pattern has been found to be
prevalent among sex offenders treated in forensic institutions92-96 and among individuals who have committed sexually
motivated homicides97. The new proposed nomenclature of
Coercive sexual sadism disorder was selected to clearly distinguish this disorder from consensual sadomasochistic behaviours that do not involve substantial harm or risk.
Frotteuristic disorder is defined by a sustained, focused and
intense pattern of sexual arousal that involves touching or rubbing against a non-consenting person in public places. Frotteurism has been found to be among the most common of
paraphilic disorders98-102 and is a significant problem in some
countries103. It was also included in DSM-IV and has been
retained in DSM-5.
In addition, the category Other paraphilic disorder involving non-consenting individuals is proposed for use when the
other diagnostic requirements for a paraphilic disorder are
met but the specific pattern of sexual arousal does not fit into
any of the available named categories and is not sufficiently
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common or well researched to be included as a named category
(e.g., arousal patterns involving corpses or animals).
Based on the concerns described above, the Working Group
proposed that three named ICD-10 categories – F65.0 Fetishism,
F65.1 Fetishistic transvestism, and F65.5 Sadomasochism – be
removed from the classification. Indeed, several countries
(Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland) have already removed these categories from their national lists of accepted ICD10 diagnoses, in response to similar concerns104. Instead, the
proposed additional category Other paraphilic disorder involving solitary behaviour or consenting individuals may be used
when the pattern of sexual arousal does not focus on nonconsenting individuals but is associated with marked distress
or significant risk of injury or death (e.g., asphyxophilia, or
achieving sexual arousal by restriction of breathing).
One additional requirement in the proposed diagnostic
guidelines is that, when a diagnosis of Other paraphilic disorder involving solitary behaviour or consenting individuals is
assigned based on distress, the distress should not be entirely
attributable to rejection or feared rejection of the arousal pattern by others (e.g., a partner, family, society). In these cases,
codes related to counselling interventions from the ICD-11
chapter on Factors Influencing Health Status and Contact with
Health Services may be considered. These are non-disease categories that indicate reasons for clinical encounters and
include Counselling related to sexual knowledge and sexual
attitude, Counselling related to sexual behaviour and sexual
relationships of the patient, and Counselling related to sexual
behaviour and sexual relationship of the couple. These categories recognize the need for health services, including mental
health services, that may be legitimately provided in the
absence of diagnosable mental disorders11.
The proposed diagnostic guidelines make clear that the
mere occurrence or a history of specific sexual behaviours is
insufficient to establish a diagnosis of a Paraphilic disorder.
Rather, these sexual behaviours must reflect a sustained,
focused, and intense pattern of paraphilic sexual arousal.
When this is not the case, other causes of the sexual behaviour
need to be considered. For example, many sexual crimes
involving non-consenting individuals reflect actions or behaviours that may be transient or occur impulsively or opportunistically rather than reflecting either a persistent pattern of
sexual arousal or any underlying mental disorder. However,
sexual behaviours involving non-consenting individuals may
also occur in the context of some mental and behavioural disorders, such as manic episodes or dementia, or in the context
of substance intoxication. These do not satisfy the definitional
requirements of a Paraphilic disorder.
The Working Group on Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health
has also recommended that the proposed ICD-11 grouping of
Paraphilic disorders be retained within the chapter on Mental
and Behavioural Disorders rather than being moved to the
proposed new chapter on Conditions Related to Sexual Health,
for two main reasons. First, the assessment and treatment of
Paraphilic disorders, which often takes place in forensic con-
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Table 3 Classification of Paraphilic disorders in ICD-11 (proposed), ICD-10 and DSM-5
Proposed ICD-11

ICD-10

DSM-5

Comments90

Chapter: Mental and
Behavioural Disorders
Grouping: Paraphilic
disorders

Chapter: Mental and
Behavioural Disorders
Grouping: Disorders of
adult personality and
behaviour
Subgrouping: Disorders
of sexual preference

Grouping: Paraphilic
disorders

 ICD-11 name changed to be consistent with current scientific literature and clinical practice; brings it in line with DSM-5.
 ICD-11 distinguishes between conditions that are relevant to public health and clinical psychopathology on the one hand and private behaviours that are not a legitimate focus of health
classification on the other.
 Requirements for named Paraphilic disorders in ICD-11 are: a) a
sustained, focused and intense pattern of sexual arousal that
involves others whose age or status renders them unwilling or
unable to consent; and b) that the individual has acted on the
arousal patterns or is markedly distressed by it.

Category: Exhibitionistic
disorder

Category: Exhibitionism

Category: Exhibitionistic
disorder

 DSM-5 diagnosis may be assigned based on functional impairment, though without specification of how impairment is to be
evaluated or based on whose perspective. ICD-11 guidelines
require either action or distress; not including functional impairment is consistent with overall guidance for ICD-11 Mental and
Behavioural Disorders.

Category: Voyeuristic
disorder

Category: Voyeurism

Category: Voyeuristic
disorder

 DSM-5 diagnosis may be assigned based on functional impairment, though without specification of how impairment is to be
evaluated or based on whose perspective. ICD-11 guidelines
require either action or distress; not including functional impairment is consistent with overall guidance for ICD-11 Mental and
Behavioural Disorders.

Category: Pedophilic
disorder

Category: Paedophilic
disorder

Category: Pedophilic
disorder

 DSM-5 diagnosis may be assigned based on functional impairment, though without specification of how impairment is to be
evaluated or based on whose perspective. ICD-11 guidelines
require either action or distress; not including functional impairment is consistent with overall guidance for ICD-11 Mental and
Behavioural Disorders.
 In DSM-5, diagnosis may be assigned based on the presence of
“interpersonal difficulty” due to the arousal pattern, in the absence
of action, distress, or functional impairment.
 DSM-5 includes a variety of specifiers, which have been criticized
for lack of consistency and questionable validity91.

Category: Coercive sexual
sadism disorder

Not included

Not included

 Defined by sustained, focused and intense pattern of sexual arousal that involves the infliction of physical or psychological suffering
on a non-consenting person.
 Not equivalent to DSM-5 Sexual sadism disorder or ICD-10 Sadomasochism, which do not distinguish between arousal patterns
involving consenting and non-consenting others.

Category: Frotteuristic
disorder

Not included

Category: Frotteuristic
disorder

 DSM-5 diagnosis may be assigned based on functional impairment, though without specification of how impairment is to be
evaluated or based on whose perspective. ICD-11 guidelines
require either action or distress; not including functional impairment is consistent with overall guidance for ICD-11 Mental and
Behavioural Disorders.

Recommended for
deletion

Category: Sadomasochism

Category: Sexual
masochism disorder

 If consensual behaviour is involved, may be classified as in ICD-11
as Other paraphilic disorder involving solitary behaviour or consenting individuals, if accompanied by marked distress that is not
entirely attributable to rejection or feared rejection of the arousal
pattern by others (e.g., a partner, family, society) or by significant
risk of injury or death.
 If arousal pattern focuses on the infliction of suffering on nonconsenting individuals, may be classified in ICD-11 as Coercive
sexual sadism disorder.

Not included

Combined with Sexual
masochism

Category: Sexual
sadism disorder

 In ICD-11, may be classified as Other paraphilic disorder involving solitary behaviour or consenting individuals, if accompanied
by marked distress that is not entirely attributable to rejection or
feared rejection of the arousal pattern by others (e.g., a partner,
family, society) or by significant risk of injury or death.
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Table 3 Classification of Paraphilic disorders in ICD-11 (proposed), ICD-10 and DSM-5 (continued)
Proposed ICD-11

ICD-10

Comments90

DSM-5

Recommended for deletion

Category: Fetishism

Category: Fetishistic
disorder

 In ICD-11, may be classified as Other paraphilic disorder involving solitary behaviour or consenting individuals, if accompanied
by marked distress that is not entirely attributable to rejection or
feared rejection of the arousal pattern by others (e.g., a partner,
family, society) or by significant risk of injury or death.

Recommended for deletion

Category: Fetishistic
transvestism

Category: Transvestic
disorder

 In ICD-11, may be classified as Other paraphilic disorder involving solitary behaviour or consenting individuals, if accompanied
by marked distress that is not entirely attributable to rejection or
feared rejection of the arousal pattern by others (e.g., a partner,
family, society) or by significant risk of injury or death.

Recommended for deletion

Category: Multiple disorders
of sexual preference

Not included

 This ICD-10 category was not considered to be clinically informative. Multiple paraphilic disorder diagnoses may be assigned in
both ICD-11 and DSM-5.

Category: Other paraphilic
disorder involving
non-consenting individuals

Not included

Not included

 May be used when the diagnostic requirements for a Paraphilic
disorder are met but the specific pattern of sexual arousal does not
fit into available named categories (e.g., arousal patterns involving
corpses or animals).

Category: Other paraphilic
disorder involving solitary
behaviour or consenting
individuals

Not included

Not included

 May be used when the pattern of sexual arousal does not focus on
non-consenting individuals but is associated with marked distress
or significant risk of injury or death.

Recommended for deletion

Category: Other disorders
of sexual preference

Category: Other specified
paraphilic disorder

 Replaced in ICD-11 by above two “Other paraphilic disorder” categories, which specify whether arousal pattern involves: a) nonconsenting individuals; or b) consenting individuals or solitary
behaviour.

Recommended for deletion

Category: Disorder of
sexual preference,
unspecified

Category: Unspecified
paraphilic disorder

 Recommended for deletion in ICD-11 to prevent misuse for clinical presentations involving only relatively unusual patterns of sexual arousal that are not associated with distress, dysfunction, or
harm to the individual or to others.

texts, requires specialized mental health expertise. Evidencebased treatments for Paraphilic disorders are almost entirely
psychological and psychiatric in nature and require substantial mental health expertise to administer. When adjunctive
somatic treatments are used (e.g., anti-androgen drugs), they
are controversial and legally and clinically complex and must
be administered within a psychiatric framework.
Second, a substantial portion of the assessment and treatment of Paraphilic disorders relates to the civil commitment,
mitigation, and treatment of specific classes of sex offenders.
This is a complex and controversial legal area that must be considered in defining how Paraphilic disorders should be classified.
In many countries – including the US, Germany, the UK, Canada,
and other countries whose legal systems are based on the British
or German systems – there are laws that allow for the civil commitment and preventive detention of certain sexual offenders
who are sometimes termed sexually violent predators. These
laws permit involuntary commitment of such individuals to psychiatric facilities after they have completed mandatory prison
sentences, to allow for continued treatment and minimization of
risk to the community where these offenders are to be released.
In countries where the constitutionality of such laws has
been challenged, they have been upheld105. However, crucial
to the finding of constitutionality has been the determination
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by relevant courts that a risk of dangerousness by itself is not
sufficient grounds for civil commitment under such statutes.
Rather, the constitutional requirement specifically rests on a
finding of the presence of a mental disorder as the basis for
civil commitment because it “narrows the class of persons eligible for confinement to those who are unable to control their
dangerousness”106.
Although there are continuing controversies about the application of these laws in many countries107,108, the Working
Group on Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health did not consider
that moving Paraphilic disorders out of the Mental and Behavioural Disorders chapter would be an appropriate or helpful
way to address these concerns.

Comparison with DSM-5
The changes proposed for Paraphilic disorders in ICD-11
represent a major departure from ICD-10, which was developed during the late 1980s. In many ways, these changes align
the ICD-11 more closely with the DSM-5. At the same time,
there are substantive differences between the two systems.
Sexual masochism disorder, Fetishistic disorder, and Transvestic disorder are included as named mental disorders in DSM-
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5, while in ICD-11 these phenomena can be diagnosed under
Other paraphilic disorder involving solitary behaviour or consenting individuals only if they are associated with significant
distress or significant risk of injury or death.
The duration requirement proposed for Paraphilic disorders
in ICD-11 is more flexible than the six-month requirement in
DSM-5, which does not appear to have specific empirical support109. The ICD-11 guidelines require a clinical judgment that
the arousal pattern is sustained, focused, and intense, making
clear that a single instance of behaviour or criminal act does
not meet this requirement. Functional impairment is included
relatively automatically in diagnostic criteria for DSM-5, but
has not been included as a part of the proposed ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines for Paraphilic disorders, in keeping with the
general principle for ICD-11 Mental and Behavioural Disorders that impairment should only be used when necessary to
distinguish a disorder from normality1.

PROPOSED CHANGES TO F66 PSYCHOLOGICAL AND
BEHAVIOURAL DISORDERS ASSOCIATED WITH
SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT AND ORIENTATION
The ICD-10 explicitly states that “sexual orientation by itself
is not to be considered a disorder”4. Nevertheless, the ICD-10
grouping of Psychological and behavioural disorders associated with sexual development and orientation suggests that
there do exist mental disorders uniquely linked to sexual orientation. These categories include F66.0 Sexual maturation
disorder, F66.1 Egodystonic sexual orientation, and F66.2 Sexual relationship disorder (see Table 4).
The Working Group on Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health
emphasized that, although the ICD-10 F66 categories mention
gender identity in their definitions, historically they emerged
from concerns related to sexual orientation89. Over the last
half century, international classification systems of mental disorders, including the ICD and the DSM, but also various
national and regional classifications, have gradually removed
diagnostic categories that defined homosexuality per se as a
mental disorder. This reflects emerging human rights standards56,110, the recognition that homosexual behaviour is a
widely prevalent aspect of human behaviour111, and the lack
of empirical evidence to support pathologization and medicalization of variations in sexual orientation expression112,113.
As noted earlier, the ICD-10 also indicates that “social deviance or conflict alone, without personal dysfunction, should not
be included in mental disorder”4. The Working Group viewed
this exclusion as essential to the consideration of diagnostic categories linked to sexual orientation89. Given that expression of
same-sex orientation continues to be heavily stigmatized in
parts of the world56,110, psychological and behavioural symptoms seen in non-heterosexual individuals may be products of
persistently hostile social responses rather than expressions of
inherent psychopathology. This perspective is supported by
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robust empirical evidence from international studies114-116.
Violence, stigma, exclusion and discrimination linked to samesex orientations is a worldwide phenomenon and has been
documented as especially vicious, often showing a high degree
of brutality117. In some countries, criminal law is still applied to
consensual same-sex sexual activity, though international,
regional and national human rights bodies have explicitly
called for States to end this practice56. Thus, the Working Group
concluded that, if a disease label is to be attached to a social
condition, it is essential that the condition have demonstrable
public health and clinical utility, for example by identifying a
legitimate mental health need.
The core diagnostic features of F66.0 Sexual maturation disorder in the ICD-10 are: a) uncertainty about one’s gender identity or sexual orientation and b) distress about the uncertainty
rather than about the particular gender identity or sexual orientation. Research has repeatedly demonstrated that same-sex
sexual orientation emerges over time118, with the process typically beginning in late childhood or early adolescence. Often
there is a substantial level of anti-gay stigma in the individual’s
social environment that creates stress for the individual. As distress arising from stigma cannot be considered as indicative of a
mental disorder under the ICD-10 social conflict exclusion, the
Working Group considered that this category conflates normative developmental patterns observed in gay, lesbian, bisexual,
and transgender people with psychopathological processes.
The concept of egodystonic homosexuality (F66.1 Egodystonic sexual orientation in ICD-10) first entered mental disorders classifications in DSM-III, as part of a negotiation related
to removing homosexuality per se from that diagnostic system119. The compromise was that, while homosexuality itself
might not be a disorder, homosexuality could still provide the
basis for a psychiatric diagnosis, but only if the individual was
distressed about it. This construction was dropped from American Psychiatric Association’s classification in 1987113. In what
appears to have been a parallel process in the subsequent revisions leading to ICD-10, the concept of Egodystonic sexual orientation was incorporated in the ICD-10, approved in 1990,
when the ICD-9 diagnostic category for homosexuality per se
was removed. According to the ICD-10, it is theoretically possible to apply this category to individuals with a heterosexual
orientation who wish it were otherwise, but is hard to see this
as anything other than an attempt to deflect criticism regarding the purpose of the category120.
Lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals often report higher
levels of distress than their heterosexual counterparts in international surveys, but this has been linked strongly to experiences of social rejection and stigmatization114-116. Because
distress related to social adversity cannot be considered as
indicative of a mental disorder, any more than can distress
related to other socially stigmatized conditions such as poverty
or physical illness, the Working Group considered the existence of this distress as lacking in evidentiary value.
F66.2 Sexual relationship disorder in ICD-10 describes a situation in which the individual’s sexual orientation (or gender
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Table 4 Classification of disorders related to sexual orientation in ICD-11 (proposed), ICD-10 and DSM-5
Proposed ICD-11

ICD-10

DSM-5

Comments89

Recommended for
deletion

Chapter: Mental and Behavioural Disorders
Grouping: Disorders of adult
personality and behaviour
Subgrouping: Psychological
and behavioural disorders
associated with sexual development and orientation

Not included

 All categories in this ICD-10 grouping have been recommended
for deletion.
 These categories or their equivalents are not included in DSM-5,
and were not included in DSM-IV.
 No scientific interest in these conditions since ICD-10 was published.
 No evidence-based treatments.
 Working Group determined that these categories confound
responses to adverse social circumstances, normal developmental
patterns, and psychopathology.
 If requirements for depression, anxiety, or another disorder are
met, that diagnosis should be used. These diagnoses do not depend
on thematic content of associated concerns.
 Otherwise, Counselling related to sexuality codes from ICD-11
chapter on Factors Influencing Health Status and Contact with
Health Services are more appropriate.

Recommended for
deletion

Category: Sexual maturation
disorder

Not included

 ICD-10 defines category based on uncertainty about gender identity or sexual orientation, which causes anxiety or depression.

Recommended for
deletion

Category: Egodystonic sexual
orientation

Not included

 According to ICD-10, should be used when the gender identity or
sexual preference is not in doubt, but the individual wishes it were
different because of associated psychological and behavioural
disorders.

Recommended for
deletion

Category: Sexual relationship
disorder

Not included

 According to ICD-10, should be used when the gender identity or
sexual preference abnormality is responsible for difficulties in
forming or maintaining a relationship with a sexual partner.
 Difficulties in intimate relationships are common, occur for many
reasons, and are dyadic. Working Group concluded that there was
no justification for category based on the co-occurrence of an issue
related to sexual orientation or gender identity with a relationship
problem.

Recommended for
deletion

Category: Other psychosexual
development disorder

Not included

 This is a residual category for the ICD-10 grouping, which is recommended for deletion in ICD-11.

Recommended for
deletion

Category: Psychosexual development disorder, unspecified

Not included

 This is a residual category for the ICD-10 grouping, which is recommended for deletion in ICD-11.

Recommended for
deletion

Qualifiers: (May be applied to
all categories in grouping)

Not included

 These categories specify sexual orientation of individual receiving
any of the above ICD-10 diagnoses, which are recommended for
deletion.

 Heterosexual
 Homosexual
 Bisexual
 Other, including
prepubertal

identity) has created a disturbance in a primary sexual relationship. Difficulties in intimate relationships are common,
occur for many reasons, and are, by their nature, dyadic. The
Working Group concluded that there was no justification for
creating a mental disorder category specifically based on the
co-occurrence of an issue related to sexual orientation or gender identity with a relationship problem.
The Working Group’s review concluded that gay, lesbian,
and bisexual people receive mental health services for the
same reasons that heterosexual people do, and also could find
no evidence that concerns about sexual orientation that
accompany other mental disorders such as depression or anxiety require different methods of treatment121. Further, there
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are no evidence-based practices related to the F66 categories,
and therapeutic attempts to change sexual orientation are
considered to be outside the scope of ethical practice122. There
is also a risk that misattributing symptoms of other mental disorders to conflicts about sexual orientation may interfere with
appropriate treatment selection89.
Moreover, the F66 categories have attracted no scientific
interest since the ICD-10 was published. The Working Group
conducted a search of Medline, Web of Science, and PsycINFO,
and failed to find a single reference to Sexual maturation disorder or Sexual relationship disorder. The last peer-reviewed,
indexed reference to “egodystonic homosexuality” was published more than two decades ago. The F66 categories do not
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contribute meaningfully to public health surveillance, are not
routinely reported by any country, and are not used in WHO’s
calculation of disease burden. At the same time, they selectively
target individuals with same-sex orientation or gender nonconformity, with no apparent justification. Individuals with needs
for information or who experience distress specifically related
to sexual orientation that is not diagnosable as another disorder
(e.g., Adjustment disorder) can still receive services through the
use of codes related to counselling interventions from the ICD11 chapter on Factors Influencing Health Status and Contact
with Health Services described earlier in this paper.
The Working Group has therefore proposed the elimination
of the entire grouping of F66 disorders from the ICD-11.

Comparison with DSM-5
The proposed changes for ICD-11 in this area bring it in
line with DSM-5. No equivalent to any of the ICD-10 F66 categories is included in DSM-5 or was included in DSM-IV.

CONCLUSIONS
In the more than quarter century since the approval of the
ICD-10, there have been substantial gains in scientific, clinical,
social, and human rights understandings relevant to diagnostic categories related to sexuality and gender identity. These
different streams of evidence have been considered in the
development of a set of proposals for ICD-11 that departs
markedly from the descriptions of categories related to sexuality and gender identity in the ICD-10. The inclusion of mental
and behavioural disorders alongside all other diagnostic entities in health care is a central feature of the ICD, and has
uniquely positioned the current revision effort to contemplate
a broader and more integrative set of classification options
with respect to these categories.
The ICD-10 classification of Sexual dysfunctions was substantially outdated in its view of psychological and physical
causes of sexual dysfunction as separable and separate, making it inconsistent with current evidence regarding the etiology
and treatment of these conditions. For the ICD-11, an innovative, integrated system has been proposed, including a set of
qualifiers to indicate the range of factors that the clinician
considers to be contributory. It must be emphasized that the
WHO does not consider the ICD-11 chapters to constitute
scope of practice boundaries between medical specialties, but
intends and expects that psychiatrists and other mental health
professionals with appropriate training will continue to engage
in the treatment of these common and costly conditions and
that the reformulated classification of these conditions will
encourage broader availability of treatment.
The role of psychiatry in many countries is likely to evolve in
substantive ways with respect to the evaluation and treatment
of Gender incongruence, proposed to replace Gender identity
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disorders in the ICD-10. The best health care services for transgender people are by definition multidisciplinary59. But psychiatrists in some countries have been unfortunately positioned as
gatekeepers to enforce elaborate and burdensome requirements
in order to access these services83, ostensibly in order to verify
that transgender people are certain about their decision to seek
health services to make their bodies align with their experienced
identity. However, in the recent Mexican study described
above71, the average delay between reported awareness of transgender identity and initiation of hormones – by far the most
common treatment received – was found to be more than 12
years, and nearly half of participants had initiated hormones
without medical supervision, exposing themselves to serious
health risks. While these figures are not broadly generalizable,
they are likely more reflective of the situation in most of the
world than those reported in available studies from the US or
Western Europe, given that more that 80% of the global population lives in low- and middle-income countries. Psychiatrists
and other mental health professionals have a major role to play
in improving the health status of this often mistreated population58,74,75.
With respect to the classification of Paraphilic disorders, the
Working Group on Sexual Disorders and Sexual Health has
attempted to grapple with thorny issues related to how best to
distinguish between conditions that are relevant to public
health and clinical psychopathology on the one hand and private behaviours that are not a legitimate focus of health classification on the other. At the same time, proposals in this area
affirm the status of persistent and intense sexual arousal patterns focusing on individuals who do not or cannot consent as
psychiatric in their nature and management90. In contrast, the
Working Group concluded that there are no legitimate public
health or clinical objectives served by mental disorder categories uniquely linked to sexual orientation89.
In summary, the Working Group on Sexual Disorders and
Sexual Health has proposed changes in the classification of
these conditions that it considers to be: a) more reflective of
current scientific evidence and best practices; b) more responsive to the needs, experience, and human rights of vulnerable
populations; and c) more supportive of the provision of accessible and high-quality health care services. Proposed diagnostic guidelines for the disorders described in this paper will be
made available for review and comment by members of
WHO’s Global Clinical Practice Network (http://gcp.network)123,
and subsequently for public review prior to finalization of the
ICD-11. We hope that this paper will serve to encourage further
scientific and professional discussion.
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PERSPECTIVES

Updating the Research Domain Criteria
Two and a half years ago, World Psychiatry published a
Forum about the US National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH) Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) initiative1. In it,
there was spirited commentary with divergent views of diagnosis and critical examination of RDoC. Some criticisms were
based on an incomplete understanding of RDoC2, but the discussion captured the challenge of shifting the paradigm for
psychiatric nosology. Here I provide an update on RDoC, while
articulating some fundamental issues.
The RDoC idea was introduced in the 2008 NIMH Strategic
Plan to “develop, for research purposes, new ways of classifying mental disorders based on dimensions of observable behavior and neurobiological measures”, because advances in
integrative neuroscience were not being realized in patient
care. Decades since Robins and Guze3 proposed validity criteria that included laboratory tests, and years since Wakefield4
articulated the “harmful dysfunction” definition of mental disorder, there was still no valid laboratory test – biological or
otherwise – linking any psychiatric diagnosis to an internal
mechanism. Syndrome-based diagnoses (DSM/ICD) did not
map to disrupted neural mechanisms5, and there was a steep
decline in the development of new therapeutic agents6. It was
argued that clinical syndromes were too distal from genetic
mechanisms to research connections, and suggested that an
intermediate phenotype approach would be more viable7.
Regardless, funding for psychopathology research in the US
remained harnessed to the DSM. RDoC was introduced to
allow researchers to pursue funding for translational research
without the limitation of DSM independent variables.
RDoC differs from syndrome-based research by incorporating a dimensional approach. Rather than beginning with diagnoses based on clinical description and then trying to connect
them to mechanisms, RDoC research begins with dysfunctional mechanisms and works toward clinical symptoms. The process is to identify a mechanism used for functional behavior,
and to link its improper function to clinical problems. The aim
is to inform nosology, including future DSM and ICD revisions,
to ultimately help those suffering clinical problems by clarifying homogeneous treatment targets. RDoC is not a clinical
manual or a replacement for the DSM or the ICD. It is
an evolving structure, intended to facilitate translational research.
The RDoC matrix is organized with Domains and Constructs in the rows, and Units of Analysis in the columns (see
www.nimh.nih.gov/research-priorities/rdoc). It was developed
in consultation with the scientific community, including
NIMH workshops where experts in each of the respective
domains refined construct definitions. Constructs required
validity for a functional unit of behavior and a link to clinical problems. Connection to a neural circuit was emphasized
to fill the gap between neuroscience and psychopathology
research, and does not necessitate a reductionist philosophy;
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indeed, observations of different systems provide different
forms of important evidence8.
There are at present five RDoC Domains: Negative Valence,
Positive Valence, Cognitive Systems, Social Processes, Arousal
and Regulatory Systems. Within each domain are a number of
constructs. Evidence for a new domain, Motor Systems, is
under review with an NIMH-sponsored workshop, and there
are plans for annual consideration to accommodate new findings indicating revisions. Across the columns of the matrix are
Units of Analysis, which include Genes, Molecules, Cells,
Circuits, Physiology, Behavior, and Self-Reports (self-reports
include patient-reported symptoms). Elements in each cell
hold findings that correspond to respective constructs, within
a particular unit of analysis.
A unique column, Paradigms, is for behavioral tasks designed for valid and reliable assessment of a specific mechanism or circuit (e.g., an “n-back” task for working memory).
Such tasks are routine in experimental research but, for RDoC,
these approaches need to be more fully developed to meet
acceptable psychometric standards, including sensitivity and
specificity. A National Advisory Mental Health Council Workgroup was convened and evaluated the state of the research in
this area and formulated recommendations, reported at its
September 2016 meeting.
Since the World Psychiatry Forum, RDoC impact has accelerated. RDoC Workgroup members now have over 30 papers,
published or in press, detailing the rationale, description,
and development of RDoC (see www.nimh.nih.gov/researchpriorities/rdoc). Many of these are in collaboration with nonNIH affiliated clinical scientists. Seminal papers published by
the RDoC Workgroup have collectively been cited over 2,000
times. In addition to World Psychiatry, several journals have
devoted special sections to RDoC (e.g., International Journal
of Psychophysiology, JAMA Psychiatry, Journal of Abnormal
Psychology, Neuropsychiatric Genetics, and Psychophysiology),
with others in the offing. Presently, there are 38 active projects
funded by NIMH RDoC Requests for Applications (RFAs),
three active program announcements. A search with NIH
Reporter (https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm) reveals
the term “RDoC” in 273 currently funded grants. RDoC figures
prominently in the recent NIMH Strategic Plan (www.nimh.nih.
gov/about/strategic-planning-reports).
Regular RDoC Internal Workgroup meetings continue to
solicit and incorporate feedback from the field, while guiding
ongoing development. In 2014, the RDoC Unit was created
within the Office of the NIMH Director. The Unit has been
instrumental for codifying a number of RDoC-related efforts,
including improvements to the on-line version of the matrix,
which now links constructs to definitions, as well as common
elements across Units of Analysis. In this form, the matrix can
be used to facilitate research design and identify areas where
more knowledge is needed. It can also serve as a teaching tool.
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Future possibilities include linking matrix elements to the US
National Library of Medicine. The RDoC Database repository
(RDoC-db) collates subject-level data, creating a common-use
data set for future data mining (https://data-archive.nimh.nih.
gov/rdocdb). Other web-based tools include a discussion forum, and an ongoing series of webinars, archived on the website. Planning is underway for another major update of the
RDoC website.
RDoC does not mandate a unitary approach to translational
research. Rather, it provides a scaffold to organize findings,
and on which a nomological net may be constructed. Theories
of development, environmental influences, and psychopathology are needed to spell out the connections between constructs. A research exemplar is the Bipolar Schizophrenia
Network on Intermediate Phenotypes (B-SNIP), which recently
reported emergent biotypes that overlapped in different
degrees across psychosis spectrum patients, evidencing systematically varying levels of cognitive control as well as differences in grey matter9. With RDoC, these biotypes offer new
possibilities for independent variables in future studies10.
As a research tool, RDoC has the luxury to evolve incrementally, with regular updates. Its web-based format facilitates
faster-paced change and allows open access. In contrast,
any modification to a DSM or ICD diagnosis can have immediate consequences for patients (e.g., treatment decisions,

reimbursement for services, disability accommodations). For
meaningful progress, ongoing collaboration with stakeholders
is valued (e.g., professional and health organizations, regulatory
agencies, and patient advocacy groups). Combined efforts will
encourage new ways to think about diagnosis for clinicians and
researchers alike.
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Adopting a continuous improvement model for future
DSM revisions
The approach used for making changes to both the DSM
and ICD has been up to now to revise the manuals in their
entirety at fixed (albeit variable) intervals. Typically, these
diagnostic revision efforts have been multi-year affairs involving the appointment of committees of experts tasked with
making changes with the goal of improving the validity, reliability, and clinical utility of the diagnostic systems1,2.
While this approach has the advantage of facilitating standardized communication among users of the classifications by
ensuring the uniformity and stability of the diagnostic definitions in the time interval during which that edition of the
manual is in effect, it prevents the incorporation of new scientific knowledge into the manual as it emerges, a limitation that
has become especially problematic given the extended intervals between revisions that have characterized the most recent
editions of the DSM and ICD (19 years and 23 years, respectively).
Advances in digital publishing that allow instantaneous dissemination of changes at minimal cost have paved the way
towards the American Psychiatric Association (APA) adopting
a continuous improvement model for the DSM, in which revisions are pegged to specific scientific advances. Thus, rather
than waiting until the next wholesale revision to implement a
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clinically useful change (such as incorporating a solidly validated biomarker into the definition of a disorder), such a
change could be put into effect as soon as it has been determined that it is diagnostically advantageous to do so. Moreover, implementing a continuous data-driven approach has
the added advantage of discouraging changes that are not well
supported by empirical evidence. As described by Kendler in
his accounting of the history of the DSM-5 Scientific Review
Committee, there is an inherent trend towards making changes built into the DSM revision process: “for workgroup members, it is a natural source of pride to ‘make a difference’, to
‘put their mark’ on the document” (3).
A new DSM web portal (www.dsm5.org) has been set up by
the APA to field proposals for changes on a continuous basis.
Submissions will be web-based, with proposers required to
provide supportive information in a structured format, including the reasons for the change, the magnitude of change, data
documenting improvements in validity across a range of validators, evidence of reliability and clinical utility, and a consideration of current or potential deleterious consequences
associated with the proposed change. It is anticipated that
most submissions will come from interested persons (e.g., psychiatric researchers, individual clinicians) or organizations
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(e.g., psychiatric subspecialty groups, advocacy organizations,
APA components) that are external to the APA committee overseeing the DSM revision process. This is in marked contrast to
the prior DSM revision efforts, in which the proposals were
drafted by workgroup members, who were also responsible for
providing supportive literature reviews and conducting data
re-analyses.
The revision process will be overseen by a Steering Committee (analogous to the DSM Task Force) whose members have
expertise in psychiatric nosology, psychiatric research, clinical
psychiatry, and the DSM. Five standing Review Committees
(analogous to the DSM Workgroups), which cover broad
domains of psychiatric diagnosis, will work with the Steering
Committee to review the proposals and draft the revisions. For
example, a single review committee will cover so-called
“serious mental illnesses”, which include schizophrenic spectrum and other psychotic disorders, bipolar disorders, and
neurodegenerative disorders. Final review of the proposals
(which will be posted for public comment) in terms of whether
criteria for approval have been met will be conducted by the
Steering Committee and, if so, will be referred to the APA
Board of Trustees for official approval. Once approved, each
change will be publicized by the APA and digital versions of
the manual will be updated to reflect the change.
Three types of proposals that require substantial empirical
support have been identified, each with explicit criteria regarding the type of evidence that is expected to be submitted. Type
1 proposals involve changes to an existing diagnostic criteria
set. Submitted evidence should document that the change
would markedly improve the validity, reliability, or clinical utility of a criteria set, or that it would substantially reduce identified deleterious consequences associated with a criteria set.
Type 2 proposals involve the addition of a new diagnostic category, subtype or specifier, and supporting evidence should document that the new category: a) meets the criteria for a mental
disorder provided in the DSM-51; b) has strong evidence of

validity; c) can be applied reliably; d) has substantial clinical
value (e.g., it identifies a group of patients now not receiving
appropriate clinical attention); e) avoids substantial overlap
with existing diagnoses; and f) has a positive benefit/harm ratio
(e.g., low risk of harm due to social or forensic consequences).
Type 3 proposals entail deleting an existing category or subtype/specifier, and require evidence that the proposed item to
be deleted has only weak validity, minimal utility (e.g., it is rarely used in clinical practice or research) or is better conceptualized as a subtype of an existing diagnosis.
Proposals involving corrections and clarifications of existing
criteria that do not require empirical support will be considered on an expedited basis by a subcommittee of the Steering
Committee. Included are instances of lack of clarity or ambiguity in the meaning of the wording of criteria or text; inconsistencies or contradictions within text or criteria (e.g., diagnostic criteria in conflict with descriptive text), and errors of
omission or inadvertent inclusion (e.g., omission of a disorder
in the “not better explained by” list in an exclusion criterion).
In conclusion, it is hoped that the implementation of an
empirically rigorous continuous improvement process for the
DSM will facilitate the inclusion of scientific advances in a
timelier manner than was possible using the current revision
process, which should ultimately result in a more valid and
clinically useful diagnostic classification.
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Prescribing according to diagnosis: how psychiatry is different
Most countries in the modern world have a formal system
of medicines regulation. Medicinal drugs, or more specifically
their formulation and dosage, are licensed or “labelled” for
certain specific indications in which their use has been shown
to be broadly safe and beneficial. Prescribers can, as a consequence, have confidence in the assumption that a drug
licensed for a particular precisely defined ailment is likely to
be effective in that condition. Outside this regulatory framework is a body of literature which may relate to other, unlicensed or “off-label” uses. Sometimes the extra-regulatory
evidence base amounts to no more than a handful of case
reports, but often there are published and successful randomized controlled trials. The licensed uses of a medicine are thus
merely those for which formal approval has been sought and
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obtained by the manufacturer. Other beneficial uses are certainly not precluded by a drug’s label.
In most areas of medicine, prescribing is very closely aligned
with drug labeling. This is because drugs usually have a known
mode of action which can be understood in the context of what
is known about the condition: penicillin is bactericidal to specific bacteria; insulin replaces what the body fails to produce;
antihypertensives reduce cardiac output or vascular resistance.
Off-label prescribing is therefore fairly rare in physical medicine, because prescribers invariably make a firm diagnosis and
prescribe a drug precisely indicated for that condition.
Psychiatry is different. The biochemical or pathological basis
of most mental health conditions is, at best, poorly understood.
Our knowledge of the precise actions of effective drugs is likewise
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incomplete. Diagnostic criteria shift and sway like in no other
area of medicine and named mental health conditions appear
and disappear with a disturbing frequency. Alongside these factors is the troubling awareness of the frequent overlap of symptoms across formal diagnostic entities. It seems trite to point out,
for example, that people with depression sometimes hear voices,
or that people with bipolar disorder may suffer from anxiety.
When I first worked in psychiatry in the 1980s, I was struck
by the extent to which drugs were prescribed outside their
license. The most common prescription I saw was for amitriptyline combined with chlorpromazine; the latter prescribed for
anxiety and insomnia. Treatment of choice for alcohol withdrawal was thioridazine, a drug previously only known to me as
an antipsychotic. This was also a time when antipsychotics
were prescribed to almost everyone with behavioral disturbances associated with dementia.
Over the years since then, my experience and observations
of prescribing decision-making have been fairly uniform. Rarely is a firm diagnosis arrived at before prescribing and, perhaps
more tellingly, rarely do prescribers know the precise licensed
indications for every drug they prescribe. So, antipsychotics
tend to be prescribed for psychotic and manic symptoms, and
antidepressants tend to be prescribed for symptoms of low
mood. Lithium is prescribed for mood fluctuations. Benzodiazepines are prescribed for pretty much everything. Never, in
over 25 years in psychiatry, have I observed prescribers make
any noticeable attempt to match a diagnosis with the licensed
indication of a drug. I, for my part, would not now think to
point out to a prescriber that, say, valproate has no label for
prophylaxis in bipolar disorder.
These informal observations are backed-up by published
data. In the US, off-label prescribing of antipsychotics amounted to 74% of all prescriptions in 1995 and 60% (nine million
prescriptions) in 20081. In the UK, 63% of risperidone prescribing in primary care was for unlicensed conditions in the period
from 2007 to 20112. Even in secondary care, where prescribing
is often more tightly controlled by local protocols, off-label prescribing is common – in my own unit we recorded off-label prescribing rates of 11% for risperidone long-acting injection3, 23%
for oral aripiprazole4 and 33% for depot paliperidone5. In each
case these figures represent off-label prescribing in consecutive
patients during the first few months or years after the introduction of the drug or formulation. Prescribers’ willingness to prescribe outside a license is thus not solely a consequence of

positive experiences of prescribing for specific off-label indications – it starts straightaway.
This is not necessarily poor practice: some of the most effective medicines in a particular condition do not have a license
for that condition. Fluoxetine may be the most effective selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor in generalized anxiety disorder (GAD)6, but is not labeled for this condition. Sertraline is
recommended as first line treatment for GAD by the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in the UK, but
it too has no license for this indication. Quetiapine is licensed
in most countries for schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder,
mania, bipolar depression and unipolar depression, but it is
also effective in other conditions such as GAD7; its range of
actions is such that diagnosis becomes almost irrelevant.
The example of quetiapine encapsulates the issue in question. We may call it an antipsychotic but it is much more than
that, because it has multiple pharmacological actions and
numerous active metabolites8. The nonsense of current nomenclature – which is closely aligned with labeling 2 is well recognized, and other systems have been suggested. For example,
neuroscience-based nomenclature classifies drugs according to
their pharmacological profile rather than their primary or initial
therapeutic indication9.
The classification of mental health conditions gives us a
false sense of order and a crude system for prescription reimbursement. It has little or no relevance to psychotropic drug
action and as a consequence an accurate diagnosis is not required for optimal prescribing.
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Rising suicide rates: an under-recognized role for the Internet?
According to recent data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the age-adjusted suicide rate increased by
24% in the US from 1999 to 2014, after a period of consistent
decline from 1986 to 19991. The increase, whose pace rose
after 2006, occurred in males, females, and the entire 10 to 74
age range, but was more pronounced among females aged 10
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to 14 and males aged 45 to 64. Several explanations have been
proposed in the wide coverage that the data received: the
black-box warning issued by the Food and Drug Administration in 2004 linking antidepressants and suicidality; the
advancing age of puberty; inadequate health insurance coverage; stressors related to the Great Recession; the rising rate of
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divorce; and the increased use of heroin and opiate drugs.
Another possible contributor has received much less attention:
the Internet, which dominated the period covered by the data,
may have played a facilitating role.
The Internet may have become the first stop for many individuals contemplating suicide. There, pro-suicide sites account for over 11% of suicide-related search results according
to one study2. Whether they support the freedom to commit
suicide for everyone or focus on “death with dignity” for the
terminally ill, pro-suicide sites often relay information on how
to successfully commit suicide. They do so by “perfecting”
well-known means that employ easily procurable ingredients,
or introducing obscure new methods that, before the age of
the search engine, would have required highly specialized
knowledge and access (e.g., suicide by inhaling helium or
ether, extracting and drinking nicotine, drinking excessive
quantities of water). Beyond the informational aspect, the
suicide-positive attitude of some sites can appeal to lonely sufferers desperate to commune with like-minded individuals.
One effect may be to transform suicidal planning from a solitary choice widely seen as pathological into a shared experience, normalized by a supportive community that encourages
the behavior. Extreme examples include online suicide pacts,
group suicides and “live” suicides, where death is streamed
spectacle-like to an abetting audience.
Why might an at-risk individual faced with such online content be more likely to pass to the act? The answer may partially
lie in the interplay between impulsivity as a well-known trait
in self-harm and impulsivity as a defining feature of the online
experience.
Several studies have linked impulsivity with self-harm. One,
conducted in 215 subjects with bipolar disorder, showed that
impulsivity significantly increased the risk of suicidal acts3.
Behavioral and neuroimaging data lend support to the
suicidality-impulsivity link. Suicidal ideation has been associated with impairment on behavioral challenges that capture
impulsive decision-making, such as the Iowa gambling and
go/no-go tasks4. In neuroimaging studies, self-harm has been
linked to diminished reward signal in areas that have been
associated with impulse control5.
Impulsivity, then, appears to be an important feature of suicide. It is also a defining feature of the online experience.
Impulsive and disinhibited online behavior was described
early in the Internet era. And, when disordered Internet use
was considered as a possible new psychopathology, it was
partly conceptualized as an impulse control disorder, with the
definitions for “problematic Internet use” borrowing from
diagnostic criteria for pathological gambling disorder, then
categorized as an impulse control disorder in the DSM-IV6.
A look at how other impulse-driven behaviors have been
affected by the Internet may help explain how online content
can influence a suicidal individual. Pathological gambling and
compulsive buying have long been conceptualized as impulse
control disorders, and data suggest Internet-mediated exacerbations of these behaviors.
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Early calls for controlling online gambling stemmed from
concerns about an online gambler’s ability to go undetected
and uninterrupted for long periods of time and the lack of the
usual “fail safes” that can protect vulnerable users offline. Subsequent online gambling prevalence data suggest that these
worries were justified. While many studies are limited by their
online design and reliance on self-selected samples, one used
a weighted approach to analyzing data from an international
sample of 12,521 gamblers7. Among Internet gamblers, only
39.9% were not problem or at-risk gamblers compared to
82.1% of non-Internet gamblers.
Similarly, it was initially thought that the Internet would
diminish compulsive buying by facilitating comparisons, protecting against in-store marketing, and obviating the need to
go to a physical store thereby saving time. Instead, preliminary
research seems to suggest a negative effect. For example, in a
study of 314 customers of an online retail store, 17.7% met criteria for compulsive buying behavior8. This prevalence rate is
considerably higher than those seen in studies that were conducted before the arrival of online retail or that did not focus
exclusively on it.
The Internet may similarly make self-harm more impulsive,
automatic and difficult to resist by diminishing the “obstacles”
faced offline, teaching about methods, and providing an encouraging environment. Formal data on the influence of the Internet on suicidal behavior, including suicidal impulsivity, mostly
consist of case reports. Still, some studies that compared Internet search trends with population-level data have yielded troublesome results. For example, in a Japanese study, searches for
“hydrogen sulfide”, “hydrogen sulfide suicide” and “suicide
hydrogen sulfide” correlated with the incidence of suicide 11
months following the search, and “suicide by jumping” correlated with suicide six months later9.
Such data make formal research into the potential prosuicide effects of new technologies an important public health
matter. But research into the Internet as a prevention tool cannot be ignored. While adequate control of pro-suicide, impulsepromoting content may be somewhat unrealistic in the difficult-to-govern online world, more can be done to make education, support and prevention sites more accessible, appealing
and effective. Meanwhile, educating mental health professionals about the need to incorporate suicide-related online
behavior in the assessment of at-risk patients would seem like
a well-justified strategy. “Have you been googling suicide
lately?” has become a requisite question in the thorough suicide evaluation.
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FORUM – TRANSITION TO PRECISION MEDICINE IN THE PHARMACOTHERAPY OF
DEPRESSION: CHALLENGES AND FUTURE STRATEGIES

Abandoning personalization to get to precision
in the pharmacotherapy of depression
Roy H. Perlis
Center for Experimental Drugs and Diagnostics, Department of Psychiatry and Center for Human Genetic Research, Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School,
Boston, MA, USA

Effectiveness studies and analyses of naturalistic cohorts demonstrate that many patients with major depressive disorder do not experience symptomatic remission with antidepressant treatments. In an effort to better match patients with effective treatments, numerous investigations of predictors or moderators of treatment response have been reported over the past five decades, including clinical features as well as biological
measures. However, none of these have entered routine clinical practice; instead, clinicians typically personalize treatment on the basis of patient
preferences as well as their own. Here, we review the reasons why it has been challenging to identify and deploy treatment-specific predictors of
response, and suggest strategies that may be required to achieve true precision in the pharmacotherapy of depression. We emphasize the need for
changes in how depression care is delivered, measured, and used to inform future practice.
Key words: Antidepressants, major depression, precision medicine, risk stratification, personalized medicine, biomarkers, treatment matching
(World Psychiatry 2016;15:228–235)

After decades of effort to identify predictors of antidepressant treatment response, including more than 100 publications reporting genetic predictors,
the approach to treating major depressive disorder remains one of trial and
error. Initial management strategies vary
widely across providers and health systems1. Next-step treatment is marked by
even greater variation2. A recent survey
of psychopharmacologists, for example,
revealed roughly equal split between
within- and across-antidepressant class
switch following non-response to initial
treatment3. This trial-and-error approach
clearly matters to patients: a survey of
Danish patients found that they would
pay up to $280 to avoid a single medication change4.
At the same time, pharmacogenomics
has already made some clinical inroads
in antidepressant prescribing. Among
the more than 100 medication labels
approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) that include information on genetic variation, at least
10 pertain to antidepressant pharmacotherapies or medications commonly
used to augment antidepressants5. Multiple marketed assays are intended to
guide antidepressant treatment; while
none have yet pursued FDA approval,
such diagnostic tests are available commercially from the laboratories that developed them. And clinical guidelines
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for the use of pharmacogenomic testing
are available from US and international
agencies6. Still, very few patients receive
such testing, and its utility remains
unclear, in part because of a relative lack
of randomized controlled studies indicating benefit.
In this paper, we focus on the scientific challenges that have contributed to
the persistence of artisanal prescribing
of antidepressants even in the face of
growing enthusiasm for the concept
originally described as personalization,
then stratification, and most recently
precision medicine7. We also review the
obstacles to translation of pharmacogenomic tools to common clinical practice. Finally, we address strategies that
could be helpful in ensuring that the
next decade does bring significant progress towards achieving true precision in
the pharmacotherapy of depression.

WHAT ARE THE CHALLENGES IN
PERSONALIZING
ANTIDEPRESSANT TREATMENT?

Personalization is not precision
In oncology, the concept of matching
treatments to patients to achieve and
maintain remission is well established:
there are particular tumor profiles that

respond differentially to particular interventions. For major depressive disorder, while remission certainly remains a
key goal, other considerations are also
important: in addition to safety, clinicians may consider key symptoms to
target and key adverse effects to avoid.
To this end, psychiatrists (and primary
care physicians) already personalize treatment, albeit in a more artisanal and less
scientific fashion than oncologists. A
systematic approach to this process has
been described by Preskorn8. Essentially,
some medications are excluded on the
basis of safety: for example, medications
like bupropion that lower seizure threshold might be avoided in individuals at
high risk for seizures. Others are avoided
on the basis of adverse effects: in an
obese patient, medications that commonly increase appetite, such as mirtazapine, would be excluded from initial
consideration. Among the remaining
options, some clinicians simply pick
their favorite; others follow guidelines
approved by their employer or payers,
perhaps based on which medications
are available at lowest cost; and others
provide an individual patient with a few
choices and discuss adverse effect profiles for each. The difficulty here is that,
while most clinicians likely follow some
variant of these approaches, there is no
agreed-upon or evidence-based framework for such practices.
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The evidence base for next-step interventions is even more modest. A particular challenge is the emphasis on
randomized controlled trials, that tends
to favor more recent industry-supported
studies. Consider the case of augmentation: the strongest evidence base supports certain second-generation antipsychotics, simply because older strategies (for example, bupropion, buspirone
or pramipexole) involve off-label use of
medications long since generic. So, even
on the basis of evidence-based personalization, the clinician cannot be strongly
informed by treatment guidelines that
tend to simply count large-scale positive
trials.
In summary, clinicians already personalize, but in a haphazard and inconsistent way. Unfortunately, the very resistance to more systematic treatment
approaches, like algorithms and guidelines, on the basis of the need to personalize actually hinders efforts at personalization: there is no agreed-upon
standard on which to improve. Faced
with an algorithm, many clinicians
insist on the need to tailor treatment
depending on particular clinical features, even in the absence of strong evidence that such features are truly predictive. The missing ingredient here
may be humility: most clinicians likely
rate themselves as above average in
terms of ability to identify efficacious
treatments, but clearly some are not.
Ironically, one of the advantages of
biologically-based treatment selection
would be the ability to introduce more
systematic approaches while preventing narcissistic injury to clinicians.

Treatment-specific effects
are modest
Beyond a general resistance to external guidance on prescribing is the larger
problem that treatment-specific differences in efficacy appear likely to be
quite modest. While antidepressants are
more effective than placebo, the magnitude of this difference is generally small,
at least in the outpatient context9. This
does not mean that prediction cannot be
useful, just that some such prediction is
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actually pertaining to placebo response
and thus by definition not treatmentspecific. As discussed below, such nonspecific predictors may still be useful in
stratifying treatment intensity, if not specific treatment choice.

Data needed to compare active
treatments are lacking
The regulation of medications in the
US does not require active comparator
studies: there is no obligation (or even
expectation) that a new drug be superior
to an existing one. So, not surprisingly,
such studies are rarely done, and when
they are, they are likely to be engineered
to yield results which are misleading
at best, with an active comparator group
included only for “assay sensitivity”
which may not even be analyzed in comparison with the study medication.
In the rare cases where straightforward comparator studies are done, they
have tended to be a poor investment
for the sponsor: treatment differences
are likely very small on average, and
the substantial placebo response places
a floor effect on the performance of
comparator drugs (unless comparators
are actually worse than placebo, a phenomenon rarely encountered in psychopharmacology10).
Moreover, where large comparator
studies are done, the data are typically
held by the industry sponsor. Until
recently, large pharmaceutical companies have been reluctant to share DNA
or genotypic data in conjunction with
treatment response, even where they
did agree to sharing for association
studies of disease. Presumably, the risk
of finding a predictor of non-response,
or perhaps the perceived need to involve the FDA in reporting genomic
data pertaining to marketed drugs, has
outweighed the scientific interest in
such work.

Power is accordingly poor to find
real effects
Combining a small effect with a small
sample size represents a recipe for an
underpowered study – one where the

risk for both false positive and false negative findings is high11. Worse, because
of the problem of “winner’s curse”, even
when true effects are detected, they are
likely to be overestimated – thus the pattern all too familiar in psychiatric pharmacogenomics in which initial exciting
findings subsequently prove either to be
false positives or of less importance than
anticipated12,13.
Standard statistical approaches to finding predictors of differential response
between two or more interventions rely
on a test for a treatment-by-predictor interaction, which is substantially less powerful than tests for main effect. Notably,
such a test has greatest power when a predictor has opposite effects in two groups:
for example, biomarker A is associated
with greater-than-average response to fluoxetine, but worse-than-average response
to bupropion. Biologically, this scenario
seems implausible: more likely, biomarker
A is associated with greater-than-average
response to fluoxetine but no difference
with bupropion. In this scenario, a test for
interaction is even less powerful.

GETTING TO PRECISION

Begin using what we know rather
than seeking a silver bullet
Efforts at personalization may have
suffered from their ambition, with an
unwillingness to employ more basic or
mundane socio-demographic predictors
in pursuit of a single powerful biomarker. In reality, multiple studies suggest that
readily available patient-level features
may at least help to set prior probability
of response.

Phenomenology
Among the earliest putative predictors were the depressive subtypes, melancholic and atypical depression. An
extensive literature explored these sets
of symptoms in terms of phenomenology
and associated peripheral markers. This
literature illustrates some of the challenges in identifying response predictors.
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Melancholic depression in general is
highly correlated with depression severity, such that, while it is associated with
poorer outcomes in general, these outcomes may better be explained by considering total severity. This underscores
the importance of ensuring that putative
predictors represent the easiest or most
straightforward means of measuring a
phenomenon. The value of total severity
in this regard is further discussed below.
Atypical depression has been difficult to establish as a strong predictor of
outcome because of problems in distinguishing individual symptoms from
a true subtype. Empirical evidence suggested that, while reversed neurovegetative signs – hypersomnia rather than
insomnia, or hyperphagia rather than
loss of appetite – are common, they do
not necessarily represent a distinct subgroup. That is, many patients may experience one or the other. Worse, as symptoms may fluctuate over time and across
episodes, the determination of whether a
patient meets criteria for this subtype
likely depends upon when in the episode
course the patient is assessed.
More recently, Fava et al14 suggested
additional depressive subtypes on the
basis of questionnaires included in the
baseline assessment for clinical trial participants – in particular, emphasizing
the notion of hostile (irritable) and anxious depression. Both of these strongly
predict poorer outcomes across multiple
studies15. However, in addition to correlation with each other, they are also correlated with total severity, and like the
other clinical subtypes may fluctuate
within an episode.
Anxious depression in particular received some support from the Sequenced
Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) study, where it predicted poorer treatment response16. A
subsequent replication effort in the Genome-based Therapeutic Drugs for Depression (GENDEP) study, however, did
not provide further support17. This nonreplication may suggest the importance
of considering reference populations when
attempting to derive predictors.
One of the most robust recent predictors of outcome was described by Uher
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et al17 using results of factor analysis in
lieu of the traditional depressive subtypes.
They found that an interest-activity symptom dimension at baseline – which captured poor interest, decreased activity,
indecisiveness, and anhedonia – was
strongly associated with poor outcome
both in GENDEP and in the larger STAR*D
study. This association persisted despite
control for overall severity and type of
antidepressant.
As one of the best-validated predictors of outcome other than total severity,
it would seem that the interest-activity
factor could represent a good starting
point for stratification. That it has not
been so applied relates in part to the
unwillingness of most clinical practices
to employ systematic assessment of
symptoms, notwithstanding the imposition of the Patient Health Questionnaire
(PHQ-9) in primary care settings. This
obstacle is discussed further below.
Notably, efforts to identify predictors
of differential treatment response (often
described as moderators of response18)
also date back to the dawn of structured
psychotherapies. These investigations often focus on specific scales quantifying the target of a particular kind of intervention. For example, the Coping
Self-Efficacy Scale was a predictor of
response to cognitive-behavioral therapy, delivered either by telephone or in
person19.
Another strategy attempts to integrate
socio-demographic and clinical features
to predict treatment resistance in major
depressive disorder. From among a larger
panel of variables, symptoms predictive
of treatment resistance included insomnia and decreased energy, along with
elements of history such as trauma exposure, post-traumatic stress disorder,
and even mild psychotic-like symptoms.
In an independent validation cohort also
drawn from the STAR*D study, but from
different sites, specificity for treatment
resistant depression exceeded 0.91, although sensitivity was lower at 0.2620.
This study also produced a risk visualization tool (http://trdrisk.mghcedd.org),
intended to promote development of
similar efforts integrating clinical and
genomic data.

Employing any of these simple predictors would in no way preempt the use
of biological predictors as they are identified. Indeed, even a simple baseline
model would be a valuable basis for
comparison with newer models – a starting point to be improved on by adding
biological or other predictors. In this
context, frameworks such as net reclassification improvement21 may be more
useful for understanding how the addition of a new marker improves prediction, compared to standard metrics such
as area under receiver operating characteristic curve22.

Genetic and genomic predictors
Among the potential biological predictors of outcome, cytochrome P450
(CYP450) variation has been understood
to influence blood levels of multiple
drugs for two decades or more. Unlike
most genetic associations, the functional
implications of the key variations have
been described – that is, particular alleles are known to increase or decrease
enzyme activity in a predictable way23.
The central challenge to the use of
CYP450 testing for antidepressant prescribing stems from the lack of a clear
relationship between blood levels and
either efficacy or adverse effects. At the
extremes, some relationship is intuitive:
individuals with undetectable blood levels will not respond to true drug effects
(although they may still respond to placebo); individuals with supra-therapeutic
blood levels should be more likely to
experience adverse effects. However, for
most antidepressants, even a simple
dose-response relationship has been difficult to establish.
Given the clearer relationship of efficacy (and toxicity) of tricyclics to blood
levels, it is unsurprising that this is the
class of antidepressants with the strongest evidence that CYP450 testing is likely
to inform dosing. Unfortunately, despite
the substantial efforts expended to develop and promote guidelines for CYP450informed dosing7, this class has largely
been superseded by other antidepressants on the basis of equivalent efficacy
and wider therapeutic index (i.e., greater
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margin of safety). So, the intervention
where precision medicine in depression
treatment may be most feasible is now
also the one least clinically useful. The
term in decision analysis for this scenario
is a dominating choice: in most if not all
circumstances, the cost-effectiveness of
CYP450-guided tricyclic treatment will be
less than that of simply prescribing a
generic non-tricyclic.
For selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), the
impact of CYP450 variation is not fully
understood. Most SSRIs and SNRIs are
substrates for one of the common CYP450
enzyme systems, so it is possible to make
predictions about changes in blood levels. What those levels mean, though, is
not so clear: with the possible exception
of modest data regarding fluoxetine24,25
and venlafaxine26, higher doses within
the therapeutic range have generally not
been shown to be more efficacious than
lower doses. The evidence of poor tolerability at higher doses is rarely studied
directly, particularly as it relates to CYP450
status: one study suggested that nonwild-type metabolizers of the CYP450
2C19 substrate citalopram experienced
poorer tolerability with this treatment27.
Further, even in circumstances where
drug blood levels are important, CYP450
variation is only one contributor to such
levels. Numerous environmental factors,
including diet and other medications (as
well as other, unmeasured genetic variation), may be important. One illustration
of these effects was a study of venlafaxine-treated patients that examined the
plasma ratio of venlafaxine to its metabolite desvenlafaxine in order to define
individuals who were “functionally” poor
metabolizers. Overall, 27% of individuals
appeared to be poor metabolizers, even
though only 4% were CYP450 2D6 poor
metabolizers genotypically28.
As venlafaxine is the pro-drug for desvenlafaxine, individuals who are poor
metabolizers at CYP450 2D6 might be
hypothesized to be less likely to respond
to treatment (as they will have very low
effective levels of the active drug).
Indeed, in the four venlafaxine studies,
poor metabolizers were less likely to
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achieve remission than wild-type metabolizers29.

Other biomarkers
Efforts to identify predictors of differential antidepressant treatment response
based on blood or other peripheral measures date back to the dawn of psychopharmacology. The dexamethasone
suppression test (initially considered to
diagnose depression, and later employed
to guide treatment) presents a useful
cautionary tale of a diagnostic tool deployed in psychiatry without sufficient
consideration of its utility, or even what
exactly it predicted30,31.
An example of a prototypical predictor might be C-reactive protein (CRP), a
marker of inflammation associated with
cardiovascular disease. In the GENDEP
study, a notable treatment-by-predictor
interaction – exactly the sort that could
potentially be informative for treatment
selection – was identified with CRP. Specifically, symptomatic improvement was
greater with escitalopram treatment among individuals with CRP levels lower
than 1 mg/L, while it was greater with
nortriptyline treatment among individuals with CRP levels higher than 1 mg/L.
Still, given the poorer safety profile of
tricyclic antidepressants, the modest difference in efficacy (three points on the
Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating
Scale) may not be sufficient to justify
preferential use of nortriptyline even in
the latter patient subset. While some
frameworks for defining clinical significance exist – see, for example, the calculator at depressiontools.org32 – the
necessary effect size for utility of a given
predictor depends critically on its context.
Numerous other minimally invasive
markers are under active investigation
for response prediction. Functional neuroimaging has been perhaps the most
studied, with intriguing but not definitive results – not surprising given the relatively small cohorts studied. Similarly,
quantitative electroencephalography has
been applied to predict either overall
treatment outcome or differential response. In a representative small study,

a measure of frontal recordings at baseline and week 1 was associated with
speed and probability of response to escitalopram over 13 weeks33, consistent
with a prior pilot study using fluoxetine34. The pilot study, importantly, included a placebo arm where no such
an association was identified. Still, as
noted earlier, the absence of any comparison drug makes the specificity of
this effect unclear. One other notable
aspect of these studies is the inclusion
of a post-baseline (week 1) time point in
the biomarker: prediction of outcome
based on short-term treatment exposure, while not a standard strategy in
psychopharmacology, may be easier
than relying solely on baseline measures.

Educate clinicians and patients
In addition to patient education, preliminary experience with genomic testing suggests the necessity and value of
clinician education35, in terms of how
results are presented to patients and
families. These tests typically yield probabilistic results, very different from the
dichotomous outcome yielded by many
other tests in medicine, though common
in other areas such as cancer, where estimates of survival are the coin of the
realm. In one pilot pharmacogenomic
study of antidepressant response, only
1/4 of consented patients were able to
indicate an understanding of such testing36.
A particular concern in psychopharmacology is the misinterpretation of
CYP450 results as contraindicating a
medication or class of medications. In
light of the relative paucity of good therapeutic options, particularly for patients
who do not remit with first-line treatments, ruling out a medication unnecessarily can be highly consequential. In
reality, non-wild-type metabolizers simply require more cautious and informed
titration: those who are poor metabolizers require lower doses of substrate
drugs, while those who are ultrarapid
metabolizers may require doses exceeding the FDA labeling, though still with
careful titration. While simply avoiding
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substrate drugs is a basic heuristic that
may be reasonable when selecting initial
treatments, such a heuristic can actually
be detrimental as the range of reasonable options narrows. To this end, the
tendency to present CYP450 results with
color-coding – listing substrates in red,
or with a stop sign, for example – may
be unhelpful.
For both medications and diagnostic
tools, clinician education can be mandated by the FDA within the approval process
as part of the risk evaluation and mitigation strategy37. Similar education may be
required for some interventions aimed at
personalization of antidepressant prescribing, if only to limit the consequences
of misinterpretation of test results.

Aim for stratification, not
treatment-matching
Even where we cannot identify medication-specific predictors, distinguishing high- or low-risk groups may still be
extremely useful. Three examples include
greater depression severity, the interestenergy factor identified by Uher et al17,
and the treatment resistance risk score
described earlier: to date, each of these
appears to be a predictor of poorer outcome in general, rather than a feature
that identifies an optimal treatment. So,
while presence of greater risk may not
help with selection of an individual treatment – venlafaxine versus fluoxetine, for
example – it may instead indicate that a
particular patient requires more intensive
treatment in general. Individuals at high
risk for treatment resistance could be triaged to more aggressive interventions –
combination treatment, or incorporation of cognitive-behavioral therapy – or
even more aggressive assessments, like
specialist consultation or application of
more intensive diagnostic tools.

Our approach to initial non-response
needs to change
Protocols and randomization
Ironically, moving towards more truly
personalized medicine may require mov-
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ing away from traditional means of
personalization by enrolling patients in
protocol-driven treatment, much as is
the case with cancer chemotherapies at
academic medical centers. While clinicians maintain the importance of artisanal personalization, we are aware of no
empirical data to indicate that such strategies improve upon uniform or standardized treatment selection (much less
random selection among a small number
of similar options). As much as it pains
the expert psychopharmacologist to recognize this point, in general the clinician
is at equipoise among multiple next-step
strategies. Recent survey results reinforce
this point3. But if this inconvenient reality were acknowledged and disclosed
(“There are several reasonable next steps,
we’re going to let the computer select the
first one to try”), it is possible that different strategies could be investigated.

It seems reasonable to measure the
improvement yielded by psychiatric
interventions in a systematic way. To the
clinicians who argue that the PHQ-9
captures only a limited amount of the
benefit they provide, a reasonable response is to agree, and ask what better
measures can be employed. Whatever
psychosocial or pharmacological interventions do for depression, it should be
possible to measure it. Either less intrusive and better integrated measures
need to be found, or more resources
need to be provided for clinicians to
incorporate such measures. Notwithstanding the massive hyperbole currently attached to ambulatory monitoring
devices, cell-phone-based survey tools
may help to fill this void38 2 provided
better platforms can be developed to
safely and efficiently integrate these
data for use by clinicians.

Systematic measurement
of outcomes

Use of electronic medical records
and other large data sets

A related problem remains clinicians’
reluctance to incorporate systematic
measurement of outcomes 2 any outcomes 2 into their practices. The reasons for this resistance are manifold: the
measures can be time consuming, they
are rarely well integrated into clinical
workflow, and they fail to capture the
breadth of depressive symptomatology
clinicians feel they need. While less
often acknowledged, such measurement
is likely to also create a bias to action:
that is, identifying symptoms creates
more requirement to act on these symptoms, or potentially liability for not acting on them.
Many health systems have elected to
invest in the PHQ-9, a depression
screening tool with limited utility for
outcome measurement (a role it was
never designed to fill). More recently, led
in part by movements aiming for more
patient-centered care followed by
financial support from the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute,
enthusiasm has grown for patientreported outcomes 2 particularly measures of functional status and quality of
life.

Yet another opportunity to improve
precision in antidepressant treatment
comes from the increasing availability of
large clinical data sets, i.e., electronic
medical records, with or without linkages to biobanks. These data sets provide a rich trove of clinical detail, typically far exceeding what is available
from the health claims data sets employed for pharmacogivilance studies
and health services research39. Compared to standard clinical trials, the
patients and outcomes are likely to be
more generalizable, as the biases inherent in patient recruitment are avoided.
When biological materials 2 DNA or
plasma, for example 2 are available,
these resources also allow highly efficient in silico biomarker studies.
We have previously demonstrated the
utility of electronic medical records for
defining antidepressant treatment outcomes40, and applying these metrics to
characterize clinical41 and genetic42 predictors of non-response. A less well
appreciated benefit of such large cohorts
is the ability to study relatively rare but
serious adverse effects, such as lithiumassociated renal failure43. These designs
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also facilitate investigation of quantitative drug effects, such as antidepressantassociated weight gain44 or QT-interval
prolongation45.
Still, some important caveats apply to
approaches using electronic medical records or national health registries. First,
treatment assignment is not randomized,
so the risk for confounding 2 particularly
confounding by indication, in which the
indication for a particular treatment confounds the result 2 is substantial (for an
illustration of the impact of such confounding, see the study by Gallagher
et al41, in which treatment with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs was
associated with poorer antidepressant
treatment outcome until the indication 2 e.g., pain2 was controlled for).
Statistical methods can help to control
bias, but the risk for confounding cannot
be entirely eliminated. Second, clinical
care typically includes less precise measures of outcome as well as other relevant clinical covariates. In some cases
proxy measures may suffice (hospitalization; treatment changes), but traditional
clinical trial outcomes such as remission
and response are more challenging to
characterize. Indeed, one observation
from studies based on electronic medical
records40 (and consistent with some
mood disorder cohort studies46) is the
extent to which episodic definitions of
depression likely underestimate chronicity and persistence of residual symptoms
relative to clinical cohorts.

Randomized trials of precision
medicine will be needed. . .
or will they?
Despite the utility of alternative approaches, randomized controlled trials
remain the gold standard for investigating new interventions, pharmacological
or otherwise. Even for pharmacotherapy,
there has been continued innovation in
the design and conduct of such studies.
But for diagnostic tests, the optimal
design of randomized trials remains subject to debate. For example, if subjects
are to be randomized to assay-guided
treatment compared to treatment as
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usual, how constrained or algorithmic
should the treatment as usual be? Should
clinicians stay unblinded, or should they
receive a “dummy” or uninformative
report? If the latter, is it ethical to delay
reporting results (or even to report misleading results), and will clinicians be
able to distinguish an uninformative from
a placebo report? Design of a treatmentas-usual arm is particularly challenging
as the inclination is to reduce heterogeneity by making this intervention more
structured and algorithmic. However, as
we have noted, standard of care is far
from algorithmic at present, so this sort
of comparator is artificial and itself likely
to improve outcomes47.
A further, practical problem is deciding who should pay for these studies. If
the tools are developed by a for-profit
entity, it is reasonable to require that the
entity fund such studies. However, this
barrier may be prohibitive for smaller
companies or less costly tests. The shifting regulatory structure in the US, in
which the FDA has allowed marketing of
laboratory-developed tests without premarket review, but has indicated that it
intends to increase oversight of this
pathway48, is likely to increase the pressure to conduct such randomized trials,
if not the available resources.
To date, there is one small randomized
trial investigating a pharmacogenetic assay for antidepressant prescribing, relying on a panel of CYP450 variants (2D6,
2C19 and 1A2) as well as some pharmacodynamic common variants. Among 51
outpatients with major depressive disorder, followed for eight weeks, the magnitude of improvement was numerically
but not statistically significantly different
between the treatment-as-usual (19%)
and the assay-guided treatment (31%)
groups (p50.3). One of two unblinded
cohort studies using the same assay did
identify significantly greater improvement
in the assay-guided treatment group49. In
the absence of blinding or consideration
of the impact of individual predictors,
estimates of the benefit associated with
specific variants await randomized trials.
In the meantime, electronic medical
records or claims data may help to un-

derstand the potential impact of putative
predictors of response. One approach
uses cost-effectiveness analysis to examine the effect of a predictor, based on other assumptions about treatment costs and
outcomes. In an illustration of this approach, we previously developed a model
based on STAR*D data50 considering a
predictor of differential SSRI response.
Under some assumptions, even a moderate difference between treatments was
not cost-effective simply because using an
alternate antidepressant was a dominating (better) choice. On the other hand, for
a low-cost test, when the likelihood of an
informative test is high, even relatively
modest effect sizes could be cost-effective.
A major limitation in all such models
is the need to make numerous assumptions about costs, probabilities and utilities. Their value is primarily in clarifying
the circumstances where precision medicine may be most likely to be beneficial
in antidepressant prescribing, as a means
of designing future interventions.
Another perspective on cost-effectiveness comes from investigation of
insurance claims databases in which
some patients have already received
pharmacogenomic testing. For the assay
with the negative randomized trial described earlier, this investigation found
that individuals receiving medications
indicated to be “less desirable”, based
on an algorithm incorporating multiple
variants, incurred greater past-year
health care costs51. Whether such highcost individuals represent an optimal
population for deploying precision medicine is an intriguing, but as yet untested, hypothesis.
A direct but unrandomized assessment
of cost-effectiveness comes from another
study of health claims data that compared
a cohort of 111 individuals who had received a commercial test combining
CYP450 and pharmacodynamic variants
with a propensity-score matched cohort
who did not receive testing52. While not a
substitute for randomization, this method
allows some control of confounding by
matching an unexposed (untested) group
as closely as possible to the tested group.
That study found, after matching and
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adjustment, that outpatient treatment
costs were 9.5% lower among tested
patients. It also identified improvement in
medication adherence among the tested
group. Still, like other reports of pharmacogenomic testing outcomes, the absence
of analysis by individual variant precludes
an understanding of the elements of the
assay most important for prediction.
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CONCLUSIONS
Personalized medicine is already a
reality in the treatment of depression,
but precision medicine is not 2 that is,
while clinicians routinely attempt to
match treatments to patients, these strategies are neither systematic nor empirically supported. Making the transition to
precision medicine will, first, require a
commitment to the systematic practice
of medicine: following algorithms or
guidelines, and measuring patient outcomes to guide decision making. If physicians trained to rely on the art of
medicine cannot make this transition, it
is likely that nurse-clinicians and pharmacists will make it for them. Second, it
will require a willingness to begin to
study and deploy risk stratification tools
that may not be perfect, but rather better
than the current standard of care. A further benefit of these two steps will be an
acceleration of the ability to develop and
investigate new personalization strategies, because it will become more straightforward to identify biomarkers and study
them in large clinical cohorts.
Evidence from effectiveness studies
and clinical cohorts indicate that many
patients remain poorly served by existing antidepressant treatments. Aiming
for more precise treatment matching
may help to ensure optimal outcomes
even while the field strives for better
treatment options.
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COMMENTARIES

Taking the depressed “person” into account before moving
into personalized or precision medicine
Clinicians and patients suffering from
major depression are confronted with
the gap between guidelines produced by
so-called evidence-based medicine and
prescription patterns emerging from
experience-based medicine, as well as
with the gap between artisanal prescribing and the siren song of personalization,
stratification and precision medicine.
Perlis’ elegant paper describes the
many challenges in abandoning personalization to get to precision in the pharmacotherapy of depression1. Currently,
physicians indeed practice some form of
personalization by taking into account
the patient’s symptom profile as well as
the safety and tolerability of the different
antidepressants, although taking the
symptom profile into account is not or
poorly empirically supported. Actually,
the choice of a specific antidepressant is
mainly based on the presence of a specific symptom (52%) or the wish to avoid
a specific side effect (49%), and the specific symptoms considered are mainly
anxiety (20%), insomnia (18%) and fatigue (14%)2.
Before antidepressant treatment can
start moving from artisanal prescribing
to precision medicine, several issues
should be addressed. Taking more into
account the “anima” (the individual, the
real person, as well as the illness) and
not only the “persona” (mask, character
imposed by our diagnostic and assessment tools) seems to be mandatory.
That randomized clinical trials (RCTs)
really represent the gold standard is
questionable: “never before have the
inadequacies of RCTs been so apparent
to so many; yet, equally, never before
have those in position of authority –
from regulators, to policy-makers, to
doctors – relied so extensively on RCTs’
evidence”3. Efficacy estimates are usually based upon RCTs, but only about 10
to 20% of daily practice patients “fit
into” exclusion and inclusion criteria.
Furthermore, efficacy estimates taken
from RCTs heavily depend on study
design: response rates of 52% and 34%
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for antidepressant and placebo, respectively, in two-arm studies, 58% and 45%
in three-arm studies (two antidepressant
arms, one placebo arm) and 65% in
studies comparing two antidepressants;
these differences can only be explained
by the changing probability of receiving
placebo: 50%, 33% and 0%, respectively4.
The role of patients’ expectations was
also shown by a trial comparing sertraline, hypericum and placebo, which
found no effect of assigned treatment on
clinical improvement, but a significant
effect of patient’s guess on which treatment he/she was assigned to: patients
who guessed taking sertraline or hypericum had significantly higher response
rates (56% and 68%, respectively) than
patients who guessed taking placebo
(24%)5.
Many patients have ambivalent attitudes towards antidepressants that significantly influence outcome: patients
with a rather negative, neutral or rather
positive attitude towards taking antidepressants at baseline were found to have
placebo response rates of 34%, 36% and
56%, respectively, and antidepressant
response rates of 51%, 56% and 69%,
respectively6.
Socio-demographic characteristics are
seldom taken into account, but variables
such as living with other persons (versus
living alone) or being unemployed (versus employed) dramatically influence
the outcome of antidepressant treatment
(OR: 2.81 and 0.27, respectively)7. There
is also an ongoing debate on whether
taking into account the patient’s preference for pharmacotherapy or psychotherapy influences outcome. All these
aspects should be considered before we
try to improve our treatments for depression, be it by personalization, stratification or precision medicine.
In addition, the “persona” of the diagnostic criteria and of the assessment tools
only partially represents the “anima” of
the patient and of the depressive illness.
A major depressive episode cannot be
fully understood either by nine DSM or

ten ICD criteria, or by ten MontgomeryÅsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS),
seventeen Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale (HAMD) or thirty Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (IDS) items.
One important limitation of the DSM
criteria for major depressive episode is
the massive heterogeneity they cause:
almost endless combinations of criteria
are possible. Indeed, when you need five
out of nine criteria and, moreover, most
of these criteria are compound (e.g., psychomotor retardation or agitation), two
patients with major depressive episode
can have no symptom in common. This
of course hampers “personalized” treatment as well as clinical and etiopathogenetic research.
When assessing change during treatment, the standard rating scales face the
same problems. Moreover, the HAMD
covers a lot of associated anxiety and
neurovegetative symptoms, while the
IDS has a 16-item version closely reflecting the DSM criteria and a 30-item version adding commonly associated symptoms (anxiety, irritability) and items relevant to depression “subtypes”. DSM
depression symptoms (included in the
IDS 16-item version) do not seem to be
of higher clinical relevance than nonDSM symptoms (additionally represented in the IDS 30-item version) with
respect to either their centrality (connectedness of each symptom with all
other symptoms) or their relation to psychosocial functioning or life stress8.
Furthermore, the criteria/signs/symptoms we use for diagnosis and assessment do not reflect the patient’s concerns. Who is the judge? It has been
documented that physicians differ significantly from patients in what they consider important for “being cured for
depression”. For physicians, the top five
items are negative feelings, feeling down,
little interest or pleasure, disrupted social
life, and feeling tired, while for patients
the top five items are “to what extent is
life meaningful”, “how much do you
enjoy life”, “how satisfied you are with
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yourself”, “how able you are to concentrate”, and “negative feelings”9. Patients
do attach more importance to restoration of positive mood and cognitive
functioning than to decrease of negative
mood. However, standard rating scales
do not assess positive mood.
We feel that, before we can move
from artisanal prescription patterns into
precision medicine, patients’ characteristics, beliefs and attitudes should be

better taken into account, and diagnostic
and assessment tools should be revised.
Koen Demyttenaere
University Psychiatric Center, KU Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium
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Right patient, right treatment, right time: biosignatures and precision
medicine in depression
In contrast to diagnostic changes in
the rest of medicine, mental disorders
are still considered as behavioral, implying that an exclusive focus on symptoms
would yield a precise diagnosis1. Thus,
even though depression is characterized
by biological heterogeneity and variable
symptom presentation, diagnosis and
treatment recommendations are traditionally given without reference to individual variability in genes, brain structure, function and/or psychological
factors. Rather, clinical and health characteristics (e.g., age, weight, medical
comorbidities, depression severity) serve
as the sole method for treatment selection, despite limited consistency of these
characteristics to yield strong associations to treatment response. As a result,
treatment selection remains a trial and
error process, and only one third of
patients achieve remission with the first
medication prescribed, with even lower
rates of sustained remission in the longer term2,3.
Much of the previous research in
depression treatment has focused on predictor variables – that is, characteristics
of individuals that are associated with
treatment response (or non-response),
independent of treatment. More recently,
increased research has focused on moderator and mediator variables. Moderators are pre-treatment variables that predict differential response to different treatments; mediators are variables whose
change during the course of treatment
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predicts eventual treatment outcomes.
Clearly, our prior focus on predictor variables has yielded inconsistent and inadequate findings, and, even with the recent
attention to moderator and mediator
characteristics, we have yet to determine
which patient will respond to which
treatment. What is needed, instead, is a
comprehensive panel of variables encompassing both clinical characteristics
and biological factors that can lead us to
identify the right treatment for the right
patient.
A comprehensive approach for targeted drug treatment and prevention is
precision medicine, which takes into
account the complex interplay between
individual variability in clinical phenotypes, genes and brain function4. Treatments for cancer and chronic heart
disease have developed these models
and, as a result, we have reduced morbidity and mortality through the development of targeted therapies for these
diseases. Yet, mental illness often lags
far behind. Recent focus of the US
National Institute of Mental Health on
the Research Domain Criteria (RDoC)
and research in genetics, proteomics
and brain imaging suggest that biological measures (or biomarkers) may help
us to understand the heterogeneity within the symptoms of depression and other mental illnesses5. Identification of
biomarkers of preclinical depression or
of response to drug treatment will be
crucial in the development of precision

medicine, being propelled by recent
technological advances in large-scale
biologic databases (such as the human
genome and connectome projects), powerful methods for characterizing patients
(such as proteomics, metabolomics, genomics, diverse cellular assays), methods
for detecting patterns of brain activity
and structure, and effective computational tools for analyzing extremely large
datasets.
Biomarkers are measurable characteristics of an organism that correspond to a
particular physiological state. Biomarkers
include compounds isolated from the
blood, urine or other fluids as well as
clinical, behavioral and neurocognitive
parameters that are used to indicate the
presence or severity of a particular disease state. Moderator biomarkers specify
for whom or under what conditions the
treatment works, and consequently help
to clarify the best choice of inclusion and
exclusion criteria or the best choice of
patient stratification. Mediator biomarkers
identify possible mechanisms through
which a treatment might achieve its
effect, and changes along with response
to a particular intervention. Information
gained from diagnostic or progression
biomarkers should aid to tailor treatments for effective personalized medicine.
The development of biomarker predictors of antidepressant response languished after multiple candidates, most
notably the dexamethasone suppression
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test, proved to have inadequate prognostic clinical utility6. The recent emergence
of low-cost pharmacogenomic techniques has sparked new interests in combinatorial use of allelic variations in drug
transporters or metabolic genes as biomarkers that might predict drug response7. An initial generation of research
identified a number of candidate genes
with apparent validity as predictors of
treatment efficacy and treatment-related
side effects. These candidates include
genes implicated in serotonergic function, the ABC family of xenobiotic transporters located in the blood-brain barrier,
and the cytochrome P450 detoxification
enzymes. However, to date, there are no
effective biological methods to objectively
assess depression endophenotypes, severity, or treatment response8. Previous
efforts to achieve better treatment outcomes in psychiatry have led to the introduction of pharmacogenomics based
decision-support tools7, to help identify
which patients are more or less likely to
have a favorable outcome with specific
pharmacotherapies, based on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and gene
variants in transporters and metabolizing
enzymes.
Genome-wide association studies have
revealed that common genetic variations
are unlikely to explain sufficient variance
in treatment response to guide selection
of treatment for individual patients. Rare
gene variants have greater explanatory
power than common variants, but such
individual markers would likely apply to
relatively few patients. Thus, if neither
common nor rare gene variants are likely
to have widespread predictive value as
“stand alone” predictors of treatment

response in typical clinical trials, a new
strategy is needed, one that integrates
several types of clinical and neurobiological markers to guide clinical decision
making for depressive disorders.
Since it is unlikely that a single biological alteration will have a one-to-one
mapping with a DSM-defined or RDoCspecified mental phenomenon, a viable
alternative to the single-biomarker approach is the development of biosignatures that aim to profile a diverse array
of peripheral/serum growth factors, cytokines, hormones and metabolic markers. Additionally, integration with neurological, cognitive and psychological assessments will provide coverage of multiple abnormalities that contribute to
the heterogeneity of depressive disorders. Such a biosignature will not only
improve our ability to identify specific
subtypes of depressive disorders, but
will also assist with the selection of
treatments that are likely to be more
clinically useful9,10.
Based on this, some of the most promising variables to evaluate include: comprehensive clinical phenotype; magnetic
resonance imaging using measures of
cortical structure; diffusion tensor imaging to assess cortical white matter tract
integrity; functional magnetic resonance
imaging assessing brain activation patterns to both emotional conflict and
reward-dependent learning tasks; quantitative electroencephalography (EEG) to
assess cortical and subcortical brain activation patterns; cortical evoked EEG
potentials; behavioral neuropsychological
tasks to assess reaction time and motor
processing speed; DNA, mRNA, and plasma, urine and saliva protein and metabo-

lomics samples, collected at baseline and
throughout the study; socio-economic,
demographic and life habits parameters.
Using this comprehensive approach,
however, requires a large number of participants to be characterized in order to
define subgroups in relation to treatment
response. It also requires the use of effective computational tools to make integration of the wealth of knowledge generated
from the diverse platforms possible. Herein lays our greatest challenge: developing
large cohorts of depressed patients that
will lead us to the discovery of not only
new, meticulously-defined subtypes of
depression, but also identification of precise treatments for each individual patient.
If we are successful, this will propel the
treatment of depression to equal the effectiveness of treatments for cancer and
chronic heart disease.
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Person-centered measurement-based care for depression
It is evident that the same treatment
will not work for all people with depression and that a major development is
required to ameliorate the outcomes of
depression in routine care. A symptom
dimension of interest-activity robustly
predicts treatment resistance1, a blood
test for inflammation may help select an
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antidepressant that works better for a
given individual2, and regular rating of
symptom severity improves depression
outcomes3. Yet, none of these simple
measures that could improve treatment
of depression are taken up in practice.
On the other hand, some clinicians are
using commercial pharmacogenetic tests

in the absence of evidence that such tests
could predict treatment outcomes4,5. R.
Perlis eloquently describes how human
motivations drive the paradoxes of contemporary health care6. Perhaps even
more seriously, he argues that clinicians’
insistence on artisanal prescribing hinders the accrual of data that is required
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to meaningfully enhance the treatment
of depression.
There may be a consensus that a serotonin reuptake inhibiting antidepressant is
the first treatment to try in most individuals with the diagnosis of major depressive
disorder, but we know that fewer than half
of patients benefit sufficiently, that many
experience side effects that are not matched by benefits, and that there is little evidence on what treatments should be attempted next. Many have lamented how it
is possible that we still do not have personalized treatment given the amount of
work that has been done. The number of
articles published on this topic may be
misleading. The reason why second and
third line treatment for depression is still
artisanal is that there is far too little data to
personalize treatment choice.
The largest study of depression treatment completed to date – the Sequenced
Treatment Alternatives to Relieve Depression (STAR*D) study – has failed to personalize the second and third line
treatment choices for depression because it was too small. By the time
STAR*D participants progressed to the
third step, the numbers of patients allocated to specific treatments were too
low to allow meaningful analysis of predictors. Genetic data were available for
only half STAR*D participants, further
compromising the power to find biomarkers that could facilitate the choice
between second and third line treatments. Genetic case-control association
studies of schizophrenia, depression and
other disorders have taught us that sample sizes of many thousands are needed
to leverage genomic information and
enable meaningful predictions. For treatment predictions, these sample sizes have
to be multiplied by the number of alternative treatments that need to be tested.

With today’s technology, it is possible
to create, combine and exploit datasets
of hundreds of thousands for common
disorders like depression. The way to do
it may need to work with human motivation so that the process and not just the
outcomes are meaningful for patients
and for clinicians. The first step will be
to motivate the collection of diagnostic
information and regular outcome ratings in routine clinical practice. Personcentered care with active engagement of
patients in clinical decisions offers a
framework for achieving such routine
information collection7.
People living with depression come
with their values and preferences and
want to be actively involved in discussions about their care. Patients will complete regular outcome measures if they
know that these meaningfully contribute
to their care. Investigators of the Canadian
Depression Research and Intervention
Network have piloted a person-centered
measurement-based care model where
patients are given the option to complete
regular measures on Internet-enabled devices and request feedback that serves to
enhance their participation in collaborative decision making with their clinicians.
Clinicians are able to access the information and also contribute diagnosis and
rating scales. Based on the information
provided by clinicians and patients, a
feedback is generated that selects relevant
recommendations from current best practice guidelines. In this model, patients are
motivated to contribute data that serve
both clinical and research purposes because they see the impact of the information on their care. They in turn motivate their clinicians to participate in the
information gathering and feedback process. Patients are also asked for consent to
use their data for clinical research and

link their data with health care databases.
The platform is improving outcomes of
depression in real time, allows efficient
evaluation of services, and at the same
time contributes to the accrual of data
that will eventually help personalize treatment for depression.
In a large database, it will be possible
to look up individuals who resemble a
given patient on a number of factors and
recommend treatments that worked for
that patient. Where two or more treatments are at equipoise, they can be compared using the efficient randomized
registry design embedded in routine
health care8. The results of such large
pragmatic comparisons will gradually allow exploring further steps in treatment
selection or testing novel treatments.
The vision outlined above has only
been partially piloted. The early experience leads us to believe that the treatment
for depression has to be person-centered
and measurement-based before it can be
meaningfully personalized.
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Carving depression at its joints?
Personalization of treatments has long
been an aspiration for medicine and has
recently evolved into a sophisticated practice for the treatment of some diseases.
Although in psychiatry treatment deci-
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sions are usually based on the individual
patient and his/her needs, there is a lack
of information about how the benefits
and harms of individual pharmacological
agents (and indeed treatments in other

modalities) differ from patient to patient
and very limited data on which to base the
choice between treatment options for
individual patients. The thoughtful paper
by R. Perlis1 addresses the challenges in
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personalization of antidepressant treatment and highlights various important
scientific questions thereof.
Perlis suggests that available phenomenological patient-level features may be
of more help than generally acknowledged for establishing probability of
response. Whilst many might have sympathy with this view, history is replete
with debates about the therapeutic utility
of various subdivisions of depression, perhaps most notably the prolonged dispute
between the Newcastle categorical2 and
the Maudsley dimensional3 approach. Such
arguments remain inconclusive.
However, other recent work has focused on the cases of depression which
have undiagnosed bipolar disorder and
highlighted this as an area potentially
important for personalizing treatment.
The seminal paper by Angst et al4 showed
that broad diagnostic criteria (in comparison with DSM-IV-TR criteria) identified
a large number of additional patients
with major depressive episodes who were
likely manifesting depression as part of a
bipolar disorder. These authors suggest
that additionally considering family history, illness course and clinical status, as
well as diagnostic criteria, may provide
useful information for physicians when
assessing evidence of bipolarity in patients
with major depressive episodes. Many
such patients (with major depressive
episodes as part of a bipolar disorder)
will be treated with but not respond to
antidepressants. This has led to the notion
being promulgated that all antidepressants
should be, as a regulatory requirement,
tested in bipolar major depressive episodes as well as in unipolar depression5.
Perlis also reviews biological approaches, but the question remains: are the
currently available putative biomarkers
of antidepressant response really more
robust and consistent tools compared to
“artisanal” practice? For example, the correlation between plasma drug levels and
clinical response is weak and not only are
drug plasma levels poorly associated with
doses of drugs, but there is also a significant dissociation between brain and
plasma kinetics, as demonstrated by positron emission tomography (PET) receptor
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occupancy studies6. Many factors, other
than plasma levels, moderate drug action
in the central nervous system. These factors will affect the predictive ability of
pharmacogenomic biomarkers that are
directly linked to pharmacokinetic variables, for example those which are genetic determinants of drug metabolism,
and limit their potential contribution in
increasing precision of pharmacotherapies.
The development of high precision
pharmacotherapies is typically driven by
the combination of three factors: a) treatments are potentially highly efficacious if
the right treatment is given to the right
person; b) treatments are very expensive;
c) treatments may be associated with serious adverse effects. The need for careful
pre-selection of a specific treatment for
the right patients becomes highest in
those diseases in which it is most important to direct expensive investments to
the patients identified with highestbenefit and lowest-risk potential. For
mood disorders as a whole, there is arguably less of a compelling need for this
kind of “precision” treatments: pharmacotherapies for depression are relatively
affordable, compared to those for autoimmune or neoplastic diseases, and very
serious adverse effects are rare. Thus, clinicians may end up trusting more their
own “artisanal” judgment based on experience than not very informative evidence-based medicine inspired treatment
protocols and guidelines.
The integration of multimodal biomarker approaches may potentially increase precision, but at the moment their
cost and complexity is high and the utility
of this approach unproven. New biomarker approaches (transcriptomic, proteomic, genomic and telomeric) may
potentially change this7. However, it will
be important to establish how much
higher remission rates can be achieved
with such multimodal biomarkers informing personalized treatment before
advocating this approach. Even if this
could not be translated into clinical practice because of cost and complexity,
proof-of-concept studies would answer
crucial clinical research questions that

have remained unresolved despite the
overall progress in neuroscience.
Where does all of this leave us? It may
be worthwhile pausing to reflect on how
progress was achieved recently in other
fields of medicine. Although we often
feel that our problems are unique to psychiatry, the confounding effects of heterogeneity are not confined to mood
disorders and have been addressed in
other fields of study by focussing on the
most reliable diagnoses which are most
tractable for research8. This has produced major advances in the understanding of Alzheimer’s disease, which
have underpinned ongoing therapeutic
research. This approach has also been
shown to be practical in familial studies
of lithium response9. Extending this
approach further to mood disorders
might mean focusing, for instance, on
bipolar I disorder with a strong familial
component. We could apply this “narrow”
approach to therapeutic research in this
area and combine it with the multimodal
biomarker notions outlined above. Any
relationship between biomarkers and
therapeutic responses could then be further verified in larger clinical populations.
What of “broad” approaches, i.e.
studying a multiplicity of factors in large
groups of heterogeneous patients? This
will undoubtedly continue and may be
made potentially more fruitful by recent
developments. The recent revision of
DSM introduced new ways of splicing
major depression, including the delineation of various facets of the clinical
symptomatology. An interesting example
of the potential advantages of this development is a recent study on major
depression with mixed features10.
Future progress will likely come from
the application of both “narrow” and
“broad” approaches, focused on valid and
well-characterized patient samples, trying, to quote Socrates, to “divide things
again by classes, where the natural joints
are”.
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Pragmatic treatment options for depression and anxiety
disorders are needed
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a
common disorder with a lifetime risk
around 35%1. It is a significant cause of
mortality and the second leading cause
of years lived with disability worldwide2.
At many levels, the similarities between
MDD and the anxiety disorders are
much stronger than the differences. For
instance, these disorders share genetic,
temperamental and environmental risk
factors, frequently co-occur, and cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) and antidepressant drugs are recommended as
principal treatments for both3. It will
therefore be very difficult to locate
pathologies and treatments that are specific to subtypes of depression without
considering their relationship with anxiety. As a result, we broaden our comment on Perlis’ proposal4 to reduce personalized (or non-evidence based) medicine in favor of precise (evidencebased) medicine to include both depression and anxiety.
Despite the availability of evidencebased treatments and the energetic
“Reduce Mental Illness” campaigns that
have been carried out in many countries, the years lived with disability due
to these disorders have not declined
over the past two decades2. This burden
persists, at least in part, because only
39% of adults who met criteria for a
depressive and/or anxiety disorder in
the past year sought help for their mental health problems5. Additionally, the
burden associated with depression and
anxiety continues, as Perlis suggests,
because of the type and dose of treatment that patients receive from their
mental health professionals.
Evidence-based guidelines for the treatment of depression and anxiety recom-
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mend a stepped approach to care where
patients are prescribed treatments in
order of their intensity, effect and cost6.
Specifically, CBT is the recommended
first-line psychological treatment for
mild to moderate depression and the
anxiety disorders, and in combination
with pharmacotherapies for severe and
complex cases7,8. Although these guidelines were developed to translate advances in medical research into clinical
practice, their dissemination does not
necessarily improve clinical outcomes.
Indeed, of those people who met criteria
for depression and/or an anxiety disorder in the past year and sought help for
their mental health problems, 67% were
offered an evidence-based treatment and
only 41% received a minimally adequate
dose of treatment5.
Even when people receive a minimally adequate dose of treatment, a significant proportion continue to experience
distress and impairment. This is because
the recommended psychological and
pharmacological interventions range in
number needed to treat (NNT) from 2
to 16, depending on the comparator9.
Perlis argues that the NNT of antidepressants could be improved if: a) specific
drugs were linked to specific disorder
subtypes; b) diagnostic tools sensitive to
these mechanisms of action were disseminated; and c) clinicians implemented
these tools in practice. To this end, he
states that “numerous investigations of
predictors. . . of treatment response have
been reported over the past five decades”4. Yet, to our knowledge, none of
these predictors have been associated
with Level 1 evidence that a certain treatment for MDD is superior for people who
have certain characteristics. Level 1 evi-

dence would require both independently
replicated superiority (RCTs) with representative groups of patients in which the
treatment is shown to remedy the core
pathology in the target group and that
there are no methodologically sound rebuttals.
We thank Perlis for mentioning a fivedecade time frame. Five decades ago,
we, in a study to identify core pathologies, divided a cohort of inpatients with
a primary diagnosis of depression into
those with “endogenous” or “neurotic”
depression on the basis of clinical presentation, family history and longitudinal data. At intake, discrimination between endogenous and neurotic depression was strong, but the data were equally
compatible with Grinker et al’s fivedivision classification10, which weakened
the findings. At the 15-year follow-up,
the overall outcomes of people identified
with endogenous or neurotic depression
were equally poor, with two relatively
minor differences: endogenous depression showed more frequent but shorter
hospital admissions, and the outcome in
neurotic depression was more strongly
related to the level of neuroticism at the
index admission11.
Identifying disorder subtypes for targeted treatment, as Perlis says, is likely to
be time consuming and difficult. Indeed,
seven types of first line drug therapies for
MDD – selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), noradrenergic and specific
serotonergic antidepressants (NaSSAs),
norepinephrine-dopamine reuptake inhibitors (NDRIs), serotonin-norepinephrine
reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), noradrenaline
reuptake inhibitors (NARIs), melatonin
agonists, serotonin modulators – that
notionally target different pathologies are
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listed in a recent clinical practice guideline7. If the relative power of each is weak,
then superiority trials will need to be very
large, costly and time consuming once it
has been decided that the patients with the
core pathologies can be reliably identified.
The feasibility of such trials is questionable.
The possibility of identifying mechanisms of change that are associated with
subtypes of depression and anxiety is
attractive. In reality, it is likely that this
will not occur for many years. We are
mindful that the burden of these disorders is large and immediate. We therefore turn to practical ways of averting
this burden that are available now. Studies that show that primary care patients
prefer psychotherapy over antidepressant
treatment12, that psychotherapy alone
has comparable long-term outcomes to
combined treatment13, and that the number needed to harm (NNH) associated
with antidepressants can be considerable14, support the extant recommendations for psychological interventions as
first-line treatments.
Yet CBT suffers from four deficits in
comparison to antidepressant medication. It is more difficult to prescribe, it is
more expensive, quality in practice cannot be guaranteed, and it is not widely
available outside major city centers. Auto-

mated Internet-delivered CBT (iCBT) is
equally effective as face-to-face CBT15,
yet inherently more scalable and therefore offers a more efficient use of scarce
public health resources. It is as easy to
prescribe iCBT as it is to prescribe medication, and the fidelity of treatment is
guaranteed across service providers.
One big advantage of iCBT compared
to face-face CBT and antidepressant
medication is that RCTs are relatively
simple and quick to do. If patients can
be screened over the Internet and do not
have to be seen in person, then a large
trial can be finished within six months
of institutional review board approval. A
rapid cycling research model would allow
us to search for specific-treatments-forspecific-group pairings by running several
trials at the same time. We would no longer have to wait 15 years for a null result.
In conclusion, Perlis emphasizes “the
need for changes in how depression care
is delivered, measured, and used to
inform future practice”. We agree: the
uptake and quality of mental health care
that is delivered in the community needs
immediate improvement. While disorderspecific targeted treatments are yet to be
developed, iCBT is an evidence-based
treatment that can be used to reduce the
burden associated with depression and
anxiety disorders now.
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Toward precision medicine for depression: admitting ignorance and
focusing on failures
I first recognized what R. Perlis1 calls
“artisanal practice” as a medical student
in Liberia. Witch doctors – basically the
local primary and psychiatric care providers at the time – regularly engaged in
“throwing the bones”. Chicken bones,
often in a bag but sometimes in hand,
were shaken and thrown on the ground,
resulting in a unique pattern which served
as the basis for recommendation(s) offered to each “patient”. “Throwing the
bones” was common and well accepted.
So much so that it was rare to have dehydrated neonates arrive at the hospital
without dung spread over their depressed
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fontanelles, courtesy of the “doctor”. Personalized care – maybe; precision medicine – not so much.
But let me also defend some important aspects of personalized care. Organizing treatment steps based on reasonable Hippocratic principles and logic is
appropriate2. Avoiding medications that
lower seizure thresholds in patients at
risk, especially when safer options exist,
is smart. My guess is that maybe 7-15%
of depressed patients should avoid certain medications for medical reasons. In
sum, let’s recognize that we too are throwing the bones when selecting among

antidepressant medications for specific
patients, while we avoid certain treatments in selected patients for safety
reasons.
To advance the precision of treatment
selection, I agree with Perlis that we
must provide systematic patient education, become adroit in the implementation of measurement-based care (to
enhance efficacy and tolerability, and to
reduce variations that interfere with signal detection) and shed our information
about how to choose among treatments.
Let’s leave the bones in the bag! We desperately need more knowledge about
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how to accomplish our clinical tasks,
including treatment selection. However,
we seem to get entrenched in our beliefs
and routines, and our own administrative, reimbursement and legal cultures.
I’ll bet that the Liberian “doctors” are
still able change practices more easily
than we can!
Perlis highlights the issue of slow
adoption with his experience in pharmacogenetic testing research. Clinicians are
moved almost entirely by what impacts
their patients’ outcomes, despite evidence of cost-effectiveness. There is still
a paucity of research capable of changing the minds of clinicians and patients.
Uptake and changes in practice would
speed up if we had more research that
focused on questions pivotal to clinicianpatient decisions that result in clear evidence of benefit to substantial numbers
of patients3. Issues in implementation
would be clarified and uptake facilitated
by addressing specific questions, such as:
when in the course of treatment steps and
with which medications is pharmacogenetic testing useful? Or, can we identify
which patients have treatment-resistant
depression at the outset?4
Let’s assume that we have engineered
consistent high-quality, measurementbased care, and have electronic health
records and a cadre of educated and collaborative patients. Having somehow set
this table to aggressively pursue precision medicine, the question becomes:
do any of our prior successes in matching treatments and patients suggest a
preferred path forward?
One major focus might be on identifying with a high degree of certainty which
patients are very likely to not respond or
succeed (i.e., to go after treatment failures). Depression is not unchecked cancer, with its generally predictable downhill
and often terminal course. Success is an

exception in cancer without treatment.
Therefore, in cancer treatment research, a
focus on success makes sense. Even after
a successful cancer treatment begins to
fail, we can learn from these failures. Depression, on the other hand, is a heterogeneous syndrome that has a highly variable
course which is affected by changes in
support, stresses, comorbidities and substances to name but a few. Adding to
these challenges is the fact that only a
small proportion of the “successes” will be
specifically responding to the medication.
By focusing on depressed persons
whose treatments have failed, we can
learn which features of our patients or
their treatments are contributing to the
failures. An example of this in another
area of study would be the pool of anemic
patients who have been non-responsive
to iron. This group would be enriched in
patients with B12 deficiency. This B12
deficient subset might be easier to detect,
especially in large patient samples and
with the use of machine learning.
As a further illustration of the potential
value of a focus on failures, consider how
atypical depression grew out of a recognition that some depressed patients, often
with atypical features, fared poorly with
tricyclic antidepressants but succeeded
with monoamine oxidase inhibitors5.
Perlis’ own work to define risk factors
for treatment-resistant depression4 also
illustrates how a failure focus can be productive. His results indicated that there
is a meaningful proportion of treatmentresistant patients (maybe 25%) who can
be specifically identified by the measures
used. Uher et al6 also hit pay dirt with a
failure focus, finding that anhedonic
depressed patients do poorly with serotonin/noradrenaline reuptake blockers. Hedonically-impaired patients with treatment-resistant depression may have a
dysfunctional mesolimbic dopamine sys-

tem. Fawcett et al7 recently found higher
doses of adjunctive pramipexole to be
associated with substantial and largely
sustained benefits to treatment-resistant
depression patients with severely impaired interest/activity.
Finally, to advance precision medicine, do we really need to wait to change
psychiatric practices broadly? Culture
changes are led by the few; almost never
by the many. Multi-site registries that
engage only those providers who are
willing to make the changes above could
generate large numbers of subjects for
computations that involve large numbers of variables. I suspect that even randomization after the first step (though
not essential) would be feasible in such
registries and might well speed up discovery, given providers that possess the
requisite curiosity and humility.
In conclusion, I largely concur with the
challenges raised by R. Perlis in moving
into the precision medicine space. These
problems are all solvable as they are all
man-made. Certainly better patient education, widespread use of measurementbased care and a willingness to throw
away those bones are essential next steps
for a coalition of the willing. A focus on
failures may be a fertile field to till.
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Can we at least learn to fail faster?
For clinicians and (more important)
patients, the current trial-and-error process of finding an effective depression
treatment is frustrating and discourag-
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ing. Our ability to accurately match individual patients with specific medications is embarrassingly poor1. And,
given the delayed symptomatic response

to most depression treatments, the cycle
time for each trial-and-error is as long as
two months. It is therefore not surprising that many patients starting depres-
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sion treatment become discouraged and
never return.
As R. Perlis2 clearly describes, more
accurate prediction or personalized treatment selection is not yet in sight. It
may not even be just over the horizon.
Much of the research that claims to support personalization of treatment is really more relevant to general prediction of
depression outcome or general prediction of treatment response than to selection of specific treatments for individuals1. I refer to this mis-application of evidence as “trying to answer a four-group
question with a two-group research
design”.
Stated statistically, personalized or
precision treatment selection depends
on interaction effects rather than main
effects. If we hope to detect interactions
rather than just main effects, research to
support precision medicine for depression will certainly require much larger
samples than we are accustomed to.
More important, selection of and testing
for promising interactions or moderators will likely require a clearer understanding of treatment mechanisms and
more precise measures of outcome.
While accurate prediction of treatment success may be off in the distance,
we are probably closer to faster detection
of depression treatment failure. And
“failing faster” would be a significant
improvement on the current state. Even
though depression treatment guidelines
often advise waiting six weeks or more to
assess the effectiveness of antidepressant
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medication, evidence from placebo-controlled trials consistently demonstrates
separation between active medication and
placebo as early as seven days3. Even
more promising, direct assessment of the
neuropsychological “building blocks” of
depression may allow even more rapid
discrimination of treatment success or
failure – identifying treatments unlikely
to work earlier than traditional clinical
measures.
For example, C. Harmer and colleagues
at Oxford have shown that biased processing of emotional information (measured by a computerized task resembling
a video game) can change within hours of
a first dose of antidepressant medication4. We may soon welcome the day
when we tell patients: “Download this
app, take this pill tonight, and send me
your test results in the morning. We can
decide tomorrow if this medication is
worth continuing”. That scenario would
be a dramatic improvement over our current advice to “take this medication for a
month, and we can decide then if it was
worth the wait”.
The National Institute of Mental
Health’s Research Domain Criteria (RDoC)
scheme5 helps to reveal the connection
between these two goals (precision prediction of treatment success and rapid
detection of treatment failure). Under
the RDoC scheme, we hope to resolve
the heterogeneous category of depression into more crisply defined components or building blocks. Any individual
case of depression would represent some

admixture of more fundamental elements
such as decreased sensitivity to reward,
impaired executive function, and overvaluation of negative emotional stimuli.
Following this scheme, performancebased assessment of those RDoC components could facilitate advances in both
directions: faster detection of treatment
failure and more accurate prediction of
treatment success. Stated statistically,
discovery of mediators (processes that
explain or account for the success of any
specific treatment) will inform the discovery of moderators (pre-treatment characteristics identifying individuals for
whom that treatment will be successful).
Ultimately, this “experimental medicine” approach would also facilitate the
development of more specific (and more
effective) new treatments.
I expect that advances in precision
medicine for depression will likely come
sooner from neuropsychology than from
genomics.
Gregory E. Simon
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We report the current best estimate of the effects of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) in the treatment of major depression (MDD), generalized
anxiety disorder (GAD), panic disorder (PAD) and social anxiety disorder (SAD), taking into account publication bias, the quality of trials, and
the influence of waiting list control groups on the outcomes. In our meta-analyses, we included randomized trials comparing CBT with a
control condition (waiting list, care-as-usual or pill placebo) in the acute treatment of MDD, GAD, PAD or SAD, diagnosed on the basis of a
structured interview. We found that the overall effects in the 144 included trials (184 comparisons) for all four disorders were large, ranging
from g50.75 for MDD to g50.80 for GAD, g50.81 for PAD, and g50.88 for SAD. Publication bias mostly affected the outcomes of CBT in
GAD (adjusted g50.59) and MDD (adjusted g50.65), but not those in PAD and SAD. Only 17.4% of the included trials were considered to be
high-quality, and this mostly affected the outcomes for PAD (g50.61) and SAD (g50.76). More than 80% of trials in anxiety disorders used
waiting list control groups, and the few studies using other control groups pointed at much smaller effect sizes for CBT. We conclude that CBT
is probably effective in the treatment of MDD, GAD, PAD and SAD; that the effects are large when the control condition is waiting list, but
small to moderate when it is care-as-usual or pill placebo; and that, because of the small number of high-quality trials, these effects are still
uncertain and should be considered with caution.
Key words: Cognitive behavior therapy, major depression, generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, social anxiety disorder, meta-analysis,
publication bias, quality of trials, waiting list control groups
(World Psychiatry 2016;15:245–258)

Every year almost 20% of the general population suffers
from a common mental disorder, such as depression or an
anxiety disorder1. These conditions not only result in personal
suffering for patients and their families, but also in huge
economic costs, in terms of both work productivity loss and
health and social care expenditures2-6.
Several evidence-based treatments are available for common mental disorders, including pharmacological and psychological interventions. Many patients receive pharmacological
treatments, and these numbers are increasing in high-income
countries7. Psychological treatments are equally effective in the
treatment of depression8 and anxiety disorders9-11. However,
they are less available or accessible12, especially in low- and
middle-income countries. At the same time, about 75% of
patients prefer psychotherapy over the use of medication13.
The most extensively tested form of psychotherapy is cognitive behavior therapy (CBT). Dozens of trials and several
meta-analyses have shown that CBT is effective in treating
depression8,14 and anxiety disorders9-11. However, in recent
years, it has become clear that the effects of CBT and other
psychotherapies have been considerably overestimated due to
at least three reasons.
The first reason is publication bias15,16. This refers to the tendency of authors to submit, or journals to accept, manuscripts
for publication based on the direction or strength of the study’s
findings17. There is considerable indirect evidence of publication bias in psychotherapy research, based on excess publication of small studies with large effect sizes16. Moreover, there is
also direct evidence of publication bias: a recent study found
that almost one quarter of trials of psychotherapy for adult
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depression funded by the US National Institutes of Health were
not published15. After adding the effect sizes of these unpublished trials to those of the published ones, the mean effect size
for psychotherapy dropped by more than 25%.
The second reason why the effects of psychotherapies have
been overestimated is that the quality of many trials is suboptimal. In a meta-analysis of 115 trials of psychotherapy for
depression, only 11 met all basic indicators of quality, and the
effect sizes of these trials were considerably smaller than those
of lower quality ones18. However, that meta-analysis only
included trials up to 2008, and since then many new studies
have been conducted. Because more recent trials are typically
of a better quality than older ones, it is not known what the
current best estimate of the effect size of CBT is after taking
these newer studies into account.
A third reason why the effects of psychotherapy have been
overestimated is that many trials have used waiting list control groups. Although all control conditions in psychotherapy
trials have their own problems19,20, the improvement found
in patients on waiting lists has been found to be lower than
that expected on the basis of spontaneous remission19. It
has been suggested, therefore, that waiting list is in fact a
“nocebo” (the opposite of a placebo; an inert treatment that
appears to cause an adverse effect) and that trials using it
considerably overestimate the effects of psychological treatments21. Other control conditions, such as care-as-usual and
pill placebo, can allow a better estimate of the true effect size
of CBT.
In the present paper, we report the most up-to-date and
accurate estimate of the effects of CBT in the treatment of
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major depression (MDD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD),
panic disorder (PAD) and social anxiety disorder (SAD), taking
into account the three above-mentioned major problems of the
existing psychotherapy research: publication bias, low quality
of trials, and the nocebo effect of waiting list control groups.

METHODS

as an exclusion criterion. Studies on inpatients and on adolescents or children (below 18 years of age) were excluded, as
were studies recruiting patients with other types of depressive
disorders than MDD (dysthymia or minor depression). We
also excluded maintenance studies, aimed at people who
already had a partial or complete remission after an earlier
treatment, and studies that did not report sufficient data to
calculate standardized effect sizes. Studies in English, German
and Dutch were considered for inclusion.

Identification and selection of studies
Quality assessment and data extraction
We searched four major bibliographic databases (PubMed,
PsycINFO, Embase and the Cochrane database of randomized
trials) by combining terms (both MeSH terms and text words)
indicative of psychological treatment and either SAD (social
phobia, social anxiety, public-speaking anxiety), GAD (worry,
generalized anxiety), or PAD with or without agoraphobia
(panic, panic disorder), with filters for randomized controlled
trials. We also checked the references of earlier meta-analyses
on psychological treatments for the included disorders. The
deadline for the searches was August 14, 2015.
For the identification of trials of CBT for MDD, we used an
existing database22 updated to January 2016 by combining
terms indicative of psychological treatment and depression
(both MeSH terms and text words).
We included randomized trials in which CBT was directly
compared with a control condition (waiting list, care-as-usual or
pill placebo) in adults with MDD, GAD, PAD or SAD. Only trials
in which recruited subjects met diagnostic criteria for the disorder according to a structured diagnostic interview – such as the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM (SCID), the Composite
International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) or the Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) – were included.
In addition to any therapy in which cognitive restructuring
was one of the core components, we also included purely
behavioral therapies, i.e., trials of behavioral activation for
depression and exposure for anxiety disorders. We included
therapies that used individual, group and guided self-help
formats, but excluded self-guided therapies without any professional support, because their effects have been found to be
considerably smaller than other formats23. Studies on therapies delivering only (applied) relaxation were excluded, as
were studies on eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR), interpersonal or psychodynamic therapy,
virtual reality therapy, transdiagnostic therapies, as well as
studies in which CBT was combined with pill placebo.
In order to keep heterogeneity as low as possible, we
included only studies using waiting list, care-as-usual or pill
placebo control groups. Care-as-usual was defined broadly as
anything patients would normally receive, as long as it was
not a structured type of psychotherapy. Psychological placebo
conditions were not included, because they have considerable
effects on depression24 and probably also on anxiety disorders19. Comorbid mental or somatic disorders were not used
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We assessed the quality of included studies using four criteria
of the “risk of bias” assessment tool developed by the Cochrane
Collaboration25. Although “risk of bias” and quality are not synonyms25, the former can be seen as an indicator of the quality of
studies. The four criteria were: adequate generation of allocation
sequence; concealment of allocation to conditions; blinding of
assessors; and dealing with incomplete outcome data (this was
assessed as positive when intention-to-treat analyses were conducted, meaning that all randomized patients were included in
the analyses). The assessment of the quality of included studies
was conducted by two independent researchers, and disagreements were solved through discussion.
We also coded participant characteristics (disorder, recruitment method, target group); characteristics of the psychotherapies (treatment format, number of sessions); and general
characteristics of the studies (country where the study was
conducted, year of publication).

Meta-analyses
For each comparison between a psychotherapy and a control
condition, the effect size indicating the difference between the
two groups at post-test was calculated (Hedges’ g). Effect sizes
of 0.8 can be assumed to be large, while effect sizes of 0.5 are
moderate, and effect sizes of 0.2 are small26. Effect sizes were
determined by subtracting (at post-test) the average score of
the psychotherapy group from the average score of the control
group, and dividing the result by the pooled standard deviation.
Because some studies had relatively small sample sizes, we
corrected the effect size for small sample bias27. If means and
standard deviations were not reported, we calculated the effect
size using dichotomous outcomes, and if these were not available either, we used other statistics (such a t or p value).
In order to calculate effect sizes, we used all measures
examining depressive symptoms, such as the Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI28 or BDI-II29) and the Hamilton Rating Scale
for Depression30, or anxiety symptoms, such as the Beck
Anxiety Inventory31, the Penn State Worry Questionnaire32, the
Fear Questionnaire33, and the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale34.
We did not use measures of mediators, dysfunctional thinking,
quality of life or generic severity. To calculate pooled mean
effect sizes, we used the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA)
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RESULTS

Selection and inclusion of trials
After examining a total of 26,775 abstracts (19,580 after
removal of duplicates), we retrieved 2,957 full-text papers for
further consideration. We excluded 2,813 of the retrieved
papers. The PRISMA flow chart describing the inclusion process and the reasons for exclusion is presented in Figure 1.
A total of 144 trials met inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis:
54 on MDD, 24 on GAD, 30 on PAD, and 36 on SAD.

Characteristics of included trials

Figure 1 Flow chart of inclusion of trials. MDD – major depression,
GAD – generalized anxiety disorder, PAD – panic disorder, SAD –
social anxiety disorder, CBT – cognitive behavior therapy

software (version 3.3.070). Because we expected considerable
heterogeneity among the studies, we employed a random
effects pooling model in all analyses.
Numbers-needed-to-treat (NNT) were calculated using the
formulae provided by Furukawa35, in which the control group’s
event rate was set at a conservative 19% (based on the pooled
response rate of 50% reduction of symptoms across trials of
psychotherapy for depression)36. As a test of homogeneity of
effect sizes, we calculated the I2 statistic (a value of 0 indicates
no observed heterogeneity, and larger values indicate increasing heterogeneity, with 25 as low, 50 as moderate, and 75 as
high heterogeneity)37. We calculated 95% confidence intervals
around I2 using the non-central chi-squared-based approach
within the Heterogi module for Stata38,39.
We conducted subgroup analyses according to the mixed
effects model, in which studies within subgroups are pooled
with the random effects model, while tests for significant
differences between subgroups are conducted with the fixed
effects model. For continuous variables, we used metaregression analyses to test whether there was a significant relationship between the continuous variable and the effect size,
as indicated by a Z value and an associated p value. Multivariate meta-regression analyses, with the effect size as the dependent variable, were conducted using CMA.
We tested for publication bias by inspecting the funnel plot
on primary outcome measures and by Duval and Tweedie’s trim
and fill procedure40, which yields an estimate of the effect size
after the publication bias has been taken into account. We also
conducted Egger’s test of the intercept to quantify the bias captured by the funnel plot and to test whether it was significant.
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The 144 trials included a total of 184 comparisons between
CBT and a control condition (63 comparisons for MDD, 31 for
GAD, 42 for PAD, and 48 for SAD). A total of 11,030 patients
were enrolled (6,229 in the CBT groups, 2,469 in the waiting
list control groups, 1,823 in the care-as-usual groups and 509
in the pill placebo groups). A total of 113 trials were aimed at
adults in general and 31 at other more specific target groups.
Eighty trials recruited patients (also) from the community, 51
recruited exclusively from clinical populations, and 13 used
other recruitment methods. Sixty-seven trials were conducted
in North America, 14 in the UK, 36 in other European countries, 15 in Australia, 4 in East Asia, and 8 in other geographic
areas. Of all included trials, 44 (30.6%) were conducted in 2010
or later.
CBT was delivered in individual format in 87 comparisons,
in group format in 53, in guided self-help format in 35, and in
a mixed or another format in 9. The number of treatment sessions ranged from one to 25.

Quality assessment
Sixty trials reported an adequate sequence generation,
while the other 84 did not. A total of 46 trials reported allocation to conditions by an independent (third) party. Seventy trials reported blinding of outcome assessors and 57 conducted
intention-to-treat analyses. Only 25 trials (17.4%) met all four
quality criteria, 62 met two or three criteria, and the remaining
57 met one or none of the criteria. Of the trials conducted in
2010 or later, 29.5% were rated as high-quality, compared to
12.0% of the older studies.

Effects of CBT on MDD
The pooled effect size of the 63 comparisons between
CBT and control conditions in MDD41-94 was g50.75 (95% CI:
0.64-0.87), with high heterogeneity (I2571). This effect size
corresponds to a NNT of 3.86. Studies using a waiting list control group had significantly (p50.002) larger effect sizes
(g50.98; 95% CI: 0.80-1.17) than those using care-as-usual
(g50.60; 95% CI: 0.45-0.75) and pill placebo control groups
(g50.55; 95% CI: 0.28-0.81) (Table 1 and Figure 2).
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Table 1 Effects of cognitive behavior therapy for major depression (MDD), generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), panic disorder (PAD)

and social anxiety disorder (SAD) compared to control conditions
N

g

95% CI

p

I2

95% CI

p

NNT

MDD
All control conditions

All studies

63

0.75

0.64-0.87

<0.001

71

62-77

3.86

High-quality studies

11

0.73

0.46-1.00

<0.001

78

56-86

3.98

Adjusted for publication bias

71

0.65

0.53-0.78

76

69-80

Waiting list

28

0.98

0.80-1.17

<0.001

68

50-77

Care-as-usual

30

0.60

0.45-0.75

<0.001

69

54-78

Pill placebo

5

0.55

0.28-0.81

<0.001

45

0-78

Waiting list

6

0.93

0.49-1.37

<0.001

82

56-90

Care-as-usual

5

0.43

0.16-0.70

0.002

46

0-79

7.29

All studies

31

0.80

0.67-0.93

<0.001

33

0-56

3.58

<0.001

46

0-73

3.49

62

44-72

5.08

Type of control

High-quality studies

4.55
0.002

2.85
4.99
5.51

0.06

3.02

GAD
All control conditions

High-quality studies

9

0.82

0.60-1.04

Adjusted for publication bias

42

0.59

0.44-0.75

Type of control

High-quality studies

Waiting list

24

0.85

0.72-0.99

<0.001

13

0-47

Care-as-usual

4

0.45

0.26-0.64

<0.001

0

0-68

Pill placebo

3

1.32

0.83-1.81

<0.001

0

0-73

Waiting list

8

0.88

0.67-1.10

<0.001

33

0-69

Care-as-usual

1

0.45

0.08-0.83

0.02

0

<0.001

3.35
6.93
2.08

0.05

3.22
6.93

PAD
All control conditions

Type of control

High-quality studies

All studies

42

0.81

0.59-1.04

<0.001

77

69-82

3.53

High-quality studies

4

0.61

0.27-0.96

0.001

26

0-75

4.89

Waiting list

33

0.96

0.70-1.23

<0.001

77

67-82

Care-as-usual

4

0.27

20.12 to 0.65

0.17

31

0-77

12.25

Pill placebo

5

0.28

0.03-0.54

0.03

8

0-67

11.77

Waiting list

4

0.61

0.27-0.96

0.001

26

0-75

4.89

<0.001

2.92

SAD
All control conditions

Type of control

High-quality studies

All studies

48

0.88

0.74-1.03

<0.001

64

50-73

3.22

High-quality studies

8

0.76

0.47-1.06

<0.001

71

25-84

3.80

Waiting list

40

0.98

0.83-1.14

<0.001

64

47-73

Care-as-usual

3

0.44

0.12-0.77

0.01

23

0-79

Pill placebo

5

0.47

0.24-0.70

<0.001

0

0-64

Waiting list

5

1.00

0.61-1.40

<0.001

71

0-87

<0.001

2.85
7.11
6.59

0.03

2.79

Care as usual

2

0.30

20.04 to 0.64

0.08

0

10.91

Pill placebo

1

0.57

0.20-0.93

0.002

0

5.29

NNT – Number-needed-to-treat

Only 11 of the 63 studies were rated as being high-quality.
The effect size in these studies was similar to that in the total
pool (g50.73; 95% CI: 0.46-1.00; I2578). No high-quality study
used a pill placebo control group. The difference between
waiting list and care-as-usual among the high-quality studies
was not significant (p50.06), but this may be related to the
small number of those studies.
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Egger’s test indicated considerable asymmetry of the funnel plot (intercept: 1.54; 95% CI: 0.59-2.50; p50.001). Duval
and Tweedie’s trim and fill procedure also indicated considerable publication bias (number of imputed studies: 8; adjusted
effect size: g50.65; 95% CI: 0.53-0.78; I2576). For high-quality
studies, no indication for publication bias was found (but this
may again be related to the small number of those studies).
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Figure 2 Effects of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) for major depression compared to control conditions: forest plot.
BA – behavioral activation, CT – cognitive therapy, in-p – in person, tel – telephone, MBCT – mindfulness based CBT, RCBT – religious CBT,
SCBT – secular CBT, iCBT – Internet-delivered CBT, techn – supported by a technician, clin – supported by a clinician, e-mail – supervised by
e-mail, gsh – guided self-help format, BIB – bibliotherapy, COP – coping, cCBT – computerized CBT
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Figure 3 Effects of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) for generalized anxiety disorder compared to control conditions: forest plot.
RELAX – relaxation, BT – behavior therapy, WO – worry exposure, EN CBT – enhanced CBT, iCBT – Internet-delivered CBT, techn – technician assistance, clin – clinician assistance, clin supp – supported by a clinician, lay – lay provider, MCT – metacognitive therapy, IUT –
intolerance-of-uncertainty therapy, CT – cognitive therapy

Effects of CBT on GAD

Effects of CBT on PAD

The pooled effect size of the 31 comparisons between CBT and
control conditions in GAD95-117 was g50.80 (95% CI: 0.67-0.93;
NNT53.58), with low to moderate heterogeneity (I2533) (Table 1
and Figure 3). The vast majority of studies (24 of 31) used a waiting
list control group. Studies using a pill placebo control group
(g51.32) had a significantly (p<0.001) larger effect than those using
a waiting list (g50.85) or care-as-usual control group (g50.45). The
number of studies using pill placebo (N53) and care-as-usual control groups (N54) was very small, however (Table 1 and Figure 3).
Only 9 of the 31 studies were rated as high-quality, and 8 of
these used a waiting list control group, so the effects of careas-usual and pill placebo among high-quality studies could
not be estimated.
Egger’s test was significant (intercept: 1.60; 95% CI: 0.382.83; p50.006). Duval and Tweedie’s trim and fill procedure
resulted in an adjusted effect size of g50.59 (95% CI: 0.44-0.75;
I2562; number of imputed studies: 11). For high-quality studies, no indication for publication bias was found (but this may
again be related to the small number of those studies).

The 42 comparisons between CBT and control conditions
in PAD118-147 resulted in a pooled effect size of g50.81 (95%
CI: 0.59-1.04; I2577; NNT53.53). In the vast majority of the
comparisons (N533), a waiting list control condition was
used. The difference between studies using a waiting list
(g50.96) and either care-as-usual (g50.27) or pill placebo
(g50.28) was significant (p<0.001). The four comparisons of
CBT versus care-as-usual even indicated a non-significant
effect size (g50.27; 95% CI: 20.12 to 0.65; p50.17) (Table 1 and
Figure 4).
The four high-quality studies all used a waiting list control
group and resulted in an effect size of g50.61 (95% CI: 0.270.96).
Although Egger’s test indicated significant asymmetry of the
funnel plot (intercept: 3.62; 95% CI: 0.90-6.34; p50.005), Duval
and Tweedie’s trim and fill procedure did not indicate any
missing studies and therefore the adjusted and unadjusted
effect sizes were the same. In the four high-quality studies, no
indication for publication bias was found.
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Figure 4 Effects of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) for panic disorder compared to control conditions: forest plot.
CT – cognitive therapy, RELAX – relaxation, BCBT – brief CBT, FCBT – full CBT, BIB – bibliotherapy, GIC – guided imaginal coping, gsh –
guided self help, grp – group format, EXT – external cues, INT – interoceptive, PM – panic management, in-p – in person, RESP – respiratory
training, ind – individual format, EXP – exposure

Effects of CBT on SAD
The 48 comparisons between CBT and a control condition148resulted in a pooled effect size of g50.88 (95% CI: 0.74-1.03;
I2564; NNT53.22). Again, the large majority of studies used a
waiting list control group (N540), with only three using care-asusual and five pill placebo. The studies using a waiting list control group resulted in significantly (p<0.001) larger effect sizes
(g50.98) than those using a pill placebo (g50.47) or care-asusual control group (g50.44) (Table 1 and Figure 5).
Only eight studies were rated as high-quality, and five of
these used a waiting list control group. This implies that for
183
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SAD there are not enough high-quality studies to assess the
effects of CBT compared to care-as-usual or pill placebo.
Egger’s test pointed at significant asymmetry of the funnel
plot (intercept: 2.46; 95% CI: 0.96-3.96; p50.001), but Duval
and Tweedie’s trim and fill procedure did not indicate missing
studies and the adjusted and unadjusted effect sizes were the
same.

Multivariate meta-regression analyses
We conducted four separate analyses, for each disorder, with
the effect size as the dependent variable and characteristics of
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Figure 5 Effects of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) for social anxiety disorder compared to control conditions: forest plot.
EXP – exposure, SOC – social skills, CT – cognitive therapy, RELAX – relaxation, cCBT – computerized CBT, MAGT – mindfulness acceptance
group therapy, CR – cognitive restructuring, IGCT – intensive group CT, gsh – guided self help, ind – individual format, grp – group format

the participants (adults in general or more specific populations), the intervention (format and number of sessions) and
the study in general (type of control group, quality and geographic area) as predictors. As shown in Table 2, very few predictors were significant in these analyses, possibly because of
the relatively small number of studies per disorder and the relatively large number of predictors.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we aimed to establish the most up-to-date
and accurate estimate of the effects of CBT in the treatment of
MDD, GAD, PAD and SAD. We also aimed to examine whether
the problems of publication bias, low quality of trials, and the
use of waiting list control groups have an impact on the effect
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Table 2 Standardized regression coefficients of characteristics of studies on cognitive behavior therapy for major depression (MDD),

generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), panic disorder (PAD) and social anxiety disorder (SAD) compared to control conditions
MDD

Quality of trial

Control condition

SAD

Coeff

SE

p

Coeff

SE

p

Coeff

SE

p

Coeff

SE

p

20.05

0.07

0.46

20.01

0.07

0.94

20.09

0.11

0.43

20.01

0.09

0.92

Waiting list

Ref.
20.43

0.15

0.01

20.30

0.38

0.43

20.61

0.41

0.69

20.67

0.46

0.15

Pill placebo

20.44

0.30

0.15

0.60

0.40

0.15

20.67

0.34

0.05

20.53

0.29

0.08

0.01

0.17

0.95

20.43

0.28

0.14

20.07

0.38

0.85

0.67

0.75

0.38

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.

Group

20.23

0.21

0.28

20.17

0.23

0.47

0.28

0.31

0.37

20.06

0.25

0.83

Guided self-help

20.32

0.23

0.16

0.06

0.28

0.84

20.36

0.30

0.24

20.06

0.36

0.86

Mixed/other

20.28

0.28

0.32

0.04

0.30

0.89

0.48

0.68

0.48

0.20

0.45

0.65

20.01

0.02

0.67

20.01

0.02

0.60

0.06

0.04

0.13

0.04

0.03

0.19

North America

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.

Individual

Number of sessions

Geographic area

PAD

Care-as-usual

Adults vs. specific target groups

Format

GAD

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.

Ref.

Europe

20.02

0.19

0.92

20.51

0.19

0.01

0.65

0.25

0.01

20.13

0.24

0.59

Australia

0.31

0.29

0.29

20.19

0.30

0.52

0.37

0.54

0.49

0.40

0.31

0.20

Other

0.47

0.22

0.04

20.78

0.66

0.25

1.58

0.48

0.003

Significant p values are highlighted in bold prints

sizes. We found that the overall effects for all four disorders
were large, ranging from g50.75 for MDD to g50.80 for GAD,
g50.81 for PAD, and g50.88 for SAD.
The first problem, publication bias, mostly affected the outcomes of CBT for GAD and MDD. For GAD, it was estimated
that about one quarter of the studies were missing and, after
adjusting for these missing studies, the effect size dropped
from g50.80 to g50.59. For MDD, 14% of the studies were
missing, and the pooled effect size dropped from g50.75 to
g50.65. However, this was a relatively small drop compared to
that reported in other studies on publication bias in psychotherapies for MDD15,18,184. This may be due to the fact that we
used more stringent inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis
(only patients meeting diagnostic criteria for MDD; only waiting list, treatment-as-usual or pill placebo control groups; only
CBT). In PAD and SAD, we found few indications of publication bias.
The second problem we aimed to examine was the quality
of trials. We found that the methodological quality in most
studies was low or unknown. We evaluated the quality by the
Cochrane “risk of bias” assessment tool, and found that across
all disorders only 25 trials (17.4%) were rated as high-quality.
The effect size was lower in high-quality studies for PAD
(g50.61 compared to g50.81 in all studies) and SAD (g50.76
compared to g50.88 in all studies). We did not find strong indi-
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cations that the quality of trials was associated with the effect
size in MDD and GAD. Although we did not find a strong association between effect size and quality of trials for all disorders,
the small number of high-quality studies still means that the
overall effect sizes we found for all four disorders are uncertain.
The third problem we aimed to examine was the influence
of waiting list control groups on the effects of CBT. We found
that the vast majority of studies for the three anxiety disorders
used a waiting list control group (77.4% of the comparisons for
GAD, 78.6% for PAD, and 83.3% for SAD). In MDD, the number
of studies using care-as-usual and pill placebo control conditions was larger, but still 44.4% (28 out of 63) of the included
studies used a waiting list control group. This means that
much of the evidence on the effects of CBT is based on the use
of waiting list control groups. As indicated earlier, improvements
found in patients on waiting lists are lower than can be expected
on the basis of spontaneous remission19,185. Waiting list is probably a “nocebo”21, considerably overestimating the effects of
psychological treatments. This was confirmed in our metaanalysis, in which we found for each of the disorders that studies
with a waiting list control group resulted in significantly higher
effect sizes than those with a care-as-usual or pill placebo control group.
The few studies on anxiety disorders that used care-as-usual
or pill placebo control groups indicated small to moderate
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effect sizes. In the four studies comparing CBT for PAD with
care-as-usual, the effect size was even non-significant (p50.17).
Furthermore, because of the small number of studies, and the
even smaller number of high-quality studies, the effects of CBT
in anxiety disorders are quite uncertain.
An exception to the small to moderate effects of CBT in anxiety disorders was the group of studies comparing CBT to pill
placebo for GAD. These studies resulted in a very large effect
size (g51.32). However, because of the small number of trials
and the low quality of all three of them, these results should be
considered with caution.
One reason to conduct this meta-analysis was to examine
whether the quality of trials has increased in recent years.
Indeed, 29.5% of the studies conducted in 2010 or later were
rated as high-quality, while that was true for only 12.0% of the
older studies. Furthermore, 52.0% of all high-quality studies
were conducted in 2010 or later. This is likely to have led to a
more accurate estimate of effect sizes.
The present study has several strengths, including the broad
scope of the meta-analyses, covering four common mental
disorders, the rigorous selection and assessment of the trials,
and their relatively large number.
One possible limitation is that we used strict inclusion criteria, only focusing on trials in which patients met diagnostic
criteria for the disorder according to a structured interview
and trials in which either a waiting list, care-as-usual or pill
placebo control group was used. We did not include studies in
which, for example, generic counselling was used as a control
condition. This may contribute to explain the small number
of trials comparing CBT with control conditions other than
waiting lists, especially in anxiety disorders and among the
sets of high-quality studies. Furthermore, care-as-usual control
groups can vary considerably depending on the country and
the treatment setting where the therapy is offered, and may
therefore be too heterogeneous to allow a reliable assessment of
the effects across studies. Finally, we only focused on shortterm outcomes, because only few studies reported long-term
outcomes and the follow-up periods differed considerably.
On the basis of our data, we conclude that CBT is probably
effective in the treatment of MDD, GAD, PAD and SAD, and
that the effects are large when compared to waiting list control
groups, but small to moderate when compared to more conservative control groups, such as care-as-usual and pill placebo. Because of the small number of high-quality studies, these
effects are still uncertain and should be considered with
caution.
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The 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11DS) is characterized by high rates of psychotic symptoms and schizophrenia, making this condition a
promising human model for studying risk factors for psychosis. We explored the predictive value of ultra high risk (UHR) criteria in a sample
of patients with 22q11DS. We also examined the additional contribution of socio-demographic, clinical and cognitive variables to predict
transition to psychosis within a mean interval of 32.5 6 17.6 months after initial assessment. Eighty-nine participants with 22q11DS (age
range: 8-30 years; mean 16.1 6 4.7) were assessed using the Structured Interview for Psychosis-Risk Syndromes. Information on Axis I diagnoses, internalizing and externalizing symptoms, level of functioning and IQ was also collected. At baseline, 22 (24.7%) participants met UHR
criteria. Compared to those without a UHR condition, they had a significantly lower functioning, more frequent anxiety disorders, and more
severe psychopathology. Transition rate to psychosis was 27.3% in UHR and 4.5% in non-UHR participants. Cox regression analyses revealed
that UHR status significantly predicted conversion to psychosis. Baseline level of functioning was the only other additional predictor. This is
the first study investigating the predictive value of UHR criteria in 22q11DS. It indicates that the clinical path leading to psychosis is broadly
comparable to that observed in other clinical high-risk samples. Nevertheless, the relatively high transition rate in non-UHR individuals suggests that other risk markers should be explored in this population. The role of low functioning as a predictor of transition to psychosis should
also be investigated more in depth.
Key words: 22q11.2 deletion syndrome, schizophrenia, clinical high risk state, ultra high risk criteria, transition to psychosis, level of functioning
(World Psychiatry 2016;15:259–265)

In the past 20 years, there has been an increasing interest in
people presenting with potentially prodromal symptoms of
psychosis, i.e. with a clinical high risk state. Criteria have been
developed to identify that high risk state: the ultra high risk
(UHR) and the basic symptom criteria1,2. A recent metaanalysis reported an ability of UHR criteria to detect transition
to psychosis within two years in 20% of individuals in clinical
samples3. Yet, although persons with a clinical high risk state
have a significantly increased risk of developing psychosis,
many will not develop a psychotic disorder. The specificity of
clinical high risk assessments hence remains relatively low4.
Studies of genetic syndromes associated with increased risk
of schizophrenia have become increasingly important. Among
these genetic conditions, 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11DS)
is particularly valuable5. This syndrome is characterized in most
cases by a microdeletion of 3 million base pairs on chromosome
22 band q11, and has an estimated prevalence of 1:2.000-4.000
live births6. From a clinical perspective, 22q11DS is associated
with high rates of psychiatric disorders, especially schizophrenia7. While 23 to 45% of affected adolescents report transient
psychotic experiences8-11, up to 40% of affected adults are diagnosed with a psychotic disorder7. Moreover, 22q11DS was found
in 0.3 to 2.0% of patients with schizophrenia12-14, with rates of
up to 5.7% in patients with childhood-onset schizophrenia15.
Taken together, these findings indicate that 22q11DS is a highly
relevant genetic risk factor for schizophrenia and the most
promising human model for studying risk factors and states at
risk for schizophrenia5.
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Several studies have investigated prodromal symptoms in
patients with 22q11DS, reporting rates between 45 and
56% for UHR symptoms and between 10 and 21% for UHR
criteria (including frequency and onset/worsening requirements)8,10,11,16-18. Armando et al8 compared the symptom profile of UHR patients with (N530) vs. without (N581) 22q11DS
and found no significant group difference in positive symptoms, while negative symptoms were more severe in patients
with 22q11DS.
Yet, few studies have prospectively investigated risk factors
for psychosis in the 22q11DS population. Gothelf et al19 found
that anxiety disorder and lower full-scale IQ at baseline, and a
greater decline in verbal IQ were the best predictors of transition to psychosis. In line with these findings, Vorstman et al20
reported that an early cognitive decline, particularly in verbal
IQ, was a robust predictor of psychosis. Finally, a recent study
highlighted the role of poor premorbid adjustment during
childhood and adolescence in the development of UHR symptoms and full-blown psychosis21. No study, however, has longitudinally examined the predictive value of UHR criteria in
people with 22q11DS.
We investigated prospectively, in a large group of patients
with 22q11DS over an average period of 32 months, the value
of UHR criteria as well as of other relevant variables as predictors of conversion to psychosis. We hypothesized that the predictive value of UHR criteria would be comparable to that
found in other clinical samples, albeit expecting an overall
higher transition rate, given the higher prevalence of psychotic
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disorders in 22q11DS. Secondly, we expected that low baseline
verbal IQ, the presence of an anxiety disorder, and low baseline level of functioning would increase the predictive accuracy
in addition to the presence of an UHR condition.

METHODS

Participants
We included 89 participants (56 from Geneva and 33 from
Rome) with a genetically confirmed 22q11DS diagnosis, aged
between 8 and 30 years (mean 16.1 6 4.7) at baseline. Having a
psychotic disorder at baseline was an exclusion criterion. Children were assessed from the age of 8 onwards, as previous
studies reported the presence of psychotic symptoms in young
children with 22q11DS9. Participants were followed-up over a
mean period of 32.5 6 17.6 months (range: 12-85).
Participants from Geneva were recruited through advertisements in patient associations or word of mouth; those from
Rome were referred from the Genetic Clinical Unit of the Bam Hospital or recruited through advertisement in
bino Gesu
patient associations. Written informed consent from the participants and their parents was collected at both sites under
protocols approved by local institutional ethical review boards.
Compared to the Geneva cohort, participants from Rome
were younger (mean age 14.3 6 5.1 vs. 17.1 6 4.2 years, t52.89,
p50.005) and had a higher full-scale IQ (84.5 6 10.9 vs. 72.2 6
10.0, t525.44, p<0.001), while the gender distribution at baseline was similar (females: 51.5% vs. 55.4%, v250.12, p50.725).

Assessments
All participants completed the Structured Interview for
Psychosis-Risk Syndromes22 to assess the severity of positive,
negative, disorganization and general symptoms, as well as
the presence of UHR symptoms (any P1-P5 3) and UHR criteria (i.e., attenuated psychotic symptoms (APS), brief limited
intermittent symptoms (BLIPS), or genetic risk and functional
decline (GRFD) criteria). We also explored the rate of participants meeting criteria for perceptive (P4) and non-perceptive
(P1, P2, P3 or P5) APS or BLIPS23. For the global assessment of
functioning, the Childhood Global Assessment Scale (CGAS)24
or the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) was used.
The presence of any Axis I DSM-IV psychiatric disorder was
assessed using structured clinical interviews. In both cohorts, the
Structured Clinical Interview for Axis I DSM-IV (SCID-I)25 was
administered to adult participants and their parents. In Geneva,
parents of participants below 18 years completed the Diagnostic
Interview for Children and Adolescents - Revised (DICA-IV)26 and
diagnoses were confirmed with the participants. The psychotic
disorders supplement of the Schedule for Affective Disorders
and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children - Present and Lifetime version (K-SADS-PL)27 was also administered. In Rome,
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the K-SADS-PL, including the psychotic disorders supplement,
was used for children and adolescents.
Intellectual functioning was assessed by trained psychologists at both time points using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
for Children - third edition (WISC-III)28 or the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale - third edition (WAIS-III)29. Verbal IQ, performance IQ and full-scale IQ were used as indicators of intellectual functioning.
Parents of all participants completed the Child Behavior
Checklist (CBCL)30 or the Adult Behavior Checklist (ABCL)31.
Internalizing, externalizing and total problems T-scores were
used as global measures of the severity of psychopathology.

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 21.
Cross-sectional group comparisons between participants with
and without UHR criteria at baseline were performed using
independent t-tests, Mann-Whitney U, or v2 tests. Because of
the variable interval between baseline and follow-up, we conducted a Cox regression analysis to determine whether the presence of any UHR state at baseline (UHR status) significantly
predicted conversion to psychosis. Furthermore, we used Cox
regression analyses to examine whether perceptive and nonperceptive APS/BLIPS were both predictors of conversion to
psychosis. In case of two significant models, both predictors
were entered in a stepwise Cox regression analysis.
We then examined the contribution of additional variables at
baseline to improve the UHR-based prediction model. Potential
predictors included: demographic characteristics (age, gender),
clinical parameters (presence of any anxiety, affective or behavioral disorder, CGAS/GAF scores, CBCL/ABCL internalizing,
externalizing and total problems T-scores, and severity of positive, negative, disorganization and general symptoms), and cognitive variables (verbal, performance and full-scale IQ).
A multiple step approach was adopted in order to derive a
parsimonious model. First, each predictor was entered individually in a series of Cox regression analyses and selected for
further analyses when the Wald statistic was significant at a
liberal level (p<0.05). Next, each selected predictor was
entered in a multiple Cox regression analysis, with UHR status
always included as a predictor. Variables were further selected
if the Wald statistic was significant (p<0.05) for both variables
(UHR status and the additional predictor), indicating that the
additional predictor contributed to the improvement of prediction without decreasing the predictive value of UHR status.
If more than one predictor met the above-mentioned criteria,
all predictors were analyzed together using a forward and
backward Cox regression analysis to exclude effects of blocking. The maximum number of predictors entering the final
model was limited to a 1:5 ratio of number of predictors to
event. The proportional hazard assumption was tested at each
step prior to each Cox regression following the procedure
described by Kleinbaum and Klein32.
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Table 1 Descriptive characteristics of non-ultra high risk (UHR–) and ultra high risk (UHR1) participants at baseline

Age (years), mean6SD (range)
Gender, N females (%)
Any antipsychotics, N (%)
SIPS P1, median (range)

UHR2 (N567)

UHR1 (N522)

Statistics

15.9 6 4.9 (8-30)

16.6 6 4.0 (9-24)

t5–0.616, p50.539

38 (56.7%)

10 (45.4%)

v250.845, p50.358

0 (0%)

5 (22.7%)

v2516.134, p<0.001

1.00 (0-3)

3.00 (0-4)

U51217.00, p<0.001

SIPS P2, median (range)

1.00 (0-3)

2.50 (1-5)

U51174.00, p<0.001

SIPS P3, median (range)

0.00 (0-2)

0.00 (0-3)

U5857.50, p50.145

SIPS P4, median (range)

0.00 (0-4)

3.00 (0-6)

U51298.00, p<0.001

SIPS P5, median (range)

0.00 (0-3)

2.00 (0-5)

U51027.00, p50.002

Any Axis I diagnosis, N (%)

41 (61.2%)

16 (72.7%)

v250.957, p50.328

Any anxiety disorder, N (%)

20 (29.9%)

13 (59.1)

v256.069, p50.014

Any mood disorder, N (%)

15 (22.4%)

5 (22.7%)

v250.001, p50.974

Any behavioral disorder, N (%)

17 (25.4%)

6 (27.3%)

v250.031, p50.860

1 (1.5%)

0 (0%)

v250.332, p50.564

CGAS/GAF score, mean6SD

63.0 6 11.3

56.6 6 8.8

U5484.50, p50.016

CGAS/GAF score <70, N (%)

45 (67.2%)

19 (86.4%)

v253.022, p50.082

Verbal IQ, mean 6 SD

81.1 6 13.2

77.3 6 10.8

t51.227, p50.223

Performance IQ, mean 6 SD

77.1 6 11.9

73.9 6 14.1

t51.070, p50.288

Full-scale IQ, mean 6 SD

77.6 6 11.9

74.1 6 11.9

t51.208, p50.230

CBCL/ABCL internalizing T-score, mean 6 SD

62.7 6 11.0

70.3 6 9.4

U51036.50, p50.004

CBCL/ABCL externalizing T-score, mean 6 SD

53.8 6 9.8

60.9 6 10.8

U5968.50, p50.009

CBCL/ABCL total problems T-score, mean 6 SD

62.1 6 10.7

69.5 6 11.5

U5998.00, p50.013

Any substance use, N (%)

SIPS – Structured Interview for Psychosis-Risk Syndromes, CGAS – Childhood Global Assessment Scale, GAF – Global Assessment of Functioning, CBCL – Child
Behavior Checklist, ABCL – Adult Behavior Checklist
Significant differences are highlighted in bold prints

RESULTS

Baseline characteristics
Twenty-two (24.7%) participants met UHR criteria at baseline (UHR1) and 67 (75.3%) did not (UHR2). Compared to
UHR2 participants, UHR1 were more frequently under antipsychotic medication and diagnosed with an anxiety disorder,
had more severe positive symptoms (all P subscales except
grandiosity) and internalizing and externalizing symptoms,
and had a lower functioning at baseline, although not a higher
rate of functional deficit (CGAS/GAF score <70) (Table 1). The
most frequent UHR condition was APS (N515; 68.2%), followed by GRFD (N56; 27.3%) and BLIPS (N52; 9.1%); only
one participant (4.2%) met criteria for both APS and GRFD.
Among the 17 participants with APS or BLIPS, four (23.5%)
presented with perceptive, six (35.3%) with non-perceptive,
and seven (41.2%) with both perceptive and non-perceptive
APS/BLIPS.
In addition, 10 (11.2%) participants experienced UHR symptoms 2 six on item P4 (perceptual abnormalities/hallucinations), two on item P2 (suspiciousness/persecutory ideas), and
two on several items 2 but failed to meet frequency (N56) or
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both frequency and onset/worsening requirements (N54).
Altogether, the prevalence of UHR symptoms (regardless of frequency and onset/worsening requirements) was 36.0%.

Outcome
Altogether, nine (10.1%) participants had converted to psychosis at follow-up, four being minors (<18 years) and five
adults at baseline (Table 2). The six UHR1 converters included
three of those diagnosed with APS (out of 15, 20.0%), both of
those diagnosed with BLIPS (100%), and one of those diagnosed with GRFD (out of six, 16.7%). Of the three false-negative
cases (i.e., UHR2 participants at baseline who converted to
psychosis), one had reported UHR symptoms at baseline that
did not meet frequency and worsening/onset criteria. Five participants (all UHR1) were receiving antipsychotic medication
at baseline; three of them converted to psychosis at follow-up.
None of the ten participants who remitted from UHR status
(i.e., UHR1 at baseline, but UHR2 at follow-up) had received
antipsychotic medication at either baseline or follow-up. Furthermore, four out of 89 (4.5%) participants had a new onset
of UHR criteria at follow-up.
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Table 2 Outcome at follow-up for non-ultra high risk (UHR–)

and ultra high risk (UHR1) participants
UHR2 participants (N567)
UHR2 at follow-up, N (%)

60 (89.6%)

UHR1 at follow-up, N (%)

4 (6.0%)

Psychotic disorder at follow-up, N (%)

3 (4.5%)

UHR1 participants (N522)
UHR2 at follow-up, N (%)

10 (45.5%)

UHR1 at follow-up, N (%)

6 (27.3%)

Psychotic disorder at follow-up, N (%)

6 (27.3%)

Predictors of conversion to psychosis
UHR status at baseline was a significant predictor of transition to psychosis (b51.823, SE50.733, Wald (df51) 5 6.181,
p50.013; Exp(b) 5 6.188, 95% CI: 1.471-26.033). Furthermore,
presence of both perceptive APS/BLIPS (b51.644, SE50.737,
Wald (df51) 5 4.975, p50.026; Exp(b) 5 5.178, 95% CI: 1.22121.961) and non-perceptive APS/BLIPS (b53.397, SE50.876,
Wald (df51) 5 15.021, p<0.001; Exp(b) 5 29.868, 95% CI:
5.360-166.432) significantly predicted transition to psychosis.
When both variables were entered in a stepwise Cox regression
analysis, only the presence of non-perceptive APS/BLIPS
remained in the final model.
With regard to additional predictors, CGAS/GAF at baseline
remained the only significant predictor after the two selection
steps. The final model (Table 3), including UHR status and
CGAS/GAF as predictors, was highly significant (22LL548.768,
v2(df52) 5 15.329, p<0.001). Cumulative hazard rates of the
model were 0.015 at two years, 0.024 at three years and 0.113
at four years.

with previous studies in 22q11DS, reporting rates between 45
and 56% for UHR symptoms and between 10 and 21% for
UHR criteria10,11,16-18,33. Thus, our findings confirm that
patients with 22q11DS are at increased risk of experiencing
attenuated symptoms of psychosis, regardless of transition to
psychosis23,34. Indeed, recent estimates from the general population were between 7.3 and 9.9% for lifetime UHR symptoms
and between 0.4 and 1.3% for current UHR criteria.
In the present sample, APS was the most prevalent UHR
condition (68.2%), followed by GRFD (27.3%) and BLIPS
(9.1%). While the preponderance of APS and the low frequency
of BLIPS is consistent with findings from other clinical high
risk populations3,35-37, GRFD was more frequent than in most
clinical UHR samples3.
In line with earlier findings9, patients meeting UHR criteria
exhibited lower level of functioning and higher levels of internalizing and externalizing symptoms, and were more frequently
diagnosed with an anxiety disorder. These findings highlight
that the presence of a UHR status in 22q11DS, similarly to other
clinical populations3, is in itself a condition that aggravates the
clinical picture and, consequently, requires clinical attention,
irrespective of any potential future transition to psychosis.
Although a European guidance on early intervention in clinical high risk states does not recommend the use of antipsychotics as first line treatment in patients with UHR38, nearly a
quarter of UHR1 but none of UHR2 participants were receiving antipsychotic medication at baseline. This practice might
have been linked to the treating clinicians’ awareness of UHR
symptoms and increased risk of psychosis in this population,
and could be interpreted as a psychosis-prevention approach.
However, antipsychotics might have been also prescribed for
other behavioral problems, such as severe anxiety or externalizing symptoms, in this more symptomatic group.

Outcome
DISCUSSION

UHR symptoms and criteria
Altogether, 32 (36.0%) participants reported at least one
UHR symptom (APS or BLIPS) regardless of the frequency and
onset/worsening requirements. Twenty-two of them (24.7%)
fully met UHR criteria (i.e., including frequency and onset/
worsening requirements). Both rates are broadly consistent

We observed a transition rate to psychosis of 27.3% among
UHR1 participants, which is comparable to previous reports in
other clinical samples3,39. Furthermore, with only 4.5% of UHR2
participants developing psychosis, we found that the UHR status
significantly predicted transition to psychosis in this specific
subgroup of patients. However, in light of the increased risk of
psychosis recognized in this population, it might be surprising
that the transition rates were “only” in line with those of other
clinical samples and not considerably higher40.

Table 3 Final Cox regression model
Predictors
Any UHR criteria at baseline
Baseline CGAS/GAF

b

SE

Wald (df)

p

Exp(b)

95% CI

1.544

0.748

4.266 (1)

0.039

4.685

1.082-20.286

20.086

0.030

8.209 (1)

0.004

0.903

0.865-0.973

UHR – ultra high risk, CGAS – Childhood Global Assessment Scale, GAF – Global Assessment of Functioning
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Several reasons may explain this finding. First, the mean
age of UHR1 participants in our sample was 16 years, with
23.6% being 12 years or younger and 53.9% being 15 years or
younger. In children and younger adolescents, the clinical significance as well as the psychosis-predictive value of UHR criteria, especially of APS, was reported to be significantly lower
than in individuals aged 16 or older3-5,41. Thus, the rather high
proportion of participants below 16 years might have lowered
the overall transition rate considerably. Second, the remission
rate from UHR status in non-converters (62.5%) was in the
upper range of what is typically described42, suggesting that
UHR symptom fluctuation is very common in this population19. Several characteristics of 22q11DS, such as intellectual
disability and heightened anxiety levels, and their impact on
adaptive functioning and everyday living skills, might indicate
that stress sensitivity significantly influences variability in
symptom severity43,44. Importantly, the interplay of these factors in daily life will have to be examined in future studies as
they carry potentially crucial clinical implications.
Although the number of participants meeting criteria for each
specific UHR condition (APS, BLIPS and GRFD) remains limited,
we observed that a higher percentage of participants with BLIPS
(100%) converted to psychosis, followed by APS (20.0%), and
GRFD (16.7%). This pattern falls in line with results from a recent
meta-analysis reporting the highest transition risk for BLIPS, and
the lowest for GRFD3. Yet, while our numbers were consistent
with the pooled transition rate for APS reported in that metaanalysis (17.4% at two and 29.1% at three years), the reported
pooled transition rates for BLIPS (46.6% at two and 51.8% at three
years) and GRFD (1.9% at two and 1.4% at three years) were lower
in that meta-analysis than those found in the present sample3.
We found that non-perceptive APS/BLIPS were a stronger
predictor of transition to psychosis than perceptive APS/
BLIPS. This finding is in line with previous reports of a low
clinical significance of perceptive APS in children and adolescents from the general population23,45,46. This highlights the
need for further studies examining UHR criteria and symptoms in relation to age in patients with 22q11DS.
The rate of false negative cases (i.e., UHR2 participants who
converted to psychosis) was higher (4.5%) than that reported in
recent meta-analyses (0.9-1.6%) on patients seeking help at
specialized early psychosis detection services3,4. This corroborates the fact that 22q11DS is a psychosis-risk condition in itself
and linked to a higher baseline probability to develop psychosis. It also highlights the need of investigating other potential
risk markers (e.g., clinical or cognitive) in order to improve the
detection of patients who will convert to psychosis.

Additional predictors of transition to psychosis
In addition to UHR criteria, only lower baseline level of
functioning, but not the presence of a functional deficit
(CGAS/GAF score <70), significantly increased the predictive
value of the model in our sample. This finding is in line with
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several studies that also identified lower functioning scores as
a relevant predictor of the onset of psychosis in UHR41,47-49 as
well as 22q11DS samples21,50. Yet, contrary to other findings in
22q11DS19,20, baseline verbal IQ and presence of an anxiety
disorder did not increase the predictive value of the model.
However, it should be noted that these previous studies never
included UHR status as a baseline predictor. Hence, it is possible that including UHR status as a predictor reduced the variance explained by these other factors. Another potential
explanation of this finding is that anxiety and verbal IQ decline
precede or co-occur with the onset of UHR symptoms but do
not predict transition to psychosis. Future studies examining
the temporal dynamics of these different risk factors would
help testing these hypotheses.

Strengths and limitations
This is the first study examining the predictive value of
UHR criteria in patients with 22q11DS, which constitutes an
important first step towards prevention of psychosis in this
population. However, the relatively small sample size prevented a more detailed analysis of clinical outcomes or of
interactions between variables. This limitation should be considered in light of the low prevalence of the syndrome, and is
generally found in all longitudinal studies on 22q11DS19.
A second limitation is the variable interval between the two
assessments, which has been taken into account by the use of
Cox regression analyses. This also deals with the fact that the
true survival time is unknown in such studies (i.e., some participants are still likely to develop psychosis after the second
assessment)32.
A third limitation is the variance in age of the participants.
This might have influenced some of the results, although it
has been reported that the mean age of onset of psychosis in
22q11DS is lowered7,19. Furthermore, neither our assessment
nor our sample size allowed a detailed analysis of treatment
effects. However, this neglect of treatment effects beyond the
prescription of antipsychotics is rather the rule than the
exception in naturalistic UHR follow-up studies.

CONCLUSIONS
Our findings suggest that the psychopathological path leading to transition to psychosis in 22q11DS is broadly comparable to that observed in other clinical high risk samples, and
confirm that 22q11DS can serve as a good human model for
studying risk factors for psychosis.
The relatively high percentage of false negatives (i.e., UHR–
participants who converted to psychosis) highlights that our
efforts should now focus on investigating other possible, more
subtle, risk markers – such as cognitive deficits and basic
symptoms – to increase the sensitivity of our predictive model2. The role of low functioning as a predictor of transition to
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psychosis should also be investigated more in depth by distinguishing different areas of functioning.
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“Prolonged grief disorder” and “persistent complex bereavement
disorder”, but not “complicated grief”, are one and the same
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There exists a general consensus that prolonged grief disorder (PGD), or some variant of PGD, represents a distinct mental disorder worthy of
diagnosis and treatment. Nevertheless, confusion remains over whether different names and proposed symptom criteria for this disorder identify the same or different diagnostic entities. This study aimed to determine whether PGD, complicated grief (CG), and persistent complex
bereavement disorder (PCBD) as described by the DSM-5 are substantively or merely semantically different diagnostic entities. Data were
derived from the Yale Bereavement Study, a longitudinal community-based study of bereaved individuals funded by the US National Institute
of Mental Health, designed explicitly to evaluate diagnostic criteria for disordered grief. The results suggested that the difference between PGD
and PCBD is only semantic. The level of agreement between the original PGD test, a new version of the PGD test proposed for ICD-11 and the
PCBD test was high (pairwise kappa coefficients 5 0.80-0.84). Their estimates of rate of disorder in this community sample were similarly low
(10%). Their levels of diagnostic specificity were comparably high (95.0-98.3%). Their predictive validity was comparable. In contrast, the test
for CG had only moderate agreement with those for PGD and PCBD; its estimate of rate of disorder was three-fold higher (30%); its diagnostic specificity was poorer, and it had no predictive validity. We conclude that PGD, PCBD and proposed ICD-11, but not CG, symptomdiagnostic tests identify a single diagnostic entity. Ultimately, brief symptom-diagnostic tests, such as the one proposed here for ICD-11, may
have the greatest clinical utility.
Key words: Prolonged grief disorder, complicated grief, persistent complex bereavement disorder, DSM-5, ICD-11, diagnostic specificity,
predictive validity
(World Psychiatry 2016;15:266–275)

Over the past two decades, there has been increasing awareness and conclusive research demonstrating that prolonged grief
disorder (PGD)1 – intense, prolonged symptoms of grief, coupled with some form of functional impairment beyond 6
months post-loss – constitutes a distinct mental disorder.
Numerous studies have demonstrated that symptoms of grief
are distinct from symptoms of depression and anxiety2-7; that
PGD is distinct from other mental disorders, including major
depressive disorder, generalized anxiety disorder and posttraumatic stress disorder1,8,9; and that PGD, independent of
other mental disorders, is associated with significant suffering
and enduring functional impairments1,3,9-11.
In light of extensive, convincing evidence in support of PGD
as a new diagnostic category, the World Health Organization
(WHO) has moved to introduce PGD, and the American Psychiatric Association has moved to introduce what appears to
be a version of PGD, into their respective diagnostic classification systems (ICD-11 and DSM-5). However, despite these
advances, and perhaps due to lack of unanimity in terminology and conceptualization of the disorder, there continues to be
confusion about PGD and its relationships to normative grief
and to other mental disorders.
In recent years, competing characterizations and symptomdiagnostic tests have been proposed for what would appear to
be a single disorder of grief. The primary opposition has been
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between the notion of “prolonged grief disorder”, introduced
by Prigerson et al1 and proposed for adoption in a shortened
version by the ICD-1112,13, and the notion of “complicated
grief” (CG), which has historical roots in the concept of
depression as a bereavement-related “complication”14 and has
been reproposed by Shear et al15. Presented with these two
main alternatives, the DSM-516 introduced yet a third diagnostic concept, i.e. “persistent complex bereavement disorder”
(PCBD), that appears a compromise between “prolonged” and
“complicated” grief. It is unclear whether DSM-5’s PCBD is
essentially PGD, CG or another diagnostic entity altogether.
Semantic differences between PGD, CG and PCBD hinge on
the response to the central question: “is all grief normal?”.
For proponents of PGD, the answer to this question is: “no,
not all grief is normal; in particular, prolonged, unresolved,
intense grief is not normal”. From the PGD perspective, grief
symptoms in themselves are neither atypical nor pathological.
PGD is characterized by normal symptoms of grief that remain
too intense for too long. That is, all symptoms of grief are normal, but some combination of their severity and their duration
is not. For PGD, the pathology is in the time course of the
symptoms, not in the symptoms per se.
For proponents of CG, the answer to the question is: “yes, all
grief is normal; but, there are complications (mental disorders)
in bereavement aside from grief that merit clinical attention”.
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From this perspective, neither symptoms nor processes of grief
are ever intrinsically pathological17. For CG, the pathology is
attributed to factors other than grief, e.g. bereavement-related
depression or trauma, that interfere with otherwise normal grief
processes.
The DSM-5 designation “persistent complex bereavement
disorder” omits the term “grief” altogether, which avoids
pathologizing any form of grief and thereby leaves safe the
assumption that all grief is normal. The assertion that the
course of grief, in itself, can be pathological in some instances,
i.e., that some grieving processes are inherently abnormal,
separates PGD from both CG and PCBD.
Despite semantic differences, the proposed symptomdiagnostic tests for PGD, CG and PCBD may point to a single
underlying diagnostic entity. The items included in these tests
are almost entirely derived from a common set of instruments,
i.e., the Inventory of Complicated Grief (ICG)18 and its revisions. There is considerable evidence that items in these instruments represent a unidimensional underlying construct1,18,19.
Nevertheless, the items in each diagnostic formulation constitute unique criteria sets. There may be substantive differences
between symptom-diagnostic tests for PGD, CG and PCBD that
pose the risk of diluting the assessment of what is, at its core, a
pure grief construct.
To date, only the original symptom-diagnostic test for PGD
has been validated empirically. In a US National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH)-funded study designed explicitly to
evaluate diagnostic criteria for disordered grief, with data collected in a community-based sample (which is essential for
distinguishing between normal and pathological grief reactions), Prigerson et al1 established the construct validity, diagnostic sensitivity and specificity, and predictive validity of
diagnostic criteria for PGD.
In contrast, Shear et al introduced the proposed test for CG
in a review article15, without an empirical evaluation or validation. The proposed test for CG, which includes multiple items
not included in the ICG, was informed by a post-hoc analysis
of ICG data20 collected in highly comorbid, treatment-seeking,
patient samples, ill-suited for drawing distinctions between
normal and pathological grief, recruited for studies that were
not designed for the purpose of evaluating diagnostic criteria
for CG.
The symptom-diagnostic test for PCBD is proposed in an
appendix to DSM-516. The proposed ICD-11 characterization
of PGD presents its core diagnostic features13, but the symptoms included in this narrative proposal have yet to be
reduced explicitly to a symptom-diagnostic test, i.e., there is
no specification of how many of these symptoms need to be
present to satisfy the symptom criterion.
In the present investigation, we aimed to compare proposed symptom-diagnostic tests for PGD (both the original
version1 and a new one consistent with the core diagnostic
features of PGD as proposed for ICD-1113), for CG15 and for
PCBD16. We restricted our focus to an examination of tests for
meeting the symptom criterion for grief disorder, as opposed
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to the time from loss and impairment criteria, because of the
central role that the symptom criterion plays in the conceptualization, definition and recognition of the disorder.
Given legitimate concerns about pathologizing normal grief
reactions, we prioritized diagnostic specificity above diagnostic sensitivity, favoring tests that minimize “false positives”
(i.e., normal grief reactions diagnosed as mental illness) and
thereby reduce the likelihood of over-diagnosis and overtreatment. Furthermore, since short tests and simple algorithms are preferred in clinical practice21,22 and lead to higher
reliabilities in routine care23, we considered the brevity and
simplicity of each symptom-diagnostic test for grief disorder
to be indicative of its potential ease of use and clinical utility.

METHODS

Study sample
Data were obtained from the Yale Bereavement Study (YBS),
a NIMH-funded investigation designed to evaluate consensus
criteria24 for disordered grief. The YBS was a longitudinal,
interview-based study of community-dwelling bereaved individuals. It was approved by the institutional review boards of all
participating sites. Written informed consent was obtained
from all study participants. Interviews were conducted by master’s degree-level interviewers trained by YBS investigators.
Interviewers were required to demonstrate nearly perfect agreement (kappa 0.90) with the YBS investigators for diagnoses of
psychiatric disorders and PGD in five pilot interviews before
being permitted to interview for the study. The YBS study is
described in greater detail elsewhere1.
YBS participants (N5317) completed an initial baseline
interview at an average of 6.3 6 7.0 months post-loss; first
follow-up interviews (N5296, 93.4% of participants) at an
average of 10.9 6 6.1 months post-loss; and second follow-up
interviews (N5263, 83.0% of participants) at an average of
19.7 6 5.8 months post-loss. For analysis, data were restructured into more uniform time periods (0-6 months, 6-12
months, and 12-24 months post-loss).
The average age of participants was 61.8 6 18.7 years. The
majority of participants were female (73.7%), white (95.3%),
educated beyond high school (60.4%), and spouses of the
deceased (83.9%).
The present study sample (N5268; 84.5% of YBS participants) included participants interviewed at least once within
6-12 months post-loss and who provided sufficient information to evaluate PGD, CG, PCBD and proposed ICD-11 tests for
grief or bereavement disorder.

Grief symptoms (items)
Grief and bereavement-related symptoms (items) were
assessed with the rater-version of the Inventory of Complicated
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Grief - Revised (ICG-R)25, a structured interview designed to
assess a wide variety of potential grief and bereavement-related
symptoms, using five-point scales to represent increasing levels
of symptom severity.
The ICG-R is a modification of the ICG18 that includes all
the symptoms proposed by the consensus panel24 and additional symptoms enabling the testing of alternative diagnostic
algorithms26.
The ICG-R and the original ICG have proven to be reliable
and valid18,25. Based on prior work24,25, a symptom was considered present if rated “4” or “5”, and absent if rated “1”, “2”
or “3” on its five-point scale.

Symptom-diagnostic tests
The focus of the present investigation is restricted to symptomdiagnostic tests for grief disorder (and not other tests or criteria for disorder, e.g. timing or impairment criteria).
Each of the tests under examination has two components,
one including items that capture the essence of the syndrome
(hereafter, referred to as “category A” items) and another
including items that collectively capture the severity of the
syndrome (hereafter, referred to as “category B” items).
Each of the tests described below was assessed at 6-12
months post-loss.

Prolonged grief disorder (PGD) test
The PGD symptom-diagnostic test examined here is identical to the one introduced by Prigerson et al1. It includes eleven
items represented directly in the ICG-R. A positive test indicates endorsement of at least one of two category A items and
at least five of nine category B items.

Complicated grief (CG) test
Formally, the proposed CG symptom-diagnostic test15 consists of twelve (four category A and eight category B) items.
However, several of these items contain multiple elements and
therefore could be met in multiple ways. For example, the item
“experiencing intense emotional or physiological reactivity to
memories of the person who died or to reminders of the loss”
could be met four ways, yet it is presented as a single item.
Nine of the twelve CG test items can be, and were, represented directly by one or more ICG-R items. Two CG test
items, i.e. “troubling rumination” and “emotional or physiological reactivity”, can be, and were, approximated by ICG-R
items. The CG test “troubling rumination” item (i.e., “frequent
troubling rumination about circumstances or consequences of
the death, such as concerns about how or why the person died
or about not being able to manage without their loved one,
thoughts of having let the deceased person down, and others”)
was approximated by the ICG-R “preoccupation” item (i.e.,
“do you ever have trouble doing the things you normally do
because you are thinking about [the person who died] so
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much?”). The CG test “emotional or physiological reactivity”
item (i.e., “experiencing intense emotional or physiological
reactivity to memories of the person who died or to reminders
of the loss”) was approximated by the ICG-R “memories upset
you” item (i.e., “do memories of [the person who died] ever
upset you?”). One CG test item contained an element of survivor guilt, which can be, and was, represented directly by the
ICG-R “survivor guilt” item, and an element of suicidal ideation, which was represented by a positive screen for suicidal
ideation using the Yale Evaluation of Suicidality27.
Because we decided to use the ICG-R “preoccupation” item
to represent the CG test “troubling rumination” item, and to
avoid a double counting of this symptom, we chose to count
this item only once as “troubling rumination” and not also
doubly as “preoccupation”. Whether this item was counted as
“preoccupation” (in category A) or “troubling rumination” (in
category B) had no impact on results of the CG test in the present sample. Therefore, in the present investigation, a positive
CG test indicates endorsement of at least one of three category
A items (i.e., excluding the fourth, operationally redundant,
“preoccupation” item) and at least two of eight category B
items.

DSM-5 persistent complex bereavement
disorder (PCBD) test
The proposed PCBD symptom-diagnostic test16 consists of
sixteen (four category A and twelve category B) items.
Thirteen of the sixteen PCBD test items can be, and were,
represented directly by one or more ICG-R items. Two PCBD
test items can be, and were, approximated by ICG-R items.
The PCBD test “difficulty in positive reminiscing about the
deceased” item was approximated by the ICG-R “do memories
of [the person who died] ever upset you?” item. The PCBD test
“maladaptive appraisals about oneself in relation to the
deceased or the death (e.g., self-blame)” item was approximated
by the ICG-R “do you feel at all guilty for surviving, or that it is
unfair that you should live when [the person who died] died?”
item. One PCBD test item reflects suicidal ideation and was represented by a positive screen for suicidal ideation using the Yale
Evaluation of Suicidality.
In the present study, and consistent with the DSM-5 proposal16, a positive PCBD test indicates endorsement of at least
one of four category A items and at least six of twelve category
B items.

ICD-11 prolonged grief disorder (ICD-11) test
An “ICD-11 version” of the PGD symptom-diagnostic test
was constructed based on a narrative proposal for the diagnostic assessment of PGD for ICD-1113. This narrative proposal
includes seven (two category A and five category B) items that
are represented directly in the ICG-R and that have been found
to be informative and unbiased in the empirical evaluation of
items presented in Prigerson et al1.
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The proposal did not include specification of a symptom
threshold, i.e. a minimum number of items (symptoms)
required to satisfy the symptom criterion. Therefore, we conducted a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis28 to
determine an optimum symptom threshold.
Based on the results of this analysis, in the present study, a
positive “ICD-11” test indicates endorsement of at least one of
two category A items and at least three of five category B
items. Presenting with at least three of five category B items
was associated with a sensitivity of 83.3% and a specificity of
96.2%. Presenting with at least two of five items yielded lower
specificity (sensitivity 5 100%, specificity 5 87.0%), while presenting with at least four of five items yielded much lower sensitivity (sensitivity 5 60.0%, specificity 5 99.6%).

Criterion standard to evaluate diagnostic properties
of tests
The criterion standard used to establish absence or presence of grief disorder in the present sample is the one developed, employed and described in detail in Prigerson et al1.
Construction of this criterion standard combined elements
of clinical judgment, reflected in raters’ diagnoses of disordered
grief, with sophisticated measurement techniques. Employing
methods from item response theory29, scores from a twoparameter logistic (2-PL) item response model (IRM) for grief
intensity – based on twelve informative unbiased ICG-R items
(symptoms) – were used to order individuals based on the
severity of their grief symptoms. An optimum minimum symptom severity threshold “cutoff” score, representing a metric
boundary between cases and non-cases of disordered grief, was
then determined by varying this “cutoff” score to find a point of
maximum agreement between rater diagnoses of disordered
grief and cases identified by means of grief intensity scores.

Outcomes employed to evaluate predictive validity
of positive tests
Potential adverse outcomes following from disordered grief,
i.e. subsequent other mental disorders, suicidal ideation, functional impairment, and low quality of life, were each assessed
at 12-24 months post-loss.
Mental disorders were assessed using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) Non-Patient Version30. They
included generalized anxiety disorder, post-traumatic stress
disorder and major depressive disorder. Research has supported the reliability and validity of SCID diagnoses31.
Positive responses to one or more of the four Yale Evaluation of Suicidality screening questions were categorized as
having suicidal ideation.
The Established Populations for Epidemiological Studies of
the Elderly32 measured performance of activities of daily living33 and physical functioning34. Individuals with at least
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‘‘some difficulty’’ with at least one of the fourteen tasks (e.g.,
bathing) were considered functionally impaired in order to
make the measure sensitive to impairment in a highly functioning sample.
Scores less than 5 (below the lowest quartile) on the Medical Outcomes Short-Form35 indicated inferior quality of life.

Statistical analysis
Pairwise agreement between tests was assessed and evaluated
using kappa statistics36,37. The diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of each test was evaluated in relation to the criterion standard. The predictive validity of each symptom-diagnostic test
(evaluated between 6 to 12 months post-loss) was examined
using logistic regression models for the examined outcomes
(evaluated between 12 to 24 months post-loss) within strata
defined by the absence/presence of other mental disorders at
the time of the test. Suicidal ideation was not considered to be a
potential outcome for either the CG or PCBD tests, because each
of these tests included suicidal ideation as an item.

RESULTS
Table 1 presents the items employed in each test. Of the combined total of twenty items, the PGD test uses eleven, the CG
test eighteen, the PCBD test fifteen, and the ICD-11 test seven.
CG employs two items previously reported to be biased1:
loneliness (reported to be biased with respect to gender, relationship to diseased, and time from loss) and inability to care
(reported to be biased with respect to relationship to diseased). It also uses three items (envy, upsetting memories, and
drawn to places) previously reported to be uninformative1,
and one item (suicidal ideation) that might be characterized
as a correlate or consequence of prolonged, intense grief rather than a symptom of grief.
PCBD employs one reportedly biased item (loneliness)1,
one reportedly uninformative item (upsetting memories)1, and
one item (suicidal ideation) better characterized as a correlate
or consequence of prolonged, intense grief1.
Neither PGD nor ICD-11 employs reportedly biased or
uninformative items, and neither employs correlates or consequences of prolonged, intense grief as items.
Figure 1 displays the point prevalence rate of disorder at 612 months post-loss for each test. The prevalence rates for
PGD, CG, PCBD and ICD-11 were, respectively, 11.9% (95% CI:
8.1%-15.8%), 30.2% (95% CI: 24.7%-35.7%), 14.2% (95% CI:
10.0%-18.4%), and 12.7% (95% CI: 8.7%-16.7%). There were no
statistically significant pairwise differences in prevalence rates
between PGD, PCBD and ICD-11 diagnoses (all pairwise p values >0.05), while the prevalence rate for CG diagnosis was significantly higher than those for PGD, PCBD and ICD-11
diagnoses (all pairwise p values <0.001).
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Table 1 Items included in symptom-diagnostic tests
PGD
Symptom (Item)

CG

PCBD

ICD-11

Category

Item

Category

Item

Category

Item

Category

Item

Yearning

A

1

A

1

A

1, 2

A

1

Preoccupation

A

2

B

1

A

3, 4

A

2

Part of yourself died

B

1

B

11

B

2

B

1

Disbelief; Trouble accepting death

B

2

B

2

B

1

Avoidance of reminders

B

3

B

8

B

6

Hard to trust others

B

4

B

5

B

8

Anger; Bitterness

B

5

B

4

B

4

B

3

Difficulty moving on

B

6

B

12

B

5

Numbness

B

7

B

3

B

2

B

4

Life empty, meaningless, unfulfilling

B

8

A

2

B

10

Stunned

B

9

B

3

B

2

Loneliness

A

2

B

9

Survivor guilt

A

3

B

5

Suicidal ideation

A

3

B

7

Inability to care

B

5

Envious of others without loss

B

5

Symptoms of deceased

B

6

Hear or see deceased

B

6

Memories upset you

B

7

B

3

Drawn to places

B

8

PGD – prolonged grief disorder test (original version), CG – complicated grief test, PCBD – persistent complex bereavement disorder test, ICD-11 – prolonged
grief disorder test (ICD-11 proposed version)

Figure 1 Positive symptom-diagnostic test rates (N5268). PGD – prolonged grief disorder test (original version), CG – complicated grief test,
PCBD – persistent complex bereavement disorder test, ICD-11 – prolonged grief disorder test (ICD-11 proposed version)
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Table 2 Pairwise agreement (kappa) between symptom-

diagnostic tests (N5268)
Test

PGD

PGD

1.00

CG

PCBD

CG

0.48

1.00

PCBD

0.80

0.55

1.00

ICD-11

0.83

0.50

0.84

ICD-11

1.00

PGD – prolonged grief disorder test (original version), CG – complicated grief
test, PCBD – persistent complex bereavement disorder test, ICD-11 – prolonged grief disorder test (ICD-11 proposed version)
Kappa values indicating almost perfect agreement are highlighted in bold prints

Table 2 presents pairwise agreement between the four tests.
The PGD, PCBD and ICD-11 tests were in almost perfect
agreement with each other (with pairwise kappa ranging from
0.80 to 0.84). The CG test was in moderate agreement with
each of the other tests (with pairwise kappa ranging from 0.48
to 0.55).
Table 3 displays properties of each test, and in particular
each test’s diagnostic specificity, in relation to the criterion
standard. The PGD, PCBD and ICD-11 tests had high and comparable diagnostic specificity, with values of 98.3%, 95.0%, and
96.2%, respectively. The CG test had 78.6% diagnostic specificity. The positive predictive value of the CG test was 37.0%, considerably lower than those for the PGD (87.5%), PCBD (68.4%),
and ICD-11 (73.5%) tests. Figure 2 highlights the tradeoff
between diagnostic sensitivity and diagnostic specificity for
each of the four tests.
Tables 4 and 5 present an examination of the predictive
validity of each of the four tests in terms of four subsequent
(12-24 months post-loss) adverse outcomes, i.e., other mental
disorders (major depressive disorder, post-traumatic stress
disorder or generalized anxiety disorder), suicidal ideation,
functional impairment, and low quality of life, stratified by
absence/presence of concurrent (6-12 month post-loss) mental disorders.
Among individuals without other mental disorders at 6-12
months post-loss (Table 4), positive PGD tests were significantly associated with other mental disorders (RR54.40,
p50.048), suicidal ideation (RR53.06, p50.017), functional

impairment (RR52.08, p<0.001), and low quality of life
(RR53.40, p<0.001) at 12-24 months post-loss. Positive PCBD
tests were associated with low quality of life (RR52.68,
p50.006) at 12-24 months post-loss; and positive ICD-11 tests
were associated with suicidal ideation (RR55.04, p<0.001),
functional impairment (RR52.07, p<0.001), and low quality of
life (RR53.23, p<0.001) at 12-24 months post-loss.
Among individuals with other mental disorders at 6-12
months post-loss (Table 5), positive PGD and ICD-11 tests
were each significantly related to other mental disorders
(PGD: RR54.00, p50.0.039; ICD-11: RR54.64, p50.022) at 1224 months post-loss.
Positive CG tests were not significantly associated with other mental disorders, functional impairment and low quality of
life at 12-24 months post-loss, either in the absence (Table 4)
or in the presence (Table 5) of concurrent (6-12 months postloss) mental disorders.

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to determine whether the differences
between PGD, CG and PCBD are substantive or merely semantic. Our results indicate that there is no substantive difference
between PGD and PCBD. The high level of agreement between
the PGD, PCBD and proposed ICD-11 tests; their similarly low
estimates of rate of disorder (10%) in this community population; their comparably high levels of diagnostic specificity,
and their comparable predictive validity, all suggest that PGD
and PCBD identify the same diagnostic entity. Therefore, the
difference between PGD and PCBD is mainly semantic. In
contrast, the CG test had only moderate agreement with the
PGD, PCBD and proposed ICD-11 tests, a three-fold higher
estimate of rate of disorder (30%) in this community sample,
much poorer diagnostic specificity, and no predictive validity.
Therefore, the difference between PGD and PCBD on the one
hand, and CG on the other, is substantive.
Given that PGD and PCBD tests identify the same diagnostic entity, the main difference between PGD (proposed for
adoption in ICD-11) and PCBD (introduced in DSM-5) is in
the meaning of terms used to describe this same entity. The
primary opposition is between use of the term “grief” and use

Table 3 Diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of the tests in relation to the criterion standard (N5268)

Test

True
positive

False
positive

True
negative

False
negative

Positive
predictive value

Negative
predictive value

Sensitivity

Specificity

PGD

28

4

234

2

87.5%

99.2%

93.3%

98.3%

CG

30

51

187

0

37.0%

100.0%

100.0%

78.6%

PCBD

26

12

226

4

68.4%

98.3%

86.7%

95.0%

ICD-11

25

9

229

5

73.5%

97.9%

83.3%

96.2%

PGD – prolonged grief disorder test (original version), CG – complicated grief test, PCBD – persistent complex bereavement disorder test, ICD-11 – prolonged
grief disorder test (ICD-11 proposed version)
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Figure 2 Symptom-diagnostic test specificity versus sensitivity (N5268).
PGD – prolonged grief disorder test (original version), CG – complicated
grief test, PCBD – persistent complex bereavement disorder test, ICD-11
– prolonged grief disorder test (ICD-11 proposed version)

of the term “bereavement” in the name of the disorder. Grief is
deep mental anguish, a process of the psyche. Bereavement is
an event, the loss of a valued loved-one due to death. Grief is a
mental entity; bereavement is not. At face value, there is no
mental entity identified in the name PCBD. How can the name
of a mental disorder not identify a mental entity?
The use of the term “complex” in the name PCBD is also
somewhat obfuscating. The PGD construct is fairly simple to
understand: individuals who are “stuck” in a state of intense
grief for a long time have PGD. If the underlying disorder is not
difficult to understand, then what is “complex” about PCBD?
The name PCBD has no clear meaning and should be abandoned by the DSM in favor of PGD. Even if the DSM retains this

name, researchers, clinicians and the general public should
understand that there is no substantive difference between
what the DSM calls PCBD and what the ICD calls PGD.
Disagreement between the CG test on the one hand, and
the PGD and PCBD tests on the other, combined with the CG
test’s limited specificity (78.6%), poor positive predictive value
(only 37.0%), and lack of predictive validity, suggest that the
CG test is not a valid indicator of a grief-specific disorder.
Indeed, in the current study sample, a majority of individuals
with positive CG tests had negative PGD (original version),
PCBD, and PGD (version proposed for ICD-11) tests. For this
reason, treatment studies based on samples defined in terms
of the CG may be of questionable value for a grief-specific disorder devoid of the CG “contaminants”.
The fact that one test includes a different set of items than
another test does not necessarily imply that the two tests are
grounded in different constructs or identify different disorders.
Tests for PGD (both the original version and the one proposed
for ICD-11) and PCBD are different but essentially equivalent
measures of a single, underlying attribute, i.e. intense grief,
and should be viewed as such. The notion that symptoms of
grief are normal but that a combination of their high intensity
and long duration is abnormal reconciles the belief that all
grief symptoms are normal, but not all grieving processes are
normal. This view, rooted in the uni-dimensionality of the
underlying grief construct, is in opposition to the notion that
some symptoms are normal and others are atypical and abnormal, i.e., that pathology is expressed in the form of atypical
symptoms. Current and future alternative symptom-diagnostic
tests should be evaluated in terms of specificity, accuracy,
parsimony, and perhaps in reference to external validity;
not in terms of whether or not individual items on the
test define the pathology.
Inclusion of biased items and external correlates of PGD
(e.g., suicidal thoughts) in a criteria set for grief disorder is
questionable on psychometric and conceptual grounds. The
tests for CG and PCBD contain items that were previously

Table 4 Predictive validity of symptom-diagnostic tests in the absence of other mental disorders (N5213)
Outcome (12-24 months post-loss)
Other mental
disorders

Functional
impairment

Suicidal ideation

Low quality of life

Test
(6-12 months post-loss)

RR

p

RR

p

PGD

4.40

0.048

3.06

0.017

2.08

0.001

3.40

0.001

CG

2.90

0.101

–

–

0.98

0.926

1.08

0.834

PCBD

3.52

0.097

–

–

1.61

0.058

2.68

0.006

ICD-11

3.52

0.097

5.04

0.001

2.07

0.001

3.23

0.001

RR

p

RR

p

PGD – prolonged grief disorder test (original version), CG – complicated grief test, PCBD – persistent complex bereavement disorder test, ICD-11 – prolonged
grief disorder test (ICD-11 proposed version)
Other mental disorders considered were major depressive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and generalized anxiety disorder
Suicide ideation is not considered as a potential outcome for CG and PCBD, because they include suicidal ideation as an item
Statistically significant values are highlighted in bold prints
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Table 5 Predictive validity of symptom-diagnostic tests in the presence of other mental disorders (N527)
Outcome (12-24 months post-loss)
Other mental
disorders

Functional
impairment

Suicidal ideation

Low quality of life

Test
(6-12 months post-loss)

RR

p

RR

p

RR

p

RR

p

PGD

4.00

0.039

2.00

0.121

0.80

0.480

1.03

0.930

CG

3.14

0.221

–

–

0.86

0.655

0.86

0.655

PCBD

3.44

0.065

–

–

0.69

0.228

0.88

0.697

ICD-11

4.64

0.022

1.67

0.203

0.93

0.816

1.19

0.586

PGD – prolonged grief disorder test (original version), CG – complicated grief test, PCBD – persistent complex bereavement disorder test, ICD-11 – prolonged
grief disorder test (ICD-11 proposed version)
Other mental disorders considered were major depressive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder and generalized anxiety disorder
Suicide ideation is not considered as a potential outcome for CG and PCBD, because they include suicidal ideation as an item
Statistically significant values are highlighted in bold prints

identified to be biased1. In particular, the loneliness item
included in both of these tests has been reported to be biased
not only with respect to the bereaved individual’s gender and
relationship to the deceased, but also with respect to time
from loss. Although inclusion of one or even a few biased
items in a multi-item test does not necessarily mean that the
test as a whole is biased, inclusion of biased items opens the
possibility that some groups of individuals may be misdiagnosed by the test due to misinterpretation of the severity of
their symptoms. For example, for bereaved spouses, loneliness
is a moderate symptom, whereas for bereaved non-spouses,
loneliness is a significantly more severe symptom of grief.
Inclusion of the loneliness item in a diagnostic test for a disorder of grief makes it more likely that a bereaved spouse would
be mistakenly diagnosed with that disorder due to a misinterpretation of the severity of his/her loneliness symptom. The
tests for CG and PCBD also include an external correlate or
consequence of PGD, i.e. suicidal thoughts, as an item. Suicidality may be related to grief disorder, but to include it as a
symptom that represents grief is to misunderstand what grief
is, and to confound the essence of the syndrome with its consequences.
In order to include an “ICD-11 version” of a symptomdiagnostic test for PGD in the present analysis, we needed to
specify a symptom threshold. The current narrative proposal13
for an ICD-11 version of PGD does not make this specification.
In an effort to develop diagnostic guidelines that accommodate flexible exercise of clinical judgment, the WHO discourages methods of diagnostic assessment that employ arbitrary
thresholds and “pick lists” of items, but supports the use of
symptom thresholds that have been established empirically38.
Based on results of the ROC analysis in this study, presenting
with at least three of the proposed five accessory symptoms
represents an optimum balance of diagnostic sensitivity and
specificity in relation to our criterion standard. For this reason
we recommend that future ICD-11 research diagnostic criteria
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include this “at least three of five” accessory symptom rule for
diagnosing cases of PGD. The brief, five-item “ICD-11 version”
of the PGD test also has the advantage that short tests have
over longer ones for ease of use and clinical utility21-23.
The present study evaluates the performance of symptomdiagnostic tests for grief disorder applied within a period of 6
to 12 months post-loss. This is consistent with empirical evidence that presence of enduring, intense grief beyond 6
months post-loss is predictive of subsequent mental disorders,
suicidal ideation, functional impairment, and worse quality of
life1, and with proposed diagnostic criteria for PGD1,13 and
CG15. However, it is inconsistent with the DSM-5 specification
that PCBD ought not to be diagnosed within 12 months postloss. In our view, this DSM-5 “time from loss” criterion is not
only arbitrary but also contrary to published empirical research
findings. In the present study, the PCBD test applied within 6 to
12 months post-loss had near perfect agreement with PGD tests,
had high specificity and sensitivity with respect to our criterion
standard, and was predictive of subsequent (i.e., 12 to 24
month) worse quality of life. Based on these findings, the PCBD
symptom-diagnostic test applied within 6 to 12 months postloss is an empirically valid test for disorder notwithstanding the
DSM-5’s arbitrary “at least 12 months’ time from loss” criterion
for PCBD.
The present investigation has a few limitations that warrant
some consideration. One limitation is that some ICG-R items
employed in the present analysis may not have mapped exactly onto some items in the proposed CG and PCBD tests. More
formal instruments to assess CG and PCBD have been introduced only recently39,40. These have yet to be established and
validated in general community settings. The fact that our
proxy PCBD symptom-diagnostic test had high diagnostic specificity and sensitivity, as well as some predictive validity, suggests that some imprecision in our representation of some
PCBD items did not undermine the validity of the overall PCBD
test appreciably. Given the properties of the PGD and PCBD
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tests, future refinements in conceptualization and wording of
items might be expected to make marginal improvements in
what are already highly reliable and valid tests.
Another limitation of the present study is that the YBS sample
represents mainly elderly, white widows living in a relatively
small region of the US, whose spouses died primarily from natural causes. Future studies ought to examine whether and the
extent to which properties of PGD and PGBD tests and items differ with respect to the bereaved individual’s age, gender, race,
ethnicity, relationship to the deceased, and geographic or cultural setting, as well as with respect to circumstances of the lost
loved-one’s death.
The present study has a number of strengths. Most importantly, the YBS was designed explicitly to evaluate diagnostic
criteria for disordered grief. YBS instrumentation included an
extensive battery of grief items sufficient to compare the four
symptom-diagnostic tests included in the present analysis.
YBS data were collected in a community sample, allowing us
to evaluate methods of diagnostic assessment that are
intended to discriminate between normal and disordered grief.
Finally, the YBS’s longitudinal design allowed us to examine
the predictive validity of positive symptom-diagnostic tests for
disordered grief.
In conclusion, the PGD, PCBD and proposed ICD-11 PGD
symptom-diagnostic tests identify a single, common diagnostic entity. Therefore, the main differences between PGD and
PCBD are semantic, not substantive. The test for CG is incongruous with those for PGD and PCBD, has a poorer diagnostic
specificity and no predictive validity. Clinical and scientific
communities ought to recognize that PGD and PCDB are substantively the same disorder, and ought to work toward a common understanding of that disorder and adopt useful ways to
recognize it clinically. The term “prolonged grief disorder” captures the essence of the disorder, facilitates understanding it,
and thereby supports clinical judgment in its diagnostic assessment.
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Community mental health care worldwide: current status and further
developments
Graham Thornicroft, Tanya Deb, Claire Henderson
Centre for Global Mental Health, King’s College London, Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology & Neuroscience, London SE5 8AF, UK

This paper aims to give an overview of the key issues facing those who are in a position to influence the planning and provision of mental
health systems, and who need to address questions of which staff, services and sectors to invest in, and for which patients. The paper considers
in turn: a) definitions of community mental health care; b) a conceptual framework to use when evaluating the need for hospital and community mental health care; c) the potential for wider platforms, outside the health service, for mental health improvement, including schools and
the workplace; d) data on how far community mental health services have been developed across different regions of the world; e) the need to
develop in more detail models of community mental health services for low- and middle-income countries which are directly based upon evidence for those countries; f) how to incorporate mental health practice within integrated models to identify and treat people with comorbid
long-term conditions; g) possible adverse effects of deinstitutionalization. We then present a series of ten recommendations for the future
strengthening of health systems to support and treat people with mental illness.
Key words: Community mental health care, mental health services, low- and middle-income countries, evidence-based interventions,
schools, workplace, chronic care model, deinstitutionalization
(World Psychiatry 2016;15:276–286)

Most people in the world who have mental illnesses receive
no treatment1,2. This “treatment gap” is increasingly appreciated worldwide3-6. The World Health Organization (WHO)
published in 2010 the first edition of its Mental Health Gap
Action Programme (mhGAP) Implementation Guide7-9, which
contains case finding and treatment guidelines for nine categories of mental and neurological disorders that have a major
global public health impact.
This evidence-based approach is now being put into practice
in over 90 countries worldwide. But what pattern of services and
what systems of care best support the provision of the quality
and quantity of treatment and care required for people with
mental illnesses in the different scenarios (not only high- vs.
low- and middle-income countries, but also high- vs. lowresource areas within countries)? That question is addressed in
this paper, which focuses on the current status and new developments of community mental health care worldwide.

DEFINING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CARE
Our definition of community mental health care highlights
several fundamental issues.
First, community mental health care encompasses: a) a population approach, b) viewing patients in a socio-economic context, c) individual as well as population-based prevention, d) a
systemic view of service provision, e) open access to services, f)
team-based services, g) a long-term, longitudinal, life-course
perspective, and h) cost-effectiveness in population terms10. It
also includes a commitment to social justice by addressing the
needs of traditionally underserved populations, such as ethnic
minorities, homeless persons, children and adolescents, and
immigrants, and to provision of services where those in need
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are located and in a fashion that is acceptable as well as accessible11.
Second, community mental health care focuses not only
upon people’s deficits and disabilities (an illness perspective),
but also upon their strengths, capacities and aspirations (a
recovery perspective). Services and supports thus aim to
enhance a person’s ability to develop a positive identity,
to frame the illness experience, to self-manage the illness, and
to pursue personally valued social roles12.
Third, community mental health care includes the community in a broadly defined sense. As a corollary of the second
point, it emphasizes not just the reduction or management of
environmental adversity, but also the strengths of the families,
social networks, communities and organizations that surround
people who experience mental illnesses13.
Fourth, community mental health care melds evidencebased medicine and practical ethics. A scientific approach to
services prioritizes using the best available data on the effectiveness of interventions. At the same time, people who experience mental illnesses have the right to understand their
illnesses (to the extent that professionals understand them), to
consider the available options for interventions and whatever
information is available on their effectiveness and side effects,
and to have their preferences included in a process of shared
decision making14,15.
Thus, we define community mental health care as comprising the principles and practices needed to promote mental
health for a local population by: a) addressing population
needs in ways that are accessible and acceptable; b) building
on the goals and strengths of people who experience mental
illnesses; c) promoting a wide network of supports, services
and resources of adequate capacity; and d) emphasizing services that are both evidence-based and recovery-oriented16.
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Figure 1 Balanced care model in relation to high-, middle- and low-income countries

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR COMMUNITY
MENTAL HEALTH CARE
The available evidence17-20 suggests that a model of care
including solely hospital based provision (usually inpatient
and outpatient care) will be insufficient to provide access for
people facing barriers to care, and to offer continuity of
follow-up for those with longer-term disability. At the same
time, there is not strong evidence that community-based services alone can offer the brief spells of intense treatment sometimes needed during mental health crises. The balanced care
model has been formulated as a conceptual framework for
providing both hospital and community based services18.
Yet, it is clear that high-income countries have about 200
times more financial resources for their mental health services
than do low-income countries21. Many low-income countries
in sub-Saharan Africa, for example, have only about one psychiatrist for every million people (Chad, Eritrea and Liberia
each have only one psychiatrist in the entire country), compared with 137 per million in the US22. So, a single global
model of care simply cannot apply. The balanced care model,
therefore, applies somewhat differently to countries which are
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classified by the World Bank Group23 as high-, middle- or lowincome countries (see Figure 1) and, if utilized, needs to be
carefully considered for minor or major adaptation in any particular site or country.
The balanced care model suggests that, in low-income countries or sites, most of the available mental health provision
should be invested in staff for primary health care and community settings24. The roles of these staff include case finding
and assessment, brief talking and psychosocial treatments,
and pharmacological treatments25,26. The very limited numbers of specialist mental health care staff (usually in the capital city and sometimes also in regional centers) are only able
to provide training and supervision of primary care staff,
consultation-liaison for complex cases, and outpatient and
inpatient assessment and treatment for cases which cannot
be managed in primary care27,28.
In middle-income settings, the balanced care model indicates including as investment priorities, in addition to a continuing emphasis upon primary care, five key elements of
general adult mental health services: a) outpatient/ambulatory
clinics29; b) community mental health teams30-33; c) acute
inpatient care, even though there continues to be relatively
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Figure 2 Global distribution of mental health expenditure per capita, by health setting (data from the WHO Atlas21)

weak evidence about several aspects of inpatient care or highly
supported alternative settings34-38; d) long-term communitybased residential care, with an appropriate range of support16;
and e) options for work and occupation39.
In high-income settings, in addition to primary care services and to the provision of general adult mental health services, the balanced care model implies that a series of specialized services should be provided, as resources allow (see
Figure 1). These services will need to be provided in the same
five categories as set out for middle-income countries.

COMMUNITY SERVICES PROVIDED ACROSS WIDER
PLATFORMS OF CARE
Some interventions intended to improve mental health may
be better provided from outside health services. The recent edition of the Disease Control Priorities Manual (DSP-3) sets out
the arguments for this case40. The bases for these wider types of
intervention are sometimes called “platforms”, and two are particularly relevant here: population-level and community-level
platforms. Examples of the former include legislation, regulations, and public information campaigns, and examples of the
latter include schools, workplaces, and neighborhoods/community groups41,42. A recent review42, based upon the best available
evidence from low- and middle-income settings, has shown
which such interventions are most cost-effective.
At the population level, interventions which are evidence
based include: laws and regulations to reduce demand for alcohol use (enforcement of blood alcohol limits for drivers, alcohol
taxation, advertising bans, minimum drinking age43,44); laws
and regulations to restrict access to means of self-harm/suicide45; child protection laws46; laws promoting conditional cash
transfers in order to alleviate poverty47; and mass public awareness campaigns48-51.
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At the community level, interventions of known effectiveness include: integrating mental health promotion strategies
(e.g., stress reduction and awareness of alcohol and drug misuse) into occupational health and safety policies52; universal
and targeted socio-emotional learning school programs for
vulnerable children50,53; mental health awareness school programs54,55; methods for the identification and case detection
of children with mental disorders in schools56; early child
enrichment/preschool educational programs57; parenting programs for children aged 2-14 years58; gender equity and/or
economic empowerment programs for vulnerable groups59;
and training of gatekeepers (including community health
workers, police and social workers) in identification of young
people with mental disorders, including self-harm60.

THE EXTENT OF COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
There is a vast variability worldwide in the development of
community mental health services61. The most comprehensive
global source of information in this respect is the WHO World
Mental Health Atlas21, which summarizes the key characteristics of national mental health systems across the world, and is
periodically updated. The most recent edition (2014) includes
data from 171 of the 194 member states of the United Nations.
Figure 2 shows the proportional expenditure for mental hospital, other inpatient and day care, and outpatient and primary
care services, across lower middle-income, upper middleincome and high-income countries. This clearly illustrates the
very large differences in absolute spending, and also the differing relative expenditure across the three service categories, reinforcing the point that relatively little of the small mental health
budgets in low- and middle-income countries is spent outside
inpatient care21.
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Several important trends emerge from the WHO Atlas.
Compared with the results from the 2011 survey, globally, there
was a slight decrease (5%) in the number of mental hospitals,
and a larger reduction in the number of mental hospital beds,
which fell by nearly 30%, with a more substantial decrease
(45%) in the Region of the Americas. At the same time, there
was an increase of over 20% in the rate of admissions to mental hospitals, indicating an increasing bed turnover rate and
decreasing average length of stay21.
At the global level, the number of beds available in psychiatric wards in general hospitals increased by 60% between
2011 and 2014. In the Western Pacific Region, in particular,
psychiatric beds in general hospitals increased more than 8fold since 2011.
The WHO Atlas does not contain data allowing conclusions
on whether reducing number of beds in psychiatric hospitals
is associated with greater expenditure on community services.

DEVELOPING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
MODELS IN LOW- AND MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES
The work of the WPA Task Force on the Steps, Obstacles and
Mistakes to Avoid in the Implementation of Community Mental
Health Care reveals more detailed patterns in the development of
community mental health services in recent years11,62. This work
combined a review of the relevant literature with detailed consultation processes in many regions of the world to identify challenges and solutions in implementing community based models
of mental health care. A series of regional papers describe the
findings in detail63-68. Table 1 summarizes the main challenges
which were identified and gives examples of approaches through
which progress has sometimes been made.
The continuing lack of trained mental health practitioners is a
substantial issue that affects most countries of the world21. In
response to this, alternative approaches have been implemented
which allocate duties previously reserved for psychiatrists or psychiatric nurses to non-specialized staff. This redistribution of clinical tasks is usually referred to as task shifting or task sharing69,
and has been applied to a range of health conditions, including
HIV/AIDS70, epilepsy71, surgery72, hypertension and diabetes73.
There is now emerging evidence that this approach can be
a cost-effective method to provide treatment and care for people with depression74-76, psychosis77,78, and perinatal psychiatric disorders79. One part of this new approach is to provide
training using clear and relevant guidance that staff can apply
directly in the clinical situation, such as the WHO mhGAP
Intervention Guide7. But training alone is insufficient, and it is
increasingly clear that ongoing supervision is likely to be necessary to support staff to begin to apply the guidelines, and to
gain and maintain clinical competence80. The costs of such
supervision, therefore, need to be included in the core resources necessary to make community care sustainable78.
The new cadre of staff includes front-line health care workers, such as community health workers, and posts between the
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traditional roles of nurse and doctor, such as the clinical officer or medical officer81-84. Such staff are often recruited from
the local area, and will have rich understanding of the sociocultural context82-84.
This reconceptualization of the role of the psychiatrist requires first of all a new training curriculum, one that emphasizes the public health need for psychiatrists to work both
directly in secondary and tertiary services, and to act as multipliers by potentiating the capacity of primary care staff to
detect and treat people with mental illness4,85,86. It has been
suggested87 that in high-income countries this capacity (in
particular in the treatment of people with major depressive
disorder) may well be enhanced by changes in the organization and function of health care teams, such as those already
being used to improve outcomes in other chronic diseases.
Responsibility for active follow-up should be given to a case
manager (for example, a practice nurse); adherence to treatment and patient outcomes should be regularly monitored;
treatment plans should be frequently adjusted when patients
do not improve; and the case manager and primary care physician should have the possibility to consult and refer to a psychiatrist when necessary.
Flexible and accessible working relationships between the
primary care doctor, the case manager and a mental health
specialist are considered essential to allow most patients with
mental disorders to access more effective treatment in primary
care, as well as the minority needing ongoing specialist care to
be identified and referred. The adaptation of the ideas behind
this model to low- and middle-income countries is still to be
investigated.

INTEGRATING CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH COMORBID
LONG-TERM CONDITIONS
It is becoming increasingly recognized that chronic physical
and mental conditions are often comorbid. For example, among
patients with diabetes, hypertension, tuberculosis and HIV/
AIDS, the rates of anxiety and depression are at least double
those of the general population88. The common co-occurrence
of these diseases in one person can interfere with the treatment
regimen for a particular condition; for example, adherence to
treatment for tuberculosis or antiretroviral therapy for HIV/
AIDS is significantly undermined by the presence of untreated
depression among these patients89,90.
At the same time, in many low- and middle-income countries, primary care staff are trained to identify and treat physical but not mental conditions. The growing evidence of how
commonly such comorbidities occur, and the inadequate
health care system response to them, clearly indicates the
need for structural change in how care is provided.
Within the context of increasingly strong calls to address
the social determinants of health91 and to move towards universal health coverage, few countries will be able to respond
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Table 1 Obstacles, challenges, lessons learned and solutions in implementing community-oriented mental health care
Obstacles and challenges
Society

Government

Examples of lessons learned and solutions

Disregard for, or violation of, human rights of
people with mental illness

 Oversight by: civil society and service user groups, government inspectorates, international non-governmental organizations (NGOs), professional
associations

Stigma and discrimination, reflected in negative attitudes of health staff

 Encourage consumer and family and carer involvement in policy making,
medical training, service provision (e.g., board member, consumer provider), service evaluation (consumer satisfaction survey)

Need to address different models of abnormal behavior

 Traditional and faith-based paradigms need to be amalgamated, blended,
or aligned as much as possible with medical paradigms

Low priority given by government to mental
health

 Government task force on mental illness
 Establish cross-party political support for the national policy and
implementation
 Effective advocacy on mental health gap, global burden of disease, impact
of mental health conditions, cost-effectiveness of interventions

Absence or inappropriate mental health
policy

 Advocate for and formulate policy based upon widespread consultation
with the full range of stakeholder groups

Old or inappropriate mental health
legislation

 Create powerful lobby and rationale for mental health law

Inadequate financial resources in relation to
population level needs

 Recruit key political and governance champions to advocate for adequate
funding of initiatives

Lack of alignment between payment methods, services and outcomes

 Provide small financial incentives for valued outcomes

Need to address infrastructure

 Government to plan and finance efficient use of buildings, essential supplies and electronic information systems

Need to address structure of communityoriented service system

 Design the mental health system from local primary care to regional care
to central specialty care and fill in gaps with new resources as funding
grows

Inadequate human resources for delivery of
mental health care

 Task sharing to non-traditional staff cadres such as community health
workers and health extension workers

Brain drain and failure to retain staff

 United Nations agencies/international NGOs to optimize sustainability of
their projects

Non-sustainable, parallel programs by international NGOs

 Close relations with ministries and other stakeholders and international
NGOs

 Create categories of reimbursement consistent with system strategy

 Mental health plan in place so NGOs can help achieve these goals
sustainably
Organization of
health system

Need to design, monitor, and adjust organization of mental health system

 Set implementation plan with clear coordination between services

Lack of a feasible mental health program or
non-implementation of mental health
program

 Make program highly practical by identifying resources available, tasks to
be completed, allocation of responsibilities, timescales, reporting and
accountability arrangements, progress monitoring/evaluation systems

Need to specify developmental phases

 Planners and professional leaders to design five- and ten-year plans

Poor utilization of existing mental health
facilities

 Improve awareness of benefits of facilities and services

Need to include non-medical services

 Include families, faith-based social services, NGOs, housing services,
vocational services, peer-support services, and self-help services. All stakeholders involved in designing system

Lack of multi-sectoral collaboration, e.g.
including traditional healers, housing,
criminal justice, or education sectors

 Development of clear policy/implementation plan by all stakeholders

 Prioritization of target groups, especially people with severe mental illness

 Inbuilt monitoring quality of care, especially process and outcome phases

 Collaborate with other local service to identify and help people with mental illness
 Familiarization sessions between practitioners in the Western and local
traditions

Poor availability of psychotropic medication
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 Drug revolving funds, public-private partnerships
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Table 1 Obstacles, challenges, lessons learned and solutions in implementing community-oriented mental health care (continued)
Obstacles and challenges
Professionals and
practitioners

Examples of lessons learned and solutions

Need for leadership

 Psychiatrists and other professionals need to be involved as experts in
planning, education, research, and overcoming inertia and resistance in
the current environment

Difficulty sustaining in-service training/adequate supervision

 Training of the trainers by staff from other regions or countries

High staff turnover and burnout, or low staff
morale

 Emphasize career-long continuing training programs

Poor quality of care/concern about staff skills

 Ongoing training and supervision

 Shifting of some psychiatric functions to trained and available
practitioners

 Training of supervisors

 Encourage and reward quality by awards and similar processes
Professional resistance, e.g. to communityoriented care and service user involvement

 Government and professional societies promote the importance of
community-oriented care and service user involvement
 Develop training in recovery-oriented psychosocial rehabilitation as part
of training of new psychiatrists, including at medical schools in low- and
middle-income countries

Users, families, and
other advocates

Dearth of relevant research to inform costeffective services and lack of data on mental health service evaluation

 More funding on research, for both qualitative and quantitative evidence
of successfully implemented examples of community-oriented care

Failure to address disparities (e.g., by ethnic,
economic groups)

 All key stakeholders involved; advocacy for under-represented groups to
develop policies and implementation plans

Need for advocacy

 Users and other advocates may be involved in all aspects of social change,
planning, lobbying the government, monitoring the development and
functioning of the service system, and improving the service system

Need for self-help and peer support services

 Users to lead these movements

Need for shared decision making

 Users and other advocates must demand at all levels that the system shift
to value the goals of users and families and that shared decision making
become the norm

effectively to the future health and economic burden that mental disorders and other chronic diseases will pose simply by
pursuing “business as usual” approaches. Rather, health systems need new approaches that are capable of mounting an
effective, integrated and efficient response to the prevention
and management of mental disorders and other chronic conditions.
In order to progressively reform or transform health systems so that they are better equipped to deal with the kinds of
health problems that increasingly dominate the demands put
upon them, an integrated model of chronic disease prevention
and management is called for. Such an approach has already
been articulated in the form of the “chronic care model”,
which was initially developed by US health service researchers
and practitioners92,93, and subsequently adapted to the international level by the WHO in its Innovative Care for Chronic
Conditions Framework (ICCCF)94.
This framework sets out critical principles and requirements
for coordinated care, i.e., that it should be community-based,
person-centered, and system-oriented. It has been shown to be
effective in improving patient outcomes and patient satisfaction across a range of chronic conditions in high-income settings95,96. Yet, few examples to date have shown its successful
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implementation in low- and middle-income countries. We do
have ongoing and completed examples of certain elements in
India, Ethiopia and especially South Africa, where we can find
perhaps the most ambitious effort to date to reform or “reengineer” the entire health system towards chronic care97-99.
The chronic care model codifies a number of systemic
changes associated with quality improvements in chronic illness
care, including: support of service users to manage themselves
(“self-management support”); support of clinical decision making through guidelines; clear delineation of clinical roles and
responsibilities; improved clinical information systems and service coordination; and collaboration with community groups93.
The successful outcomes achieved by this model with hypertension and diabetes have led mental health service researchers
and practitioners to apply it to mental disorders such as depression and anxiety, and evidence is growing of the effectiveness of
the ICCCF approach88,95,96,100-106.
One advantage of such an integrated care approach, to be
empirically tested in future, is that it may be more effective in
providing physical health care to people with severe mental illness, and so diminish the high levels of premature mortality in
the latter group, which may lead to 20-30 years less life expectancy107-110.
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POSSIBLE ADVERSE EFFECTS OF
DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION
Deinstitutionalization has taken place for over half a century
in many high-income countries worldwide111. Although supported by both the WHO112 and the WPA11, this process has
been subjected to a number of criticisms. Commentators have
claimed a series of adverse effects, in particular high numbers
of mentally ill people who are in prison, are homeless or are
neglected. There has even been a recent call to “bring back the
asylum”113. This contention has been advanced particularly
where there have been concerns that reduced bed numbers,
for example from hospital “downsizing” or closures, have not
been accompanied by commensurate increases in the numbers of appropriately supported residential places in the
community114,115.
These objections to community care have been examined
in a recent study which reviewed the consequences of reducing the number of beds for long-term psychiatric patients116.
The authors of this review focused upon cohort studies of people with severe mental disorders who were discharged from
psychiatric hospitals following an admission of one year or
longer, and in whom data were analyzed at the individual
level. They concluded that, contrary to the results of ecological
studies, instances of homelessness, incarceration or suicide
among those discharged were rare.
Indeed, where bed reduction is done responsibly, it has been
shown that the overall costs of community-based care are similar
to those of hospital-based services for long-term patients, while
the quality of life and satisfaction among individuals receiving
residential care in the community are higher compared to those
in hospital117-119. On the other hand, where hospital closures are
intended to be primarily cost-cutting exercises, without proper
replacement by services in the community, then it is clear that
the quantity and quality of care will suffer and may well lead to
adverse outcomes for the people concerned, including the risk
for “transinstitutionalization”120,121.

IMPLICATIONS OF THE EVIDENCE BASE FOR
DEVELOPING COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CARE
The foregoing discussion raises profound questions about
why treatment and care for people with established mental illnesses, as well as evidence-based methods to prevent mental illness, have remained a low investment priority for governments
in most countries worldwide, indeed a level of disregard that has
been described as structural or systemic discrimination122,123.
What has been learned since the mid-20th century, when deinstitutionalization first gained momentum in some high-income
countries? We frame this closing section of our paper in terms of
a series of recommendations, based upon the lessons learned.
We consider the greatest challenge in mental health care to
be the degree of disregard shown to the fact that the large
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majority of people with mental illness worldwide receive no
treatment124. To scale up services to the quantum required
necessarily means providing most services not in specialist
care settings, but in primary, community health care services,
and in population-level and community-level platforms as discussed above.
Proposal 1. Central and regional governments should
measure the treated percentage of people with mental illness (coverage) and set specific targets to increase coverage
over set time periods.
It is unacceptable that governments continue to allow people with all types of mental illness to die about 10 years before
others in their communities125, and people with severe mental
illness to die 15-30 years earlier, in countries at all resource
levels107,109,110,126,127. Taking this issue seriously means reducing cardiovascular and pulmonary as well as suicide risk factors, again tasks that are more feasible in primary and community care settings.
Proposal 2. Health care services need to recognize the far
lower life expectancy among people with mental disorders,
and develop and evaluate new methods to reduce this
health disparity.
It is clear that stigma and discrimination act as a pervasive
influence that affects all levels of planning and implementation of treatments and services related to mental health. Yet,
there is now an evidence base that contact-based interventions are effective to reduce stigma48,128-130. The implication
for community mental health is the need for population-level
and community-level platforms to use contact-based interventions to reduce stigma and discrimination.
Proposal 3. Evidence-based interventions need to be provided in the long term at the population and community
levels to reduce stigma and discrimination experienced by
people with mental illness.
Part of the explanation for the mental health gap is that the
services provided are often seen by people with mental illness
and their carers as being inaccessible or unacceptable. Indeed, scaling up mental health care means paying attention
both to the quantity and to the quality of care available131,132.
While the question of institutionalization has usually been
described within hospital settings, human rights issues also
need to be quality assured within community mental health
services133.
Proposal 4. Mental health staff should provide care that
service users (and their family members) find accessible
and acceptable.
The available evidence shows that a reasonable portfolio of
mental health services, for example for a district or for a
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Table 2 References to mental health in Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)144
Mental health is included in the Principles of the SDGs (formally called the “Declaration”)
 To promote physical and mental health and well-being, and to extend life expectancy for all, we must achieve universal health coverage and access

to quality health care (Paragraph 7)
 We are committed to the prevention and treatment of non-communicable diseases, including behavioral, developmental and neurological disor-

ders, which constitute a major challenge for sustainable development (Paragraph 26)
Mental health is included within Goal 3 in three targets
 By 2030, reduce by one third premature mortality from non-communicable diseases through prevention and treatment and promote mental health

and well-being (Target 3.4)
 Strengthen the prevention and treatment of substance abuse, including narcotic drug abuse and harmful use of alcohol (Target 3.5)
 Achieve universal health coverage, including financial risk protection, access to quality essential health-care services and access to safe, effective,

quality and affordable essential medicines and vaccines for all (Target 3.8)

region, will need to include provision of both (limited) inpatient care, and a range of outpatient and community services,
according to the resources available17.
Proposal 5. Mental health care should consist of a
careful balance of hospital and community care, with
most care provided at or near to people’s homes.
Value for money in providing treatments to people with
mental illness means both investing in evidence-based care,
and disinvesting in harmful, ineffective or less-effective interventions. At present, in countries of all resource level, understanding of how to implement good practice is not well
developed134-136.
Proposal 6. Mental health planners, both in times of economic growth and recession, should invest in treatments
known to be effective, and disinvest from treatments
known to be ineffective or even harmful.
There is a particular need to pay attention to how far people
with mental illness control their own treatment and care plans,
as in most countries worldwide forms of involuntary or compulsory treatment are commonly practiced. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disability sets
out a framework which can be used to improve the respect of
human rights of people with mental illness (referred to in this
context as person with psychosocial disabilities)137. Within
both hospital- and community-based services, an important
issue is how far patients/consumers actively participate in
treatment through joint decision making processes.
Proposal 7. Health care staff and service users should
develop and evaluate methods to improve shared decision
making.
In several countries, high- and low-income ones, a wide
range of health care practitioners from non-Western traditions
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provide health care related interventions138, yet there are a
number of challenges at present to an integrated approach,
namely: a) the pathways to such practitioners for people with
mental illnesses have not been documented in a systematic
way; b) the methods of assessment and case formulation are
rarely described, nor how far Western and non-Western staff
cross-refer patients; c) the numbers of people receiving such
care (and so their contribution to overall treatment coverage)
is unknown; d) the nature of the interventions delivered is
sometimes not described; e) the outcomes of care may not
have been examined by scientific methods; and so f) the costeffectiveness of such treatments is frequently unknown.
Indeed, official statements of mental health policy, for example in national mental health plans, rarely even acknowledge
the existence of the non-state funded health care providers and
sectors. In our view, therefore, a great deal now needs to be
done to clarify these issues and to find effective methods to
bring non-Western health care staff into a wider and integrated
mental health care system139-141. More and more detailed work
is needed to identify the relative strengths of these various
approaches, and how Western and non-Western tradition practitioners can form providers’ networks, including cross-referral
patterns, for the benefit of patients.
Proposal 8. Health care practitioners (of Western and nonWestern traditions) should take practical steps to see each
other as partners in an integrated system that increases
the total amount of mental health care available, while
ensuring that only effective and acceptable treatments are
provided.
Many reports from service users and service user advocacy
groups highlight that therapeutic pessimism from health care
staff, whether hospital or community based, can itself be a factor promoting worse clinical outcome142. The social movement related to recovery has identified this feature of mental
health staff, in particular, as hindering clinical progress143.
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Proposal 9. Mental health services should develop dedicated
programs for recovery: this implies that staff understand an
individual’s personal recovery goals and fully support their
achievement.

10.
11.

12.

Mental health has recently been given a greater relative
importance by the United Nations, as it has been clearly
referred to within the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
and their related targets and indicators144-148 (see Table 2). In
the period until 2030, the development of global mental health
will be advanced by embedding mental health initiatives, as
far as possible, into wider SDG-related investments, so as to
improve mental health both directly and indirectly.
Proposal 10. Developments to improve mental health will
be enhanced by: a) increasing mental health care delivery;
b) strengthening health systems (particularly providing
integrated care for people with long-term conditions); c)
investing in platforms to deliver population-level and
community-level interventions; and d) embedding evidencebased measures into global SDG-related activities that
will promote mental health and prevent mental illness.
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INSIGHTS

The four basic components of psychoanalytic technique
and derived psychoanalytic psychotherapies
Four aspects jointly determine the very essence of psychoanalytic technique: interpretation, transference analysis, technical neutrality, and countertransference analysis.
Interpretation is the verbal communication by the analyst
of the hypothesis of an unconscious conflict that seems to
have dominantly emerged now in the patient’s communication in the therapeutic encounter. In general, interpretation of
a defense or a defensive relationship initiates the interpretative
process, followed by the interpretation of the context, or the
impulsive relationship against which the defense was erected,
and the analysis of the motivation for this defensive process.
Interpretative interventions may be classified into: a) clarification, by which the analyst attempts to clarify what is consciously going on in the patient’s mind; b) confrontation, that
is, tactful bringing into awareness nonverbal aspects of the
patient’s behavior; and c) interpretation proper, the analyst’s
proposed hypothesis of the unconscious meaning that relates
all these aspects of the patient’s communication to each other.
This condensing hypothesis is interpretation “in the here
and now”, to be followed or completed with interpretation “in
the there and then”, that is, the genetic aspects of interpretation that refer to the patient’s past, and link the unconscious
aspects of the present with the unconscious aspects of the past.
Transference may be defined as the unconscious repetition
in the here and now of pathogenic conflicts from the past, and
the analysis of transference is the main source of specific
change brought about by psychoanalytic treatment.
The classical concept of transference analysis has been
expanded significantly by the concept of the analysis of the
“total transference” proposed by the Kleinian approach1. This
involves a systematic analysis of the transference implications
of the patient’s total verbal and nonverbal manifestations in
the hours as well as the patient’s direct and implicit communicative efforts to influence the analyst in a certain direction,
and the consistent exploration of the transference implications
of material from the patient’s external life that, at any point,
he/she brings into the session.
The inclusion of a systematic consideration of the patient’s
total functioning at the point of the activation of a predominant transference points to an important implicit consequence
of transference interpretation, i.e., the analysis of character.
Defensive characterological patterns tend to become dominant transference resistances and lend themselves to systematic analysis leading to characterological modification. This is
a significant effect of psychoanalytic treatment, surprisingly
underemphasized in the literature.
Technical neutrality tends to be misinterpreted as a recommendation for an analyst’s distant, uninvolved attitude, “a
mirror to the patient’s presentations”. In essence, it simply
refers to the analyst’s not taking sides in the patient’s activated
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internal conflicts, remaining equidistant, as A. Freud2 put it,
from the patient’s id, ego, and super ego, and from his/her external reality. Technical neutrality, in addition, implies the analyst’s
not attempting to influence the patient with his/her own value
systems. S. Freud’s early metaphor of the analyst as a “mirror”
clearly was questioned by himself, and he protested against a
view of analytic objectivity as “disgruntled indifference”3.
Technical neutrality also implies the concept of “abstinence”,
in the sense that the analytic relationship should not be utilized
for the gratification of libidinal or aggressive impulses of the
patient or the analyst. In contrast, technical neutrality does not
imply the concept of “anonymity”, a questionable development
in psychoanalytic thinking in the 1950s, importantly related, in
my view, to authoritarian pressures within psychoanalytic education, and the related institutionally fostered idealization of the
training analyst, who should not show any usual personal
human characteristic to the patient. This idealization of the analyst has been sharply criticized in recent years, particularly by
the relational school.
Technical neutrality implies a natural and sincere approach
to the patient within general socially appropriate behavior, as
part of which the analyst avoids all references or focus upon
his/her own life interests or problems. The analyst cannot
avoid that personal features emerge in the treatment situation,
and do become the source of transference reactions. The
patient’s realistic reaction to realistic aspects of the analyst’s
behavior should not be considered a transference reaction: not
everything is transference! Maintaining the definition of transference as an inappropriate reaction to the reality presented by
the analyst, that reflects the activation of the patient’s unconscious conflicts, should differentiate transference from other
patient’s realistic reactions to natural, as well as idiosyncratic,
aspects of the treatment situation.
Countertransference is the analyst’s total, moment-to-moment
emotional reaction to the patient and to the particular material
that the patient presents. The contemporary view of countertransference is that of a complex formation co-determined by
the analyst’s reaction to the patient’s transference, to the reality
of the patient’s life, to the reality of the analyst’s life, and to specific transference dispositions activated in the analyst as a reaction to the patient and his/her material.
Under ordinary circumstances, countertransference mostly is
determined by the vicissitudes of the transference, and as such,
the analyst’s emotional reactions may fluctuate significantly
within each session. In contrast to acute fluctuations of the
countertransference, chronic distortions of the analyst’s internal
attitude toward the patient usually indicate significant difficulties in the analyst’s understanding of the transference. They often
point to a stalemate in the analytic situation that the analyst may
need to resolve outside the actual times of analytic sessions
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with the patient, through self-exploration or consultation. Serious characterological difficulties of the analyst may contribute
to such chronic countertransference distortions, but most frequently they relate to more limited difficulties in his/her understanding and interpretations and are related to particular
developments in the transference4.
Full internal tolerance of countertransference reactions,
including regressive fantasies about specific relations with the
patient, may be followed by the analyst’s internal exploration
of the meanings of his/her reaction in terms of the present
transference situation, and thus prepare the road for transference analysis.
This is an overall outline of the basic aspects that, I suggest,
essentially define psychoanalytic technique, and that may be
applied to the analysis of various developments in the analytic

situation, such as the analysis of dreams, character, acting out,
and repetition compulsion, all of which, in the end, will culminate in transference analysis.
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Functional remediation: the pathway from remission to recovery in
bipolar disorder
Bipolar disorder is not just a mood disorder. Patients nowadays do not just want to feel well, they want to do well because
they want to be well. This is equivalent to say that the critical
endpoint is not anymore mere improvement, nor even remission, but recovery. The current therapeutic armamentarium,
consisting of traditional drugs such as lithium, plus anticonvulsants, antipsychotics and, in some cases, antidepressants,
has made remission an achievable goal for many patients with
bipolar disorder. Illness-focused psychological interventions,
such as psychoeducation, have helped many to stay well for
longer periods of time, and in some cases, indefinitely. But
many patients with bipolar disorder stay there, more or less
feeling well, but not doing well at all. Many take their medicines, after having learnt that stopping them leads to relapse
and misery and, in addition, more medication, but are unable
to get their jobs back or to finish their studies. Many live on
the ashes of what used to be their social life before everything
was gone with the fire of the illness.
For a long time, the assumption was that recovery was difficult due to social factors, stigma and discrimination. And
those are indeed powerful reasons for many to feel socially
disabled. But we also learnt that the illness itself carries an
increased vulnerability to stress and cognitive difficulties,
which were historically neglected, and that those problems
persist over time beyond clinical remission.
Functional remediation is an intervention that aims to fill
the gap between remission and recovery. Obviously inspired
by traditional neurocognitive remediation techniques, such
as those that have worked well in brain damage and other
neuropsychiatric conditions, its major feature is that it
focuses on functioning rather than cognition1.
The intervention has, therefore, a neurocognitive and psychosocial background including modeling techniques, role
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playing, self-instructions, verbal instructions, and positive
reinforcement, together with metacognition, with objective
functioning as the main target. It includes education on cognitive deficits and their impact on daily life, and provides
strategies to manage deficiencies across several cognitive
domains, such as attention, memory and executive functions. The family and caregivers can also be involved in the
process to facilitate the practice of these strategies at home
and for reinforcement2.
Functional remediation is not a mere sensible proposal. It
is manualized and evidence-based. The first randomized,
controlled trial to test it has been published3 and is now
being replicated. The primary outcome was the improvement in global, clinician-rated measure of psychosocial
functioning. A total of 268 outpatients were enrolled across
10 academic sites in Spain. After 21 weekly group sessions,
functional remediation improved aspects related to work
functioning and interpersonal abilities, increasing personal
autonomy and reducing financial dependence.
The intervention works for patients with bipolar I and bipolar II disorder as well, and the positive effects last at least 6
months beyond the final session of the program4. In its current
format, it is intended for late-stage bipolar disorder, but with
some modifications it could be tailored to enhance cognitive
reserve5 and prevent further progression of cognitive and
functional impairment in patients at early stages. Hence, there
is great potential in designing an intervention combining psychoeducation and functional remediation with focus on early
stages and prevention of further morbidity and mortality.
As Insel6 has questioned, is it realistic to expect conditions
as complex as psychotic, mood or anxiety disorders to respond
to a singular intervention? Bipolar disorder, perhaps the most
polymorphic and complex of all psychiatric conditions, clearly
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needs a multidisciplinary and integrative approach, combining the best of drug therapy, biophysical techniques, and psychosocial interventions.
A common criticism that is made to sophisticated and
lengthy psychotherapies is that they are difficult to implement in a community-care based system and may not be
cost-effective. There have been several attempts to reduce
the length and intensity of evidence-based psychoeducational packages, but most of those are unpublished because
they failed. There is often a “wishful thinking” background in
those aiming at designing an intervention that is effective
and brief. It would be like learning a second language or to
play a musical instrument with only a few sessions.
Cost-effectiveness is an issue but, if one counts indirect
costs, it is likely that any intervention that works is actually
cost-effective, especially when occupational outcome is concerned. There is some hypocrisy and discrimination in restricting access to sophisticated psychotherapies when access to
complex and very expensive medical procedures, such as
transplantation, is granted for most patients in the Western
world. The paradox is that you can have a liver transplantation
if you are 69 years old and abstinent for 3 months, but you
cannot have access to the (psycho)therapy that will keep you
abstinent for the rest of your life. Once again, there is no
health without mental health.
Functional remediation is not just a fashionable therapy
for bipolar disorder. Across the 21 sessions, the patients are
walked through plenty of practical challenges and exercises
that help them in improving their interpersonal, social and
occupational skills. A major strength of this approach is that
it fills the gap between neurocognitive processes and social
skills, bringing in neuroscience to the traditional scope of
social therapies. Hence, changes in the ability to deactivate
the default mode network under neurocognitive challenges
are expected in bipolar patients who have received this sort
of therapy, and studies are ongoing to confirm that.
It is happening in many fields within psychiatry that traditional outcomes, such as psychotic, depressive, manic or
anxious symptoms, are being replaced or perhaps upgraded
with other targets that are more closely correlated with functioning7. Neurocognitive symptoms are the best example.
Conditions such as major depression, which were never the

focus of neuropsychological assessment except to exclude
patients at risk of dementia, are now being studied using not
only mood, but also processing speed, executive function
and memory as primary outcomes8. Neuroimaging and neuropsychological assessments, among other biomarkers, will
be increasingly incorporated into clinical trials. Clinical staging will become part of routine assessment9. The growing
interest in distal outcomes such as functioning as opposed
to quality of life or symptoms will run in parallel with molecular and translational psychopathology10 and the explosion
of personalized medicine as applied to mental health.
Functional remediation is a novel psychosocial intervention
that has been found to improve the outcome of patients with
bipolar disorder. In contrast with patient and family psychoeducation, cognitive-behavioral therapy, and interpersonal social
rhythm therapy, the focus of this intervention is not improvement of mood or relapse prevention, but psychosocial adjustment. It proved to be effective in reducing global disability and
enhancing interpersonal and occupational functioning. Albeit
considered a therapy for late-stage, functionally impaired bipolar
patients, there is huge interest in tailoring it for the prevention of
cognitive and psychosocial impairment in recently diagnosed
patients, following the principle that prevention is better than
cure. The final aim is to allow people with bipolar disorder not
only to feel well, but to do well and to be well. Getting closer.
Eduard Vieta, Carla Torrent
Bipolar Unit, Hospital Clinic, University of Barcelona, IDIBAPS, CIBERSAM, Barcelona,
Catalonia, Spain
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Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy for relapse prophylaxis in
mood disorders
Relapse and recurrence are common and debilitating aspects of major depressive disorder. Furthermore, the risk of
developing a chronic course of illness increases with each
successive episode and, even among patients who achieve clinical remission, residual depressive symptoms are commonly
reported. Maintenance antidepressant monotherapy is effective
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as long as it is continued, yet in practice side effect burden,
tachyphylaxis, safety concerns and premature discontinuation
can combine to push non-compliance rates as high as 40%1.
Alternatives to long-term antidepressant monotherapy, especially those addressing mood outcomes in a broader context of wellbeing, may appeal to patients wary of continued intervention.
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Studies have shown that, for a number of recovered depressed patients, mild dysphoria activates patterns of ruminative self-focus that can maintain and intensify the dysphoric
state2. The task of relapse prevention, therefore, can be to
pre-empt the establishment of these dysfunctional patterns.
Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) was designed to
achieve this aim by teaching formerly depressed patients how
to be more aware of negative thoughts and feelings at times of
potential relapse/recurrence, and to respond to those thoughts
and feelings in ways that allow them to disengage from treating them as facts or identifying them with one’s sense of selfworth. In order to increase its potential cost-efficiency, this
strategy was designed as a group skills training approach rather than as an individual psychological therapy.
The MBCT program3 integrates the practice of mindfulness
meditation with the tools of cognitive therapy (CT). A significant component consists of formal meditation exercises such
as the body scan, sitting and walking meditations, as well as
mindful movement in the form of gentle yoga and stretching.
The generalization of mindfulness skills to aspects of everyday
life is supported through informal practices such as mindful
eating; noticing body sensations, affect and thoughts during
pleasant and unpleasant experiences; as well as taking a mindful approach to aspects of one’s daily routine which are typically completed on “automatic pilot”. A novel aspect is the
addition of the “three-minute breathing space”, a brief centering meditation exercise designed for use during times of emotional challenges or stress. The CT components include
psychoeducation about depressive symptoms and discussion
of the cognitive model, including automatic thoughts, and
how thoughts are impacted by situations and moods. Participants are also encouraged to identify activities that generate a
sense of pleasure or mastery, to be implemented during times
of low mood.
The first four sessions of the 8-week program provide a
framework for patients to learn to approach present moment
experiences in a non-judgmental way. This message is conveyed tacitly through the formal meditation practices, which
promote learning to focus (and re-focus as needed) attentional
resources to anchors such as the breath and bodily sensations.
This process facilitates the ability to observe the structure of
one’s internal experience as it arises in a given moment, with
the intention not to judge the content, knowing that the
“judgment” or “reaction” component of one’s experience can
be more detrimental than the raw experience itself. The skill to
deconstruct experience in this way is then applied to depression, using exercises from CT that underscore how reactions to
given situations can be colored by thought and interpretation.
Thus, the understanding is cultivated that thoughts are not
facts, and that thoughts, feelings and body sensations are
often transient and dynamic aspects of experience.
In the fourth session, psychoeducation specific to depressive illness is formally introduced. In addition to information
surrounding the nature of commonly discussed depressive
symptoms (neurovegetative and mood), the types of negative
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thinking that are associated with depression are explored.
Thus, individuals are encouraged to build upon their ability to
detect the early warning signs of relapse, and to identify their
unique “relapse signatures”.
The latter four sessions of the program emphasize the development of a thoughtful and flexible response style for dealing
with the signs and symptoms of relapse. The theme “thoughts
are not facts” is the focus in the sixth session, which employs a
CT exercise to illustrate how readily mood can impact thoughts.
In the seventh session, relapse prevention strategies drawn from
CT are discussed. The groundwork is laid for an individualized
relapse prevention plan for each participant that includes the
involvement of family members in an early warning system,
keeping a list of highly effective pleasure and mastery activities,
as well as noting familiar automatic thoughts and cognitive
themes that have preceded relapse in the past.
Randomized controlled trials evaluating MBCT efficacy have
found it to be superior to treatment as usual4 and to perform as
well as continuation antidepressant pharmacotherapy5 in preventing depression relapse/recurrence. These outcomes are
supported by a meta-analysis6 reporting a relative risk reduction of 34% for those receiving MBCT. Of particular interest is
that patients with recurrent depression (three or more past episodes) are more likely to benefit from treatment than those
who have experienced only one or two episodes of illness.
In a recent study of 424 patients who were on a therapeutic
dose of maintenance antidepressant pharmacotherapy, one
half continued on this therapeutic regimen, while the other
half was randomized to MBCT and discontinued their medication7. There were no differences in relapse/recurrence rates
between the two groups (47% antidepressant vs. 44% MBCT)
over a two year follow-up.
These findings, among others, have supported the adoption
of MBCT within a broader matrix of mental health treatments
for mood disorders. For example, the UK National Institute of
Health and Care Excellence (NICE) Guidelines for preventing
depressive recurrence include a recommendation to provide
MBCT for patients who have experienced more than two prior
depressive episodes.
It is surprising that relatively little is known about how
MBCT prevention effects occur. According to one recent
review, the most reliable pattern of change predicting outcome
in MBCT is bivariate in nature: increases in mindfulness and
metacognitive awareness of emotions are matched by decreases
in rumination and worry8. These findings are consistent with
qualitative interviews of patients, who describe developing a
different type of relationship to sad moods, rather than their
elimination altogether.
Expanding MBCT’s public health impact will require addressing two outstanding issues. First, MBCT faces challenges
to dissemination that are common to all psychotherapeutic
treatments, including service costs, waiting lists, travel time
and a shortage of trained therapists. Web-based psychological
interventions offer one solution to many of these barriers.
Mindful mood balance (MMB) is an online treatment which
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provides high fidelity and widespread access to the core benefits of the in-person MBCT program9. Second, a clear understanding of the type and amount of practice required to
achieve positive clinical outcomes still eludes the field. Perhaps the most reliable finding is that program benefits have
been associated with formal (30-40 min) compared to informal
(3-5 min) mindfulness practice10. As the evidence base evolves,
it can be expected that the establishment of competency standards for clinicians working within the MBCT model will yield
more targeted recommendations regarding optimum levels of
practice density.
Zindel V. Segal, Le-Anh Dinh-Williams
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Bodily distress disorder in ICD-11: problems and prospects
Classifying the disorders associated with burdensome somatic concerns has been a challenging exercise in psychiatric
nosology1. The classifications of these conditions in ICD-10
and DSM-IV have not fared much better than earlier attempts2.
Even though not exactly identical, these classifications were
broadly similar and criticisms of either system are therefore
generally applicable to both. Among the most salient criticisms
are those relating to their utility in routine clinical practice.
These include the rarity of the major categories of the group,
both in the community and in general clinical practice, as well
as the evidence suggesting poor diagnostic reliability3.
A central feature of the definition of these disorders, that
the symptoms are not due to physical or medical causes, has
been criticized for being unreliable and for posing a fundamental nosological problem: defining a disorder on the basis
of the absence of a feature rather than the presence of a problem4. Labels assigned to burdensome somatic preoccupations
that have come to be seen as pejorative create another problem for clinical utility. Some patients object to the term
“somatoform”, which they think may imply that their symptoms are of doubtful clinical importance and are “in their
heads” or not real. Furthermore, the notion that the symptoms
are medically unexplained is often rejected by patients as
essentially an issue of detection.
As part of the activities designed to lead to the approval of
ICD-11 by the World Health Assembly in 2018, the World Health
Organization, through its International Advisory Group5, constituted the Somatic Distress and Dissociative Disorders Working Group, which, among other tasks, was asked to propose
changes to the section on somatoform disorders in ICD-10. The
Working Group has proposed a new and much simplified category of bodily distress disorder, which replaces all of ICD-10
categories within the group of somatoform disorders (F45.0)
and, to a large extent, neurasthenia (F48.0), bringing these
together under a single category. The only ICD-10 somatoform
condition excluded from BDD is hypochondriasis (F45.2).
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In the proposed new classification, bodily distress disorder
is defined as “characterized by the presence of bodily symptoms that are distressing to the individual and excessive attention directed toward the symptoms, which may be manifest by
repeated contact with health care providers. If a medical condition is causing or contributing to the symptoms, the degree
of attention is clearly excessive in relation to its nature and
progression. Excessive attention is not alleviated by appropriate clinical examination and investigations and appropriate
reassurance. Bodily symptoms and associated distress are persistent, being present on most days for at least several months,
and are associated with significant impairment in personal,
family, social, educational, occupational or other important
areas of functioning. Typically, the disorder involves multiple
bodily symptoms that may vary over time. Occasionally there
is a single symptom – usually pain or fatigue – that is associated with the other features of the disorder” (this is the proposed
brief definition for bodily distress disorder; for the format of
ICD-11 diagnostic guidelines, see First et al6).
Responding to the same set of criticisms, the DSM-5 created a new grouping called Somatic Symptom and Related Disorders, in which the prototypic condition is somatic symptom
disorder. Even though this diagnosis can be given to a condition with “one or more somatic symptoms”, it nevertheless
requires that “excessive thoughts, feelings, or behaviors are
related to the somatic symptoms or associated health concerns”. Specifically, for a diagnosis of somatic symptom disorder, at least one of three psychological criteria should be
present: health anxiety, disproportionate and persistent concerns about the medical seriousness of the symptoms, and
excessive time and energy devoted to the symptoms or health
concerns.
In both the proposed bodily distress disorder and somatic
symptom disorder, the most fundamental revision has been
the abolition of the distinction between medically explained
and medically unexplained somatic complaints. On the other
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hand, there are now specific psychological criteria that need to
be fulfilled before the diagnosis can be given. The revised classifications thus address the problem of defining somatoform
disorders on the basis of the absence of a feature (a physical or
medical cause) by specifying the features that must be present,
such as distress and excessive thoughts and behaviors7.
Dropping the criterion of “medically unexplained” is not
without its consequences and has been criticized in somatic
symptom disorder. It has been argued that patients with medical conditions and with a justifiable reason for somatic complaints may receive an inappropriate psychiatric diagnosis,
with the possibility of associated stigma8. The specification in
bodily distress disorder that “if a medical condition is causing
or contributing to the symptoms, the degree of attention is
clearly excessive in relation to its nature and progression” is
meant to address this concern.
A single somatic symptom may lead to a diagnosis of bodily
distress disorder or somatic symptom disorder. A good justification for this revision is that a single symptom, for example
pain, may sometimes be as bothersome as multiple somatic
symptoms. However, the point has been made that this lowering of the threshold for the diagnosis may lead to an inappropriate labeling of apparently healthy persons as having a
psychological disorder8. This concern is addressed in bodily
distress disorder by the requirement that other features, in
particular associated psychological features, as well as significant functional impairment, be present before the diagnosis is
given. Also, further information is provided in the proposed
diagnostic guidelines that seeks to delineate mild bodily distress disorder from normal somatic concerns which may exist
in the community and do not require clinical attention.
One of the important differences between the proposed
ICD-11 and the DSM-5 approaches is the name of the prototype disorder. While the DSM-5 has retained the word “somatic”, the proposed ICD category has avoided this term
altogether. While no label can prevent completely the risk of
negative connotations and misinterpretations, a more descriptive label that avoids the term “somatic” might prove more
acceptable to both patients and primary care clinicians.
While the DSM-5 has retained hypochondriasis (or health
anxiety) within the cluster of Somatic Symptom and Related
Disorders, the current proposal for ICD-11 has placed hypochondriasis within the grouping of Obsessive-Compulsive and
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Related Disorders. The position of DSM-5 is supported by evidence suggesting a high co-occurrence of hypochondriasis
with somatization disorder as well as shared cognitive perceptual styles between the two conditions. On the other hand, the
position of the ICD-11 Working Group is supported by findings
associating repetitive cognition and behaviors as well as taskrelated neural activation patterns on brain imaging with hypochondriasis1. Also, there is evidence that, unlike somatization
disorders, hypochondriasis responds to some treatments used
for obsessive-compulsive and related disorders9.
The new proposals for bodily distress disorder are being
systematically tested in the field studies conducted as part of
the ICD revision process. These studies include Internetbased approaches, in which a large number of clinicians participate through the Global Clinical Practice Network (http://
gcp.network), as well field studies conducted in clinical settings. It is hoped that the findings from the field studies will
provide opportunities for a further strengthening of the utility
and validity of the classification of burdensome somatic concerns in ICD-11 prior to its approval by the World Health
Assembly.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Psychodynamic therapy of obsessive-compulsive disorder: principles
of a manual-guided approach
Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is a chronic disabling
disorder characterized by recurrent obsessions and uncontrolled compulsions. Recent research suggests that OCD is
more common than assumed before1. Cognitive-behavioral
therapy and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors have been
shown to be equally efficacious in OCD2, but with rates
between 50% and 60% for response and 25% or below for
remission3. Thus, further development of efficacious treatments is required.
Despite the long clinical tradition of describing and treating
OCD from a psychodynamic perspective, no evidence-based
psychodynamic treatment exists. Recent research on anxiety disorders, however, suggests that manual-guided short-term psychodynamic therapy (STPP) may be a promising approach4.
Building on STPP for anxiety disorders, a model of STPP for
OCD was developed which is based on Luborsky’s supportiveexpressive therapy5. The treatment consists of twelve modules
which include both the characteristic elements of supportiveexpressive therapy (i.e., focus on the core conflictual relationship theme, CCRT, and on the helping alliance) and additional
disorder-specific treatment elements. In the following the treatment is briefly described.
At the beginning of treatment, the CCRT associated with the
symptoms of OCD is assessed. A CCRT encompasses three components: a wish (W, e.g. aggressive or sexual impulses), a response
from others (RO, e.g. to be condemned), and a response of the self
(RS, e.g. obsessions and/or compulsions)5. Focusing on the CCRT,
the therapist relates the patient’s OCD symptoms (RS) to his or
her wishes (or impulses and affects, W) and to the (expected)
responses by others (RO). The CCRT is presented to the patient as
his or her “OCD formula”. This formula allows patients to understand their pattern of anxiety and OCD reactions. It translates the
patient’s symptoms into (internal and external) interpersonal
relationships.
Enhancing the patient’s cognitive and emotional understanding of his or her symptoms and of the underlying CCRT represents the expressive (interpretive) element of SE therapy5. An
expressive intervention addressing the CCRT for Shakespeare’s
Lady Macbeth’s compulsive washing may be6: “As we have seen
your compulsive washing (RS) is related to your aggression, the
murder of Duncan (W), and to your feelings of guilt (internalized RO). By your compulsive washing rituals, you are trying to
make your deed undone and to get relief from your guilt feelings. . . By washing your hands again and again, you are replacing moral purity by physical cleanness”.
During treatment, the CCRT and its components are worked
through in present and past relationships, including the “here
and now” relationship with the therapist. Consistent with available evidence7, working through the CCRT can be expected to
improve the patients’ understanding of their conflicts, to reduce
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their OCD symptoms and to help them in developing more
adaptive behaviors (RS). Both within and between sessions,
patients are asked to work on their OCD formula, that is to monitor their emotions including their bodily components and to
identify the components of the CCRT that lead to anxiety and
OCD. Doing so, patients may achieve a better understanding
and awareness of their OCD symptoms and a sense of control
(i.e., not being helpless towards OCD), the latter being of particular importance for OCD patients.
Establishing a secure therapeutic alliance is regarded as the
central ingredient of the supportive element of the intervention.
Luborsky5 has formulated several principles for establishing a
secure alliance, e.g. conveying a sense of understanding and acceptance or recognizing the patient’s growing ability to work on
his or her problems in the same way the therapist does.
In order to tailor the treatment specifically to OCD, we integrated disorder-specific treatment elements that proved to be
clinically helpful in OCD into the manual-guided model of
STPP8. They encompass, for example:
 Differentiating between thinking and acting (e.g., “If you
have sexual wishes towards these young women, this does
not imply that you have actually committed adultery”).
 Mitigating the rigid and hyper-strict super-ego (conscience)
typically characteristic of OCD patients8 (e.g., by not condemning the patient for his or her sexual or aggressive
impulses; by encouraging the patient to resist against the
super-ego’s strict demands7). The super-ego can be regarded a part of the RO component of the CCRT.
 Freud’s original recommendation to induce OCD patients to
face the feared situation and to use the aroused experiences
to work on the underlying conflict9, in other words on the
CCRT. The therapist may do so by saying, for example:
“When you have these sexual (aggressive, etc.) thoughts
towards young women, you get afraid that something terrible will happen to your wife. By carrying out your rituals
you are trying to prevent this. We need to work on your
expectation which entails not performing your rituals and
tolerating the fear – and ultimately see what happens”.
Further modules include: a) informing the patient about the
disorder and the treatment, b) addressing ambivalence and setting treatment goals, c) establishing an encouraging inner dialogue, d) addressing (potential) non-response and resistance,
and e) focusing on termination and relapse prevention.
We are planning to test the presented approach in a randomized controlled trial.
Falk Leichsenring, Christiane Steinert
Department of Psychosomatics and Psychotherapy, University of Giessen, Giessen,
Germany
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The social defeat hypothesis of schizophrenia: issues
of measurement and reverse causality
Eleven years ago, two of us1 published the social defeat hypothesis of schizophrenia, in an attempt to find a common
denominator for several schizophrenia risk factors. The hypothesis posits that the long-term experience of being excluded from
the majority group leads to an increased baseline activity and/
or sensitization of the mesolimbic dopamine system, putting
the individual at increased risk for the disorder1,2.
The hypothesis may explain to a certain degree why a history of migration, membership of a disadvantaged ethnic minority group (e.g., African-American ethnicity), urban upbringing,
low IQ, childhood trauma, drug abuse, hearing impairment,
homosexuality3,4, and perhaps also autism are schizophrenia
risk factors.
We noted that the experience of defeat is neither a specific
nor a sufficient or necessary risk factor for schizophrenia, and
that other factors, including genetic vulnerability, co-participate
in determining the nature of the outcome. Interestingly, neuroreceptor imaging studies reported evidence of dopamine sensitization in non-psychotic subjects with hearing impairment or with
a history of childhood trauma, thus supporting the hypothesis5,6.
However, there are at least two good reasons to criticize the hypothesis. First, it is difficult to measure social defeat in humans,
because assessments based on interviews or questionnaires are
biased by a tendency to give socially desirable replies. Second,
one could argue that many children who go on to develop schizophrenia exhibit motor, cognitive and social impairments and that
social defeat, therefore, is not a causal factor, but a consequence
of a disorder in neurodevelopment, already present before the
onset of psychosis and mainly driven by genetic factors.
As for the first issue, we recognize that the social defeat hypothesis is based on an interpretation of group comparisons
(e.g., migrants versus natives, deaf subjects versus normal hearing
individuals) and that we do not know with certainty whether individuals who develop schizophrenia are more “defeated” than
others. This situation entails the risk of an ecological fallacy,
which would be the case if, for example, successful migrants were
found to be at equal risk of schizophrenia as non-successful
migrants. However, we contend that the social defeat hypothesis
is the most viable interpretation of the available data. The pattern
of findings for ethnic minorities in Europe, for example, shows
the highest risks for the least successful and most discriminated
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groups: African-Caribbeans and Black Africans in the UK, Inuit in
Denmark and Moroccan-Dutch in the Netherlands.
As to the second point of criticism, we agree that schizophrenia likely “begins” long before the onset of psychosis. Studies of
the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental Cohort, for example,
have shown that individuals aged 11 to 21 years who endorse
psychotic symptoms (but do not meet the criteria for schizophrenia) are cognitively delayed, have a diminished whole brain
grey matter volume, and grey matter volume deficits in frontal,
temporal and parietal cortex7. It is true that these individuals
are more likely to develop schizophrenia than others. However,
given the fact that about 16% of all cohort members endorse
psychotic symptoms, it is also evident that the majority will not
develop the disorder and that motor, cognitive, social or anatomic impairments are merely risk factors or risk indicators of
disorder, not hallmarks.
We propose that the epidemiology of schizophrenia supports
a role for social exclusion, because it is unlikely that the genes
that contribute to a defective neurodevelopment also code for
migration, disadvantaged ethnic minority status, urban upbringing, low IQ, childhood trauma, drug abuse, homosexuality, hearing loss and autism. The social defeat hypothesis offers a more
parsimonious explanation for this pattern of findings and deserves further development and testing.
First, since only two studies examined the risk of schizophrenia among individuals with a non-heterosexual orientation, further investigations of this topic are required. The hypothesis can
also be tested in various other discriminated groups, such as
those who are physically less attractive, who harbor a congenital
or acquired handicap, a gender identity disorder, etc..
Second, it is important to examine whether “defeated” individuals who develop schizophrenia differ from other defeated
subjects in the way they cope with defeat. Are they more likely
to deny the very occurrence of defeat or do they attribute their
problems to external causes? If they deny any problem, can
implicit association tests reveal that they are implicitly aware
of an inferior position?
Third, it is possible to conduct experiments in the laboratory.
One can expose individuals to a negative evaluation or rejection
and examine which subjects react by developing an increase in
subclinical psychotic symptoms.
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Fourth, any of these approaches can be examined in models
of gene x social defeat interaction which, if apparent, would
add to the validity of the notion of “defeat” underlying environmental effects.
Finally, using neuroreceptor imaging, dopamine function
can be compared between non-psychotic members of excluded
and non-excluded groups. For example, a prospective study of
dopamine function among migrants, shortly after arrival and
after an interval of several years, and a comparison of the results
to those obtained from a native control group, would be most
informative.
In sum, the hypothesis seems to provide many promising
avenues for investigating epidemiological patterns that are still
lacking a satisfactory explanation.
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Self-Help Plus (SH1): a new WHO stress management package
Consistent with its recommendations for stress management interventions1, the World Health Organization (WHO)
has developed a new psychological intervention for managing
stress and coping with adversity. This new intervention is
intended to be relevant for coping with any type of adversity,
including chronic poverty, endemic community and genderbased violence, long-term armed conflict, and displacement.
It is especially targeted towards places with enormous needs
but limited humanitarian access, such as Syria and South Sudan.
Following exposure to adversity, rates of diverse mental
health problems and non-pathological distress increase. At the
same time, most people affected by adversity do not have
access to effective mental health and psychosocial support2.
Without mental health specialists on the ground, either for
direct service delivery or for training and supervising nonspecialists3,4, new approaches need to be established that can
be delivered without an extensive workforce for mental health.
SH1 was developed to address these needs. It does not
require much time from experts for implementation: instead,
it uses a guided self-help format and is delivered through a
pre-recorded audio course, complemented with bibliotherapy.
The potential of using a course to access hard-to-reach populations has been demonstrated previously5. Evidence for bibliotherapy is also promising6. Furthermore, research has found
that guided self-help programs produce better results than
“pure” (unguided) self-help, and the effects produced by guided self-help are surprisingly similar to face-to-face psychological treatment7. SH1 was designed to be relevant for large
segments of adversity-affected populations: it is intended to
be transdiagnostic, easily adaptable to different cultures and
languages, and both meaningful and safe for people with and
without mental disorders. The program was developed with
experts in psychological care and global mental health, and
colleagues in the humanitarian field. It underwent extensive
peer-review, with 43 external experts reviewing the intervention.
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The SH1 package has two components: a pre-recorded
course and a self-help book. Pre-recorded audio material
(locally adapted) is delivered across five 2-hour sessions and
in groups of 20 to 30 people. The audio material imparts key
information about stress management and guides participants
through individual exercises and small group discussions. A
written facilitator guide helps briefly trained non-specialist
facilitators to conduct the course using these audio materials.
To augment the course materials, an illustrated self-help book
reviews all essential content and concepts. The book – inspired
by an existing illustrated self-help guide8 – contains more than
400 illustrations and conveys key points with minimal text. It
was written to be useful both as a standalone product and as a
key resource for those participating in the course.
The format of SH1 is innovative in that it seeks to ensure
that key intervention components are delivered as intended
through the use of pre-recorded audio, without the burden of
extensive training and supervision. This mode of delivery
holds promise for helping hard-to-reach populations: the
package may be introduced in areas where a conventionally
delivered mental health intervention would not be feasible (e.g.,
remote areas, or areas where humanitarian access is limited).
SH1 is based on acceptance and commitment therapy
(ACT), a form of cognitive-behavioral therapy, with distinct features9. ACT is based on the concept that ongoing attempts to
suppress unwanted thoughts and feelings can paradoxically
make these problems worse. Instead, it emphasizes learning
new ways to accommodate difficult thoughts and feelings – primarily through mindfulness approaches – without letting them
dominate, while guiding people to take proactive steps towards
living in a way that is consistent with their values. ACT has been
shown to be useful for a range of mental health issues10 and has
been used successfully in a guided self-help format11.
Components of the SH1 package are currently being piloted
in Syria, with Syrian refugees in Turkey, and with South
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Sudanese refugees in northern Uganda. Initial feedback has
been positive. Funding has been secured for a full-scale randomized controlled trial to evaluate the SH1 course in Uganda
later this year.
Following evaluation and any necessary revisions, the SH1
package may become part of WHO’s growing collection of lowintensity psychological interventions. Thinking Healthy (for
perinatal depression)12 and Problem Management Plus (PM1;
delivered in face-to-face sessions)4 are the first two of this collection. Over the next five years, the WHO will design and rigorously test additional psychological interventions for different
age groups and using varying delivery models. Mental health
specialists will always be essential for supervision and for management of those for whom these interventions are insufficient.
Yet these potentially scalable intervention programs may reduce
reliance on scarce specialists, thereby hopefully making mental
health care more widely available to those in need.
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Alarming increase of suicide in a remote Indigenous Australian
population: an audit of data from 2005 to 2014
Early in 2016, a 10-year old Indigenous girl committed suicide in a remote desert community of Western Australia1. This
tragedy triggered national and international media attention,
followed by demands for increased resources to provide effective prevention of suicide in Indigenous Australians. Due to
the absence of any reliable reference information regarding
suicide trends, we conducted a de-identified retrospective
audit of suicide deaths in this region between 2005 and 2014.
Contemporaneous publications have described a worldwide increase in youth suicide, now among the top five causes
of mortality in the 15 to 19 year age group. Research in other
developed countries, including Canada and the US, has identified an Indigenous amplification of this phenomenon that
gained international attention2. In each of these countries,
Indigenous populations have their own unique history of
social and cultural turmoil and ongoing post-colonial discrimination and adjustment difficulties3.
Indigenous suicide appears to have been virtually unknown
in Australia for the first 100 years following European colonization of the country4. Our audit revealed that the Kimberley
region now has one of the highest rates of suicide in the world
(age-adjusted rate of 174 per 100,000 in 2014). This region
forms the northern-most part of the State of Western Australia,
comprising 500,000 km2 of coastline to inland desert. Approximately one third of the 35,000 population are Indigenous
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Australians, scattered in 200 communities of varying size,
many accessible only by air or dirt track, with poor living conditions and significantly low levels of education. Many have
experienced complex trauma, including displacement of family, and have relatives who were forcibly taken into state or foster care as a child – the “stolen generations”5,6. As the community mental health care provider covering the region, the
Kimberley Mental Health and Drug Service recorded details of
suicides in a de-identified register for the years 2005-2014.
These reports, which were made internally by staff and externally by other health services and the police, have now been
audited.
Reported suicides in previous decades amongst Indigenous
Australians in the region were as follows: 1 in the 1960s, 3 in
the 1970s, 21 in the 1980s and 46 in the 1990s7. Our register
recorded a total of 125 deaths during the period 2005-2014,
which is likely to be an underestimate. Of these, 102 (81%)
were identified as Indigenous Australians, and 91 (73%) were
male. This provided an age adjusted suicide rate of 74 per
100,000 in the region, in contrast to 10.6 per 100,000 for the
general Australian population in 2012, and 11.4 per 100,000
globally in the same year2.
Of the 102 Indigenous suicides, 69 (67%) were less than 30
years old, and 28 (27%) were less than 20 years old. Indigenous
child suicide increased dramatically during this period, with
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suicides in those aged 14 or under increasing from 1 in the first
five years (2005-2009) to 5 in the second five years (2010-2014).
When Indigenous suicides were stratified by month, there
was a seasonal variation, with increased suicides during the
“wet” tropical season. Only 30% of those who suicided had
previously engaged with, or been referred to, the Kimberley
Mental Health and Drug Service, suggesting that ICD-10 and
DSM-5 diagnoses of mental disorders may not be a good predictor of Indigenous suicide. Instead, impulsivity (possibly
due to alcohol and cannabis toxicity complicated by complex
trauma) has been identified and correlated to increased rates
of Indigenous suicide7. Hanging was the method of suicide in
88% of Indigenous cases.
Current responses to this problem, though well intentioned,
are fragmented and funded by various government programs.
A culturally informed, long-term, collaborative approach
focusing on resilience in young people may hold the key to
effective suicide prevention in the Kimberley region7,8. Cultural continuity factors identified in First Nations people in Canada have been associated with suicide prevention8. We recommend that further funding be focused on research and

development of effective Indigenous youth resilience programs that bolster cultural identity.
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Pathological gambling: a behavioral addiction
Pathological gambling, also referred to as gambling disorder,
has become the first recognized non-substance behavioral addiction in the DSM-5. In this classification, several disorders in the
heterogeneous DSM-IV category of Impulse Control Disorders
Not Elsewhere Classified were reclassified based on data gathered
during the time of DSM-IV. However, the DSM-5 classification
has generated controversy, with some academic opinion being in
favor of leaving pathological gambling in the chapter of impulse
control disorders (see, for example, Grant et al1 in this journal).
Here we provide a summary of the arguments that support
the classification of pathological gambling as an addictive disorder (the “pro” arguments) and address those arguments
raised by colleagues who favor a different nosology (the “con”
arguments). On the “pro” side, several commonalities between
pathological gambling and substance use disorders can be
highlighted. Among these commonalities are their similar neurobiological underpinnings of brain function and cognitive features2. They include similarities in aspects of reward processing
between pathological gambling and substance use disorders
which are distinct from impulse control disorders. While these
latter disorders have rewarding aspects for the individual1, this
reward is based on negative reinforcement: people have a feeling of relief after the act. In sharp contrast, substance-induced
addictions and gambling offer positive reinforcement, at least in
the early stages of the disease process2, when people report a
“kick” or a state of “flow”. Only at later stages, compulsive features and negative reinforcement predominate. Furthermore, an
increased salience of stimuli linked to problematic behavior is a
central feature shared by pathological gambling and substance
use disorders. In both conditions, reward anticipation is
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dysfunctional irrespective of the type of reward. Evidence suggests that individuals with gambling or substance use disorders
exhibit a hypo-responsive reward circuitry. These results
support the view that dopaminergic dysfunction constitutes a
common feature of both substance-related and behavioral addictions, although further research is warranted2.
Moreover, pathological gambling and substance use disorders
have similar diagnostic characteristics, and comorbidity rates are
high2. There is overlap in pharmacological and behavioral treatments. Shared genetic vulnerabilities between pathological gambling and substance use disorders exist3, and a co-aggregation of
pathological gambling and substance use disorder in first-degree
relatives of individuals with pathological gambling as compared
to controls’ relatives has been observed4.
Arguments against a classification of pathological gambling as
an addictive disorder, as for example outlined by Grant et al1, can
be refuted without the need of classifying pathological gambling
as an impulse control disorder. One of the arguments put forward
was that it is premature to consider pathological gambling as an
addiction given the finding of shared genetic vulnerability factors
between pathological gambling and major depression. We think
that the existence of these shared factors can be explained otherwise, given that mood disorders are the second most common co-occurring disorders in pathological gambling, after
substance use disorders. In addition, shared genetic liability
also exists between substance dependence (e.g., nicotine5,
cocaine6) and depression.
Another argument put forward1 is that no obvious clinical
utility exists for categorizing pathological gambling as an addiction because treatment approaches other than those used in the
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treatment of substance use disorders may be useful for that condition. Examples outlined are lithium and exposure therapies.
However, lithium has the potential to reduce excessive gambling
in all likelihood because of its effectiveness in treating comorbid
bipolar symptoms rather than pathological gambling per se7. We
agree that exposure therapies can help to reduce gambling urges
in pathological gambling. However, this treatment approach has
been also successfully used in substance use disorders and is
effective in reducing drug- or drug cue-related urges8.
Finally, when considering prevention, classification of pathological gambling can have a significant impact. While the
onset and course of addictions can profoundly be influenced
by preventive measures9, this has not been shown for impulse
control disorders.
In summary, the arguments put forward by Grant et al1 are
not sufficient to counter the classification of pathological gambling as an addictive disorder in DSM-5 and to justify a different classification in the upcoming ICD-11. Rather, the opposite holds true. Pathological gambling can best be understood as a “behavioral” addiction, in which the individual is
not addicted to a rewarding chemical substance but to a
behavior that is rewarding to him/her.
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WPA NEWS

WPA Position Statement on Gender Identity and Same-Sex Orientation,
Attraction and Behaviours
Recent controversies in many countries suggest a need for clarity on samesex orientation, attraction and behaviour
(formerly referred to as homosexuality).
Along with other international organizations, the WPA considers sexual orientation to be innate and determined by
biological, psychological, developmental
and social factors.
Over 50 years ago, Kinsey et al1 documented a diversity of sexual behaviours
among people. Surprisingly for the time,
he described that for over 10% of individuals this included same-sex sexual behaviours. Subsequent population research
has demonstrated that approximately 4%
of people identify with a same-sex sexual
orientation (e.g., gay, lesbian and bisexual
orientations). Another 0.5% identify with
a gender identity other than the gender
assigned at birth (e.g., transgender)2. Globally, this equates to over 250 million individuals. There is a recognized need for
moving towards a non-binary gender
identity.
Psychiatrists have a social responsibility to advocate for a reduction in
social inequalities for all individuals,
including inequalities related to gender
identity and sexual orientation.
Despite an unfortunate history of perpetuating stigma and discrimination, it
has been decades since modern medicine
abandoned pathologizing same-sex orientation and behaviour3. The World Health
Organization (WHO) accepts same-sex
orientation as a normal variant of human
sexuality4. The United Nations Human
Rights Council5 values lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) rights. In two
major diagnostic and classification systems (ICD-10 and DSM-5), same-sex sexual orientation, attraction and behaviour
are not seen as pathologies.
There is considerable research evidence to suggest that sexual behaviours
and sexual fluidity depend upon a number of factors6. Furthermore, it has been
shown conclusively that LGBT individuals
have higher than expected rates of psychi-
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atric disorders7,8, and once their rights
and equality are recognized these rates
start to drop9-12.
People with diverse sexual orientations
and gender identities may have grounds
for exploring therapeutic options to help
them live more comfortably, reduce distress, cope with structural discrimination,
and develop a greater degree of acceptance of their sexual orientation or gender
identity. Such principles apply to any individual who experiences distress relating
to an aspect of their identity, including
heterosexual individuals.
The WPA believes strongly in evidencebased treatment. There is no sound scientific evidence that innate sexual orientation can be changed. Furthermore, socalled treatments of homosexuality can
create a setting in which prejudice and
discrimination flourish, and they can be
potentially harmful13. The provision of
any intervention purporting to “treat”
something that is not a disorder is wholly
unethical.
1. The WPA holds the view that lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender individuals are and should be regarded as valued members of society, who have
exactly the same rights and responsibilities as all other citizens. This includes
equal access to health care and the
rights and responsibilities that go along
with living in a civilized society.
2. The WPA recognizes the universality of
same-sex expression, across cultures.
It holds the position that a same-sex
sexual orientation per se does not
imply objective psychological dysfunction or impairment in judgement, stability or vocational capabilities.
3. The WPA considers same-sex attraction, orientation and behaviour as normal variants of human sexuality. It
recognizes the multi-factorial causation
of human sexuality, orientation, behaviour and lifestyle. It acknowledges the
lack of scientific efficacy of treatments
that attempt to change sexual orienta-

tion and highlights the harm and
adverse effects of such “therapies”.
4. The WPA acknowledges the social stigma and consequent discrimination of
people with same-sex sexual orientation and transgender gender identity. It
recognizes that the difficulties they
face are a significant cause of their distress and calls for the provision of adequate mental health support.
5. The WPA supports the need to decriminalize same-sex sexual orientation
and behaviour and transgender gender
identity, and to recognize LGBT rights
to include human, civil and political
rights. It also supports anti-bullying legislation; anti-discrimination student,
employment and housing laws; immigration equality; equal age of consent
laws; and hate crime laws providing
enhanced criminal penalties for prejudice-motivated violence against LGBT
people.
6. The WPA emphasizes the need for
research on and the development of
evidence-based medical and social
interventions that support the mental
health of lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender individuals.
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Improving education, policy and research in mental health
worldwide: the role of the WPA Collaborating Centres
The WPA, within its 2014-2017 Action
Plan1, established a network of Collaborating Centres to develop innovative initiatives on education, policy and research
in mental health. The aim of this network
is to create repositories of information as
well as offer practical advice and guidance on teaching, policy and research.
The WPA Collaborating Centres have
been appointed by the WPA President
and Executive Committee for a period of
three years in the first instance, according
to the following criteria: a) high scientific
reputation at national and international
levels; b) pre-eminent status in the country’s health, research or academic structures; c) high quality of academic and
research leadership; d) stability in terms
of achievements, staff and resources; e)
willingness to deliver the WPA Action
Plan; f) clear and appropriate technical
expertise.
The functions of the WPA Collaborating Centres are to: a) collect and disseminate information on mental health; b)
provide training and links to clinical and
research centers; c) support capacity
building at country or regional level; d)
conduct and coordinate educational and
research activities with the support of the
WPA2.
The network includes now seven sites:
the National Institute of Mental Health
and Neurosciences (NIMHANS), Bangalore, India; the Department of Psychiatry,
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Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong
Kong; the Department of Psychiatry, University of Nairobi, Kenya; the Department
of Psychiatry and Mental Health, University of Cape Town, South Africa; the
Institute of Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine, Ain Shams University, Cairo, Egypt;
the Department of Psychiatry, Barts and
London School of Medicine and Dentistry, Queen Mary University, London, UK;
and the Department of Psychiatry, University of Naples SUN, Naples, Italy.
The network started its activities in
2016, adopting the principles of cocreation and the democratization of
knowledge. In fact, mutual learning and
exchanges are extremely important for
developing new solutions that are sustainable and evidence based, and for providing better care for patients in times of
economic constraints, shortage of skilled
mental health professionals, and legal
and policy obstacles to mental health
care in all countries3-5.
The Centers will provide opportunities for scholarship across high-, middleand low-income countries, and will disseminate curricula, best clinical practice
guidelines, shared policies and high
impact research to improve patient care
and public mental health. Another priority is to develop shared teaching and
learning projects for medical students
and psychiatric trainees6,7. In the future,
the network will expand its aspirations

by promoting social inclusion, protection
of human rights in care environments, and
adoption of effective complex biopsychosocial interventions in clinical practice8,9.
Updates on the activities promoted
by the WPA Collaborating Centres will
be shared and disseminated through
policy papers, educational activities and
training programs.
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